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Due to staff leaving or ageing, RWS has been actively engaged in looking for
ways to transfer and record knowledge for quite some time now. This book
is a very interesting means of doing so. Its significance extends beyond
the RWS organization alone. It provides a picture of how thinking about,
measuring and dealing with skid resistance have evolved in recent decades.
In that sense, it will be of interest to a wider audience, including parties
in higher education and foreign partners. However, producing the book
has exerted the requisite influence within RWS too. Not only because
a reference work now exists, but also because the various colleagues Erik
enthusiastically involved in the writing process were given a project that
enabled them to share their knowledge, experience and insights. In this way
it led directly to the desired level of knowledge transfer internally.
I would recommend the book to anyone looking for background
information on skid resistance and the way in which this is being and
has been dealt with in the Netherlands, and will certainly be using it for
projects that entail students studying skid resistance.
Sandra Erkens, Rijkswaterstaat Major Projects and Maintenance (GPO) and part-time
Professor of Applied Road-building Studies at Delft University of Technology

In 2012, departmental head Martijn Koster asked Erik Vos to record all
knowledge on skid resistance within Rijkswaterstaat for posterity prior
to him retiring. Erik set about doing so with an incredible degree
of enthusiasm and professionalism. In addition to setting down his
extremely wide-ranging knowledge in writing, he also sought contributions
from all other experts, both within and beyond the organization. The result
is a highly informative, valuable book, which above all is an enjoyable read.
I was able to do my bit as Chairman of the editorial committee to keep the
process on the right track.
In my view, Erik is a pioneer when it comes to recording valuable and
practicable information in a readily comprehensible way. My thanks also go out
to his co-authors. I do hope you will very much enjoy reading this publication!
Hans Nugteren, Rijkswaterstaat Major Projects and Maintenance (GPO)
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Foreword
For whom is this book intended?
The present book on skid resistance on national roads contains all the knowledge available
on skid resistance. This knowledge is accessible to experts dealing with skid resistance.
These will primarily be employees of Rijkswaterstaat working for district authorities,
consultants and various managers working for regional and national services. Secondarily,
they will include parties with whom Rijswaterstaat has some kind of relationship, such as
contractors, measuring firms, road authorities at provincial and municipal level, and research
institutes, such as Delft University of Technology and providers of higher vocational eduction.
What is the substantive focus?
One of Rijkswaterstaat’s important tasks is to guarantee road safety. This book will see
Rijkswaterstaat safeguarding knowledge on the skid resistance of the main road network
(HWN), with this pertaining to the skid resistance of both new and existing road surfaces.
There will also be brief discussion of knowledge of indirect importance, such as mix design
of asphalt wearing courses and maintenance techniques.
Why this book?
Over the past five years a great deal of investment has been made in optimizing the methods
for measuring and assessing skid resistance. In this regard, besides drawing on our own
knowledge and experience we have also looked beyond our borders to the situation abroad.
A considerable volume of useful knowledge and experience has been acquired through
(for example):
•	Participation in projects of the Forum of European Highways Research Laboratories
(FEHRL), such as the TYROSAFE project (2008-2010).
•	Bilateral communication with the road authority of the German federal state of North
Rhine-Westphalia (Strassen NRW) since 2012.
•	Participation in the European standardization working group CEN TC 227 W5 Surface
Characteristics since 2001.
Records of all this knowledge and experience are often scattered. Rijkswaterstaat is devoted
to process-oriented working, with it being important to combine all knowledge and render
it accessible. It is also good for the sake of continuing development in the future to know
what steps have already been taken.
In recent years a large number of staff have left Rijkswaterstaat and other clients, resulting
in a deficit of professional knowledge. This book will seek to prevent this knowledge from
being lost. The increasing mobility within the organization has intensified the need
for accessible information.
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Meet the authors
In 2012 the head of my department asked me to make a record of the knowledge I had
acquired over the past two decades vis-à-vis skid resistance on roads managed
by Rijkswaterstaat, to wit the national roads (rijkswegen in Dutch). In order to ensure
an adequate account of the various subaspects, I sought the assistance of several co-authors,
each of whom would be prepared to provide input relating to their specific field. In 2013
we set to work on the writing process, a collective effort that was tremendously enjoyable.
This process also entailed a small group of experts in particular subject areas contributing
to each chapter, casting a critical eye over and commenting on the concepts. The names are
specified at the end of each chapter.
The process was supervised by an editorial committee, comprising:
•	Hans Nugteren, Programme Manager Skid Resistance from Major Projects
and Maintenance (chair)
• Jan van der Zwan, Senior Advisor Road Construction from Major Projects and Maintenance
• Pieter van Vliet, Senior Advisor Road Safety from Roads, Traffic and Quality of Life
• Bert de Wit, Senior Advisor Asset Management from Roads, Traffic and Quality of Life
I wish to express my sincere gratitude to my co-authors, readers and the editorial committee
for the many constructive discussions and the enjoyable cooperation.

Delft, November 2015
Erik Vos
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How to use
this document
The book will kick off with a general introduction to skid resistance on national roads
(chapter 1), which is best read in full. This will be followed by chapters 2 to 9, each of which
treat a different topic. Each chapter will shed light and home in on skid resistance from the
perspective of the relevant topic. In principle, each chapter can be read in isolation from
the others, though a certain degree of overlap is accepted. Key words will enable the reader
to click through to other chapters containing more information on the same subject.
A diagram at the start of each chapter will present the scope of that chapter. Does it pertain
to skid resistance properties under wet and/or dry conditions? What life cycle phase is a road
surface in: the first couple of years or later?
The table below provides an overview of the chapters with the relevant scope.
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1.1
Introduction
The skid resistance of road surfaces is an important parameter when it comes to ensuring
that motorways and trunk roads forming part of the main road network (HWN) function
safely. Safety is one of the network performance measures on which the Director General
of RWS makes Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with the Secretary General of the Ministry
of Infrastructure and the Environment.
In order to arrive at realistic and readily implementable performance agreements, thorough
knowledge of the skid resistance properties of road surfaces and materials is required. However,
knowledge of measuring skid resistance, the relationship between skid resistance and road
safety, and the costs entailed is also needed. This knowledge, which Rijkswaterstaat has
amassed over recent decades, is enshrined in this book on skid resistance on national roads.
What is asset management?
Rijkswaterstaat uses asset management to ensure appropriate management of its areas and
the objects contained therein. Bearing in mind the available resources, the objective is to
foster optimum network performance (costs, performance and risks balanced on the basis
of a life cycle cost approach). In this regard, Rijkswaterstaat takes into consideration the
requirements that current and future users will set in terms of the functioning of its three
networks: the main road network, the main waterways network and the main water system.
Rijkswaterstaat does so sustainably, cost-effectively and in line with statutory regulations,
with risks accepted by the Minister for Infrastructure and the Environment.
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The crux of asset management
The crux of asset management is that the road administrator must at any time be able to have
insight into how the areas are functioning. In this regard, the size, nature and maintenance
condition of areas and objects are important, as is their role in the surrounding area.
Area information has been ascertained unequivocally (measured) and recorded in systems.
When it comes to asset management, Rijkswaterstaat uses a life cycle cost approach.
This entails the life cycle being scrutinized in its entirety when weighing things up in relation
to construction, renovation and maintenance. Rijkswaterstaat uses area information and the
life cycle cost approach to calculate long-term, trend-based maintenance and replacement
on the basis of the agreements made. This is also the foundation for the state budget.
Skid resistance developments in a nutshell
Rijkswaterstaat started measuring skid resistance soon after the construction of national
roads began around 1930. There have been many developments since that time. In the early
days Rijkswaterstaat utilized a self-developed, self-built measuring device in collaboration
with Delft University of Technology. This measuring device determined the skid resistance
of a wet road surface (wet skid resistance) with a measuring speed of 20 km/h.
1951-1959 period

Initially the focus is on establishing minimum standards for construction and maintenance.
From 1951 onwards efforts shift to measuring wet skid resistance on road sections where skid
accidents occur. Several years on and the wet skid resistance of the main road network is
monitored with a certain degree of regularity by means of random sample checks. To this
end, the RWS Skid Resistance Meter (introduced in 1959) is used, with the measuring speed
rising to 50 km/h.

Figure 1 Skid Resistance Measuring Device 1933 – 1958 used to determine wet skid resistance.
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1969

1969 sees the introduction of requirements in terms of the skid resistance of newly
constructed wearing courses. During the 1970s and 1980s, things move on from random
sample checks to periodic monitoring of the entire main road network. The RWS
maintenance programme process for surfacing has been using these readings ever since.
1995

Around 1995, skid resistance under dry conditions starts to be measured by measuring braking
deceleration of a lock braking action from 80 km/h to a halt. The application is specific to new
wearing courses of porous asphalt material which turn out to have lower initial skid resistance
than new wearing courses of dense asphalt material used up till that point in time.
2005

From 2005 onwards, in addition to setting requirements in terms of skid resistance for newly
constructed road surfaces, Rijkswaterstaat starts to demand a guarantee when it comes
to various functional properties of surfacing, including wet skid resistance. The warranty
periods are chosen in such a way that well-designed, well-constructed wearing courses can
be more than satisfactory. The warranty period is usually 7 years, but different periods are
chosen for each type of asphalt. Throughout the warranty period Rijkswaterstaat measures
wet skid resistance on an annual basis, with this not being allowed ever to fall below
an agreed intervention level.
2008

Around 2008 we see the emergence of long-term contracts on the market, for the most part
with 25-year or 30-year terms, entailing a market party taking over maintenance in full.
Requirements in terms of skid resistance are enshrined in these contracts too. The contractor
now takes care of the periodic monitoring of road sections covered by such a contract.
2010-2015 period

During the 2010-2015 period, the following improvements/changes were made:
•	Standard measuring speed raised to 70 km/h.
•	General improvement in quality assurance for the measuring process.
•	Method of assessing skid resistance adjusted for the purposes of RWS maintenance advice.
•	Measurement accuracy improved in contractual situations.
•	Preparations for the transition to another measuring device type for wet skid resistance,
namely the Sideway Force measuring device.
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1.2
What is skid resistance?
Frictional forces
In order to drive on a road safely, the road surface has to be sufficiently skid-resistant.
This is necessary to offset the horizontal forces that vehicle movements such as accelerating,
braking and steering produce in the contact area between tyre and road surface. To this end,
a certain degree of friction is required in the contact area between tyre and road surface.
Friction between tyre and road surface depends on the manoeuvre being performed
by a vehicle. Is this oriented more in the direction of travel or perpendicular to the direction
of travel? Friction arises due to an interplay of various physical processes. The most significant
of these are the deformation of the tyre on the road surface (hysteresis), attraction at molecular
level between rubber and road surface (adhesion) and energy losses due to tiny bits of rubber
tyre being worn off (abrasion). Further information on this is provided in chapter 2.
Influencing factors
The extent of friction between tyre and road surface is dependent on (see Figure 2):
•	The type of wearing course and thus, in conjunction with this, the texture.
•	The tyre and thus, in conjunction with this, the various tyre properties.
•	The environmental conditions, with the presence of water/contamination between tyre
and road surface being one of the most significant.
Furthermore, the extent of friction is dependent on the slip speed (the difference in speed
between tyre rubber and the road surface in the contact area) and on the vehicle speed.
A coefficient of friction expresses the extent of the friction, defined as the ratio between the
frictional force parallel to the road surface and the force perpendicular to the road surface.
The coefficient of friction is a dimensionless quantity. Practical values are around 0.1-0.2 on
a very slippery road surface (ice, snow) and around 0.8-1.0 on a very skid-resistant road surface.

road surface
• microtexture
• macrotexture

friction
as a function of slip
speed and speed

tyre
• dimensions
• tyre type
• rubber
• tyre pressure

environmental conditions
• water
• contamination
• wheel load
• temperature
• season
Figure 2 Factors influencing the extent of friction between tyre and road surface.
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Environmental conditions
When measuring the coefficient of friction, a distinction is made in practice between the
situation on a dry road surface and the situation on a wet road surface. The difference being that
in the case of a wet road surface there is water present in the contact area between the tyre and
the road surface, functioning as a kind of sliding layer. Depending on the thickness of the film
of water, this could considerably reduce the coefficient of friction (roughly by a factor of two).
Contamination by oil or mud can have a negative effect on the coefficient of friction.
This is a temporary effect, as a rule. Once the contaminants are no longer present, perhaps
after special machine cleaning, the coefficient of friction will gradually return to its former
level. The season and the temperature at the time of measuring will also influence things to
a certain extent. On the one hand this is down to a degree of fluctuation in actual coefficient
of friction over the year due to seasonal processes, and on the other hand tyre properties
change with the temperature. All this results in lower values being measured in the summer
and higher values being measured in the winter.
Type of wearing course and texture
The lion’s share (85%) of the road infrastructure of the Netherlands’ main road network
(HWN) consists of asphalt surfacing with a so-called porous wearing course (one-layer
or two-layer porous asphalt). On a small proportion (15%), asphalt surfacing with a dense
wearing course is used (dense asphalt concrete [DAC] and stone mastic asphalt [SMA]).
Surfacing types made of cement concrete, which usually have a dense road surface as well,
are now a rare occurrence on the main road network in the Netherlands.
Significant in terms of the skid resistance of a road surface is how coarse it is. This coarseness
is classified into two wavelength ranges. The microtexture has wavelengths of up to 0.5 mm
and the macrotexture has wavelengths in excess of 0.5 mm and less than 50 mm (see Figure 3).

road surface

Figure 3 Various textures
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Effect of texture and speed
The coefficient of friction, particularly on a wet road, depends on speed. At a low speed the
coefficient of friction is highest on both a wet and a dry road. In such cases, its level will
be determined by the microtexture. The coarser this is, the higher the level. On a wet road
surface the level will be markedly lower than it would be on a dry road surface due to water
being present in the contact area.
If the speed increases, the coefficient of friction on a wet road surface will decrease.
The higher the speed, the harder it is to drain off the water between tyre and road surface.
This effect is less pronounced the coarser the macrotexture is. On a dry road surface, speed
evidently has much less of an influence and the macrotexture does not play (or barely plays)
a significant role.
Microtexture and macrotexture not only play a role when it comes to the skid resistance
of a road surface but also affect noise and rolling resistance. In practice, changing the
macrotexture (for example) can effect an improvement in skid resistance, albeit to the
detriment of rolling resistance. This has to be factored in when optimizing road surfaces.
Wet and dry skid resistance and definitions
The considerable variety in environmental conditions and in traffic speed means that
it is impossible to describe a particular road surface using a single coefficient of friction.
This will depend on the specific situation and circumstances.
In order to be able to indicate the friction properties of road surfaces with a single figure, the
term ‘skid resistance’ was introduced. The skid resistance of a road surface is defined as the
coefficient of friction of a road surface, measured under standardized conditions.
In practice, a large number of different standards are used in Europe (and throughout
the world). Consequently, the results are largely not directly comparable.
Definition of skid resistance
The skid resistance of a road surface is defined as the coefficient of friction measured
under standardized conditions.

The vast majority of methods developed to measure skid resistance pertain to measuring the
coefficient of friction on a wet road surface, because as a rule this is the decisive factor when
it comes to safety. Henceforth we will refer to this as skid resistance wet road surface or wet
skid resistance.
In the situation in the Netherlands, where a lot of porous wearing courses are used, the
friction properties on a dry road surface can be normative in the case of new wearing courses
under certain circumstances. Henceforth we will refer to this as skid resistance dry road
surface or dry skid resistance.
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1.3
Skid resistance and road safety
Factors influencing the incidence of accidents
A certain degree of skid resistance is necessary to enable traffic to accelerate, brake and safely
change direction. Nevertheless, traffic does not have the same need for skid resistance
everywhere because vehicle manoeuvres are not performed with equal intensity in all places.
If the available skid resistance is lower in a particular situation than the requisite skid
resistance, this could result in undesirable vehicle manoeuvres. Consider in this regard
skidding when braking hard, cornering or performing other manoeuvres.
Depending on such factors as how alert and experienced the driver is, distance between
vehicles, speed or volume of traffic, this could result in an accident. Incidentally, in-vehicle
electronic systems are also increasingly contributing to safety. Skid resistance and road safety
will be examined in more detail in chapter 3.
It is not usually possible to pinpoint a single cause of an accident. For the most part, accidents
occur as a result of a combination of circumstances. The same goes for the severity of the accident.
This can be presented diagrammatically using the so-called ‘Swiss cheese model’ (see Figure 4).
latent errors

system
design

quality
control

psychological
actions
precursors
in traffic
of actions

unsafe actions

defence
mechanisms

Figure 4 Diagrammatic representation of the development of an accident according to the Swiss cheese model
(source: SWOV).
Road safety in figures
It is important to have an understanding of the extent of road safety on the main road
network (HWN) in the Netherlands. Table 1 provides an overview of the number of fatalities
and serious casualties on all roads in the Netherlands and the proportion of these on the
main road network managed by Rijkswaterstaat. The reference year is 2009, as the quality
of the records of accidents deteriorates considerably thereafter. The table shows that there
were 106 fatalities on the main road network in that year. This equates to around 16% of the
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total number of fatalities in road traffic on all roads in the Netherlands in 2009 (644).
Relatively speaking, then, the main road network is safer when compared to other roads.
Table 1 Number of fatalities and serious casualties on all roads in the Netherlands and the
proportion of these on the main road network in reference year 2009.
all roads in the Netherlands
fatalities
serious casualties

main road network

644

106

4397

890

Relationship between skid resistance and road safety
Worldwide research into the relationship between skid resistance and road safety has been
carried out for decades now. The general picture painted by the studies is that the skid
resistance of a road surface is only one of the factors having an effect on road safety.
Furthermore, low skid resistance is often not an independent cause of an accident, though
it can result in increased accident risk in combination with other factors.
Moreover, high skid resistance can contribute to preventing accidents or reducing their
severity. Incidentally, in-vehicle electronic systems such as ABS and ESP are also increasingly
contributing to safety.

accident risk

Studies
Most studies reveal that the probability of being involved in an accident for each kilometre
driven increases as skid resistance decreases, particularly on a wet road surface. A certain
differentiation has been found in this respect. For example, the increase in the probability
of an accident turns out to be restricted to motorways (straight sections). And markedly
more significant in the case of slip roads, where lane changes and bends create more
opportunities for conflict with other road users (see Figure 5). The numbers of accidents and
road length for the values, particularly below the skid resistance standard, are very low on the
left-hand side of the graph. Thus rendering the fluctuations in terms of values considerable.
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
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motorway main carriageway
motorway slip road and merging lanes
dual and single carriage way
threshold value

0.2

0.0

0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
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0.37
0.38
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0.40
0.41
0.42
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.46
0.47
0.48
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0.50
0.51
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.58
0.59
0.60

0.1

skid resistance at 70 km/h
Figure 5 Relationship wet skid resistance current method of measuring and accident probability
(number of accidents wet per million vehicle kilometres) for motorway main carriageway, motorway slip road
and merging lanes and dual and single carriage way as calculated on Dutch national roads.
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Most studies show that the increase in the risk of an accident as skid resistance declines
is more or less continuous and progressive, i.e without any clear distortion or tipping point.
Moreover, there are significant differences within a particular road category, which in turn
partly negate the differences in accident risk between the different road categories.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to quantify the relationship between skid resistance and road
safety unequivocally from the international literature. This is partly down to the fact that
there are significant differences in terms of road safety within a country’s road network,
as well as between countries, depending on road category, traffic speed, volume of traffic,
probabilities of conflict with other road users and suchlike.
Skid resistance policy
When putting a wearing course into use, many countries set requirements in terms of skid
resistance and subsequently monitor the skid resistance periodically throughout the term of use.
For decades now, Rijkswaterstaat has been setting requirements in terms of wet skid resistance
upon completion, and the main road network has been being monitored since 1994. The value
specified in a ministerial memorandum in 1983 was 0.38. If the wet skid resistance is lower,
then maintenance and the implementation of safety measures for traffic will be necessary.
The ministerial memorandum states that:
‘Efforts are geared towards minimizing instances of the average coefficient
of friction over 100 metres, measured at 50 km/h in accordance with the specifications
of Rijkswaterstaat’s Wegenbouwkundige Dienst [Road Construction Service],
falling below the value of 0.38’.
This value is the intervention level for maintenance, or the standard. It has its origins
in extensive research carried out by SWOV on Dutch national roads between 1960 and 1970.
A change to the method of measuring in 2010 resulted in modifications to the values for the
standard, rendering them dependent on measuring speed and type of wearing course.
For example, an intervention level of 0.42 has applied since 2010 for the most commonly
used wearing course, porous asphalt, at a measuring speed of 70 km/h.
Similarly, requirements in terms of wet skid resistance upon completion have been set on the
underlying road network at provincial and municipal level. Monitoring is only done if there are
clear indications that the skid resistance might be low (or excessively low) during the term of use.
Furthermore, requirements in terms of dry skid resistance upon completion have also
applied to porous wearing courses since 1991.
Dutch Civil Code
In principle, the road authority in the Netherlands is liable for any deficiency in the road
pursuant to Article 6:174 of the Dutch Civil Code, irrespective of the cause of the deficiency
or the extent of the road authority’s awareness of the deficiency (strict liability). In terms
of ensuring proper maintenance, the standards set out in RWS brochures apply. The legal
situation sometimes differs in surrounding countries.
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1.4
Measuring skid resistance
Considerable variety in types of measuring devices
Across the globe a wide variety of methods are available for the purposes of measuring skid
resistance. The differences between measuring devices and measuring conditions are often
significant. This makes exchanging measurement data difficult. Most measuring devices
determine the skid resistance of a wet road surface, though a limited number determine
the skid resistance of a dry road surface.
Measuring skid resistance will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.
Wet skid resistance
In the Netherlands, Rijkswaterstaat and the provincial and municipal road authorities use
the RWS skid resistance meter for the purposes of measuring wet skid resistance
(see Figure 6). Rijkswaterstaat introduced this measuring device in 1959. It constitutes
a further development of a measuring device developed by Rijkswaterstaat and Delft
University of Technology around 1930.

Figure 6 Example of a skid resistance measuring device (RWS skid resistance meter, RAW 2010 Test 72) deployed
within the compass of acceptance procedures for new road surfaces and monitoring for setting up maintenance
schedules and warranties.

The measuring device is characterized by measuring skid resistance in a longitudinal
direction with a slip percentage of 86% (nearly locked wheel situation) under prescribed wet
conditions with a standardized treadless tyre.
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Since 2010, skid resistance measurements have been performed as standard with
a measuring speed of 70 km/h and with the test wheel in the middle of the right-hand wheel
rut. If the road geometry does not allow a measuring speed of 70 km/h, then a lower speed
of 50 km/h will apply. When the first edition of the Standard RAW provisions was published
in 1985, this method was described as Test 150. Due to all tests being renumbered in 2010,
this was changed to Test 72.
Market parties
Until 1985, Rijkswaterstaat was the only party in the Netherlands to have measuring devices
to measure wet skid resistance. There are now two market parties active in the Netherlands
with five measuring devices at their disposal which have been approved by Rijkswaterstaat.
Rijkswaterstaat periodically (roughly 10 times a year) compares all operational measuring
devices with one another in a round robin test.
Both market parties perform all skid resistance measurements for provincial authorities,
municipal authorities and contractors. They now take care of many of the Rijkswaterstaat
measurements for the annual monitoring.
Focus on ownership
As a consequence of this, Rijkswaterstaat is scaling down its efforts in terms of measuring
skid resistance and is now focusing primarily on ownership of the method. In other words,
drawing up the specifications for skid resistance measurements, periodic quality checks
of market parties’ measuring devices, control over the delivery and acceptance of new test
tyres and control over acceptance of any new measuring devices.
Sideway-force method
In anticipation of the results of European standardization/harmonization efforts,
Rijkswaterstaat has decided to switch to the sideway-force method from 2017 onwards
(see Figure 7). Nine European countries are now using this measuring device.
Key factors in this decision were:
• It fits in better with the policy of devolving more tasks from the public sector to the private sector.
• Widespread usage in Europe means that savings are expected on the costs of annual
monitoring of the main road network.
• Marked improvement in terms of the exchangeability of measurements with other countries.
As a consequence of this decision, Rijkswaterstaat will be relinquishing ownership of the
RWS skid resistance meter from 2017 onwards and no longer having its own measuring
devices for skid resistance. In order to safeguard the quality of measuring wet skid resistance
for the future, Rijkswaterstaat will be entering into an alliance with the German Federal
Highway Research Institute (BASt).
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Figure 7 Example of a sideway-force measuring device (SKM from BASt).

Dry skid resistance
For historical reasons Rijkswaterstaat uses braking deceleration under standardized
conditions to determine the skid resistance of a new, dry road surface. Hence it does not use
the coefficient of friction as is the case with wet skid resistance. In practice, this does not
particularly matter, as research shows that both characterizations – dimensionless
coefficient of friction and braking deceleration – are numerically rather well correlated
(braking deceleration = 9.81 × coefficient of friction).
The Netherlands has the following two methods of measuring braking deceleration on a dry
road surface:
• Dry braking deceleration method (in m/s2) with braking test. This method entails a mid-range car
with brakes that lock (i.e. ABS switched off ) performing a series of braking manoeuvres
from a starting speed of 80 km/h (see Figure 8). In practice, a roadblock is usually necessary
to allow this method to be used. This test has been in use since 1991. At the present juncture
(2015), three measuring companies in the Netherlands are capable of carrying out the test.

Figure 8 Measuring dry braking deceleration with braking test (left) and measuring in traffic (right).
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• Dry braking deceleration method measuring in traffic. This method entails braking deceleration
being determined with the aid of a measuring trailer. The trailer’s test tyre performs a series
of short (c. 25 metres) locked braking manoeuvres from a driving speed of 70 km/h.
The benefit of this test over the braking test is that it can be carried out in traffic.
The method has been operational at two measuring companies in the Netherlands since
the summer of 2014. The measuring device used for this is the same measuring device as the
one used for wet skid resistance, though different settings apply when carrying out the test.
Static pendulum test
The Netherlands uses the so-called pendulum test or Skid Resistance Tester (SRT) for the
purposes of measurements on road markings, expansion joints and other joints as well as for
research. A roadblock is required for this static test.
The benefit of this test is the fact that it measures on small surfaces and determines skid
resistance in different directions, i.e. not only longitudinally but also laterally. This can
be important in bends with a very small curve radius, where polishing of the road surface
is primarily in the lateral direction.

Figure 9 Skid Resistance Tester (SRT)
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1.5
Wet skid resistance in construction and maintenance
Lifespan
Wet skid resistance plays a role throughout the lifespan of all types of wearing course. With the
exception of a wearing course made of dense asphalt concrete (DAC), wet skid resistance can,
in a number of situations, prove to be a little on the low side straight after construction and
in the first year after opening. This is predominantly the case where the bitumen film around the
crushed stone in the top layer is too smooth due to careless gritting. If the bitumen film on the
surface becomes worn, then the skid resistance will improve within a short space of time.
As the road ages, the microtexture will become smoother and skid resistance will decline.
This is due to the fact that the tyres of the vehicles on the road polish the road surface.
The extent to which this occurs depends on the quality of the crushed stone used in the
wearing course and the traffic volumes. This deterioration is primarily visible in the wheel ruts.
Construction and maintenance requirements
Wet skid resistance requirements have been incorporated into the construction and
maintenance process as follows (see also the diagram in Figure 10):
• In the RWS maintenance advice process for surfacing based on the Multi-year Road Maintenance
Plan (MJPV), intervention levels for maintenance throughout the lifespan of a road surface.
• In UAV-GC (uniform administrative conditions for integrated contracts) contracts,
requirements (1) upon opening, (2) warranty requirements throughout the warranty
period, and (3) warranty requirements upon expiry of the warranty period.
• In DBFM contracts, requirements (1) upon opening a road section, and (2) during the usage
phase throughout the term of the contract until the contractual period lapses.
Chapter 5 extensively treats the use of the RWS maintenance advice in the process, and
chapter 6 looks at its use in UAV-GC and DBFM contracts.
MJPV until 2012
Within the compass of the annual process of the Multi-year Road Maintenance Plan (MJPV),
single skid resistance measurements taken with the RWS skid resistance meter were used
until 2012 (the Standard RAW Test 150 until 2010 and Test 72 from 2010 onwards).
The assessment proceeded in line with a black-and-white approach. In the event of skid
resistance measured equalling or exceeding the set intervention level for maintenance, the
skid resistance will be sufficient and the matter will be revisited during the next measuring
year. In the event of skid resistance under this intervention level, safety measures for traffic
will need to be implemented forthwith, and maintenance work will have to be scheduled.
Problems were identified using this method in 2010. For example, far more instances than
usual of the standard not being met cropped up unexpectedly. At that point, the board
of Rijkswaterstaat commissioned the development of a new methodology, in this regard
drawing on the experiences of neighbouring countries. The new method must
be transparent, reliable and verifiable.
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Figure 10 Threshold values used for the MJPV from 2012 onwards, UAV-GC contracts from 2014 onwards
and DBFM contracts from 2014 onwards.
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MJPV after 2012
The aforementioned developments led to two significant innovations in 2012:
• Skid Resistance Index (SI): assessment is no longer based solely on the most recent (single)
measurement, but is also based on available historical measurements up to a maximum
of two years retrospectively.
• Safety assessment: further research vis-à-vis a transitional area surrounding the current standard.
In such cases, the road authority will inspect things in situ. And, based on data pertaining to
accident history and expert judgement, will assess whether maintenance and accompanying
safety measures are necessary for a road section. This is analogous to the way of working
in surrounding countries such as Britain (Investigatory Level) and Germany (Warnwert).
UAV-GC and DBFM contracts until 2014
For the UAV-GC (uniform administrative conditions for integrated contracts) and DBFM
contracts coming onto the market prior to 2014, the same approach applies as the one that
applied in the case of the MJPV method until 2012. In principle, the same values apply for the
maintenance intervention level and for the black-and-white approach. In the case of skid
resistance, therefore, skid resistance equal to or greater than the maintenance intervention
level will be sufficient. In the case of skid resistance lower than the maintenance
intervention level, it will be insufficient and measures will need to be taken.
UAV-GC and DBFM contracts from 2014
As of 2014 innovations were also implemented when it came to the UAV-GC and DBFM
contracts. Here too exclusively using the most recently obtained (single) skid resistance
measurement is insufficient. In the case of monitoring during the contractual term for DBFM
contracts, therefore, the Skid Resistance Index (SI) will be used henceforth, which provides
an averaging over several years.
In all other situations the Current Skid Resistance Score (AS) applies, developed along
German lines. This is specifically intended for contractual situations, with two
measurements being performed in quick succession. If the readings satisfy an accuracy test,
then the AS will calculate the average of both measurements.
It is estimated that a 95% reliability interval of a reported SI or AS is equal to +/– 0.03.
This is better than a single measurement by roughly a factor of 2.
The safety assessment, as introduced for the MJPV in 2012, does not apply to contractual
situations involving UAV-GC and DBFM contracts. The reason for this is that an expert
judgement is not readily quantifiable, something that is undesirable for contractual situations.
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Diagrammatic overview
The diagram in Figure 10 presents the quantities used, the relevant threshold values and the
desired actions. Here it is evident that the maintenance intervention level, the AS and/or SI
(precisely 0.00), constitutes an important limit. This holds for all three processes, MJPV,
UAV-GC and DBFM.
In the case of the UAV-GC contracts there is a skid resistance higher than the maintenance
intervention level by 0.02 upon opening because the skid resistance can dip slightly during the
first few weeks after construction. In the case of DBFM contracts, however, the requirement
upon opening is equal to the maintenance intervention level. This is due to the fact that the
usual dip in skid resistance during the first few weeks after construction is not covered by this
requirement. This is a conservation obligation on the part of the contractor and is covered
by means of the skid resistance requirement throughout the term of the contract.
In the case of the UAV-GC contracts at the end of the lifespan, a bonus or penalty limit will
apply, depending on the type of wearing course. The purpose of this will be to encourage the
contractor to have a little extra margin in terms of the standard value for skid resistance
at the end of the warranty period.
If, in the case of DBFM contracts, the skid resistance is lower than the maintenance
intervention level, then a distinction will be made. Thus there is the qualification serious
damage (just below the maintenance intervention level) and urgent damage (more than
0.06 below the maintenance intervention level), with an immediate improvement to the
skid resistance being imperative.
Safety measures in the event of insufficient skid resistance
If the wet skid resistance does not satisfy the set requirements (AS or SI lower than 0.00), then
safety measures will have to be taken immediately until the repair work has been carried out
(see Figure 11). A comprehensive description of the nature and deployment strategy of the
safety measures was provided in ‘Richtlijnen handelwijze bij onvoldoende stroefheid of teveel
spoorvorming’ (‘Guidelines on Practices in the event of Insufficient Skid Resistance or
Excessive Rutting’), approved by the Construction and Maintenance process owner in 2013.
These guidelines apply to both the regular situation in which Rijkswaterstaat itself has control
over the maintenance schedule (MJPV) and the situation involving a DBFM contract.
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Action plan - safety measures and repair times
Skid resistance - MJPV
safety measure

repair time

main carriageway

slip road

100 km/h or lower

120 or 130 km/h

A

A

+0.04
+0.03
+0.02

safety assessment

A

Skid resistance index - SI

+0.01
0.00
-0.01
-0.02

when road surface is wet
... m

when road surface is wet
... m

when road surface is wet
... m

-0.03
-0.04

schedule
maintenance

-0.05
-0.06
-0.07
-0.08

when road surface is wet
... m

≤ –0.09

when road surface is wet
... m

A

when road surface is wet
... m

B

B

A: Deployment strategy A - Warning sign only
B: Deployment strategy B - Warning sign with a speed limit

Figure 11 Action plan safety measures in the case of RWS maintenance advice (MJPV) and in the case of DBFM.
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Skid resistance - DBFM
safety measure

repair time

main carriageway
100 km/h or lower
+0.04

slip road
120 or 130 km/h

moderate damage

+0.03
Skid resistance index - SI
Current Skid Resistance Score - AS

+0.02
+0.01
0.00
-0.01

serious damage

see contract

-0.02
when road surface is wet
... m

-0.03

A

-0.04
-0.05
-0.06
-0.07
-0.08
≤ –0.09

urgent damage

when road surface is wet
... m
when road surface is wet
... m

A

immediate

when road surface is wet
... m

B

B
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1.6
Initial skid resistance on dry road surface
Bituplaning
Except in the case of wearing courses made of dense asphalt concrete (DAC), skid resistance
on a dry road surface plays a significant role during the phase straight after construction and
in the first year. This was first evident when porous wearing courses were introduced around
1990, for instance. Much longer braking distances were measured on new porous wearing
courses under dry conditions than on dense asphalt concrete wearing courses.
The cause of the longer braking distance in the case of new porous wearing courses is the fact
that the stones are initially still covered with a non-gritted bitumen film. If a vehicle brakes
on this with wheels blocked, then the bitumen film will melt as a consequence of the heat
generated by the friction. The coefficient of friction will drop sharply, resulting in lower
braking deceleration and thus a longer braking distance. This phenomenon is called
bituplaning and occurs exclusively in vehicles without ABS.
Traffic will wear away the surface within a few months of constructing any gritting material
and the bitumen film. As a consequence of this, the wearing course’s coefficient of friction
will increase and the braking distance will decrease. In the case of wearing courses more than
around 1 year old, if the bitumen film on the surface of the wearing course has disappeared,
then dry skid resistance (or lack thereof ) will no longer play a significant role as a result.
In contrast to porous wearing courses, skid resistance on a dry road surface will initially not play
a significant role in the case of dense wearing courses. This is due to the absence of bituplaning
with these. After construction, dense wearing courses are immediately gritted with crushed stone
with a grain size of at least 3 mm. This will provide adequate texture straight from the outset.
Policy: how do you deal with low initial skid resistance on a dry road surface?
In 1991, Rijkswaterstaat developed the method for measuring dry braking deceleration
by means of a braking test. Rijkswaterstaat also endeavoured, in a plethora of ways,
to improve the initial skid resistance properties of porous wearing courses.
The studies performed did not produce good results, which is why the following policy was
ultimately selected:
• In the case of a well-designed and well-constructed wearing course, the braking
deceleration on a dry road will be at least 5.2 m/s2. This minimum requirement of 5.2 m/s2
corresponds to the statutory braking deceleration requirements for passenger cars.
• Installing a warning sign featuring the text ‘new road surface, longer braking distance’ as
standard (see Figure 12). This is necessary because the braking deceleration requirement
of 5.2 m/s2 is clearly lower than the customary braking deceleration values of road surfaces
that have been properly ‘worn in’, i.e. 6.5 m/s2 as a minimum.
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Figure 12 Standard sign for newly constructed wearing course.

• Removing the signage if, due to wearing of the bitumen film on the aggregate grains after
an average of c. 6-9 months, braking deceleration has reached a minimum value of 6.5 m/s2
after measuring.
• If the braking deceleration is lower than 5.2 m/s2 then the road may be opened under
restrictive conditions and with a temporary speed limit of 90 km/h applying. If the braking
deceleration turns out to be lower than 4.5 m/s2, then the road may not be opened and
improvement measures will be necessary.
The policy above has been incorporated into RWS contracts and applies to all types
of wearing course with the exception of dense wearing courses made of dense asphalt
concrete (DAC), which are gritted as standard (usually crushed stone 2/6).
More recent research to improve initial skid resistance
The introduction of two-layer porous asphalt and durable porous asphalt gave rise to
problems with both excessively low initial braking deceleration and excessively low wet skid
resistance. This lead once more to research in the 2002-2008 period into methods to remove
the bitumen film after construction or to improve braking deceleration.
Removing the bitumen film without making concessions in terms of noise reduction, water
permeability and durability proved tricky. A suitable solution was eventually found in research
into improvement techniques on newly laid (two-layer) porous asphalt (or durable porous
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asphalt) test sections. Gritting with a tiny quantity of fine, sharp gritting material with a
maximum grain size of 3 mm prior to the first rolling pass. This will improve both the initial wet
skid resistance and braking deceleration durable, without making any concessions in terms
of noise reduction, water permeability and durability. This method has been in use since 2009.
Problems with initial skid resistance have also been observed with wearing courses made
of stone mastic asphalt, particularly on a wet road surface. Research carried out in conjunction
with CROW has also resulted in advice vis-à-vis stone mastic asphalt for a gritting procedure
and gritting material without making any concessions in terms of noise reduction, water
permeability and durability.
Initial dry skid resistance will be discussed extensively in chapter 7.

1.7
Materials used in wearing course
Porous wearing courses
The vast majority of wearing courses on the main road network are porous wearing courses.
A small proportion are dense wearing courses. For the most part, the skid resistance of the
porous wearing courses is determined by coarse aggregate grains. In the case of the dense
wearing courses, it is not only coarse aggregate grains but also smaller aggregate grains
as well as the sand in the mastic that determine the skid resistance.
The polishing effect produce by vehicle tyres reduces the microtexture of the aggregate
grains (less rough), thereby reducing the skid resistance. The extent to which this happens
is markedly dependent on the quality of the materials used in the wearing course. In order
to attain to satisfactory longevity for a wearing course’s skid resistance, it is important to use
aggregate types that are adequately resistant to this polishing effect.
Rijkswaterstaat prescribed the nature of the material until 1972, e.g. crushed gravel, porphyry.
Thereafter the pronouncement until 2000 was that the material had to be of natural
provenance. In 2005, synthetic materials were added to the permitted list, e.g. blast furnace
slag or phosphorous slag. From 2010 onwards, the nature of the material was no longer
prescribed, with requirements being restricted to a number of technical aspects.
Polished Stone Value
An important technical aspect for which a requirement has been set for decades is the
susceptibility to polishing. The measure used for this in the Netherlands is the so-called
Polished Stone Value (PSV). Calculating the PSV is done by means of an internationally
standardized standard, the NEN-EN 1097-28. This test imitates the polishing effect of vehicle
tyres, under conditions more or less comparable to that which occurs on the road surface.
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Types of crushed stone
Until 2005, ample use was made of Dutch crushed stone and moraine crushed stone in the
asphalt wearing courses with a required PSV value of 53 as a minimum. The gravel for Dutch
crushed stone is extracted at extraction sites along the River Meuse in the province
of Limburg and comprises naturally polished gravel. The extraction areas for the gravel
for moraine crushed stone are along the Upper Rhine. In order to render this material
suitable for use in wearing courses, it is crushed after extraction.

Figure 13 Example of the extraction of Dutch crushed stone used in wearing courses until 2005 (left)
and the extraction of quarried material in a quarry (right) used in wearing courses from 2005 onwards.

In 2005, Rijkswaterstaat observed a more rapid decrease in skid resistance than expected
on a considerable number of heavily used road sections. A decision was made to increase
the minimum value of the PSV from 53 to 58. In addition, the requirements in terms
of the proportion of crushed pieces was increased from 90% to 100%.
Coarse material
This tightening of requirements meant that the use of Dutch crushed stone and moraine
crushed stone was no longer possible going forward, because crushed gravel still naturally
contains a proportion of (round) polished material. Now only coarse material containing
no round material could be used. This is extracted from quarries in such countries
as Germany, Norway and England. Furthermore, cliffs were blown up with explosives,
whereupon crushers would refine the coarse blocks of stone to form various grain sizes.
Friction After Polishing test
A recent development in terms of ascertaining a wearing course’s susceptibility to polishing
is the Friction After Polishing (FAP) test (see Figure 14). After all, one disadvantage of the PSV
is that it is calculated over just one fraction of the crushed stone to be used, namely the
fraction 8/10. By contrast, the FAP test looks at the entire asphalt mixture.
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Figure 14 FAP test set-up (left) and two samples (right).

It is expected that it will be possible to use the FAP for new asphalt mixtures in the near
future. In a laboratory setting this will give a reliable forecast of skid resistance development
in day-to-day practice on the main road network.
Chapter 8 will look extensively at the relationship between the materials used and skid
resistance.

1.8
Maintenance measures and improvement techniques
If a road surface’s wet or dry skid resistance does not satisfy the standards, then improvement will
be required. It is important to examine the cause of the excessively low skid resistance. If it is due
to external circumstances (e.g. contamination that can occur during protracted dry spells or oil
on the road), then cleaning the road surface will suffice. If the cause is in the surfacing, then there
are various options to improve the skid resistance, depending on the situation.
If the wet skid resistance is insufficient during the usage phase, then lane-wide replacement
of the wearing course or an improvement technique can be used.
Lane-wide replacement of the wearing course
Depending on the maintenance programme, it is possible to opt for lane-wide replacement
of the wearing course over a certain length. Options include:
• So-called out/in replacement of the wearing course.
• A thin asphalt insert.
• Applying emulsion asphalt concrete (EAC).
Improvement technique
If the maintenance plan specifies lane-wide or carriageway-wide replacement within the
foreseeable future, then an improvement technique can be considered. This will effect
a temporary improvement in wet skid resistance to tide things over until the point at which
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the wearing course is replaced. An improvement technique with a temporary effect
will be desirable if immediate replacement of the wearing course is not advisable.
This pertains to the following improvement techniques, with only the surface of the wearing
course being improved:
• Cleaning the road surface with a porous asphalt cleaner: A porous asphalt cleaner cleans a
contaminated surface. The commonly used vehicle has a wide nozzle and a spray bar with
rotating high-pressure spray heads. These enable both surface cleaning and deep cleaning.

Figure 15 Porous asphalt cleaner

Figure 16 Planing a wearing course

• Planing: This technique entails horizontally rotating discs with diamonds grinding the road
surface. It can also be used to create the requisite initial skid resistance, because grinding
causes the bitumen layer on the surface to disappear. Thus ensuring that tyres are in direct
contact with the stone surface, precluding the possibility of bituplaning.
• Bush hammering: The surface of dense wearing courses, both asphalt and concrete surfaces,
can be mechanically tooled using special hammers. Thereby giving rise to a uniform,
coarse structure without excessively damaging the road surface. Roughening the surface
in the direction of travel (the most common approach) creates small longitudinal grooves
due to the placement of tools, thereby extending the lifespan of the roughened surface.
• Focused water blasting: Spraying water under high pressure onto the road surface improves the
microtexture. Also extremely well suited to removing the cement laitance on combination
wearing courses or of the bitumen film on porous asphalt so as to improve initial skid
resistance.
• Shot blasting: This technique uses tiny steel balls rather than water to roughen the road
surface, firing them at the surface with great force. Thus lending the stones extra texture,
increasing the wet skid resistance.
• Grinding: A grinding machine is used to grind (road) surfaces with a high degree of accuracy.
This smooths out bumps, or is used to introduce a pattern of grooves in order to improve water
drainage and therefore wet skid resistance as well. The method works by means of a large
number of vertically positioned grinding discs that can be used to work the surface of the road.
The depth can be set with great accuracy.
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Incidentally, these roughening techniques are not universally utilizable. If the cause of low
skid resistance is an excess of mixture (too little hollow space and/or too much bitumen,
resulting in spots of bleeding becoming visible on the surface), then removal of the bitumen
will be a temporary solution. It is necessary to tackle the causes, otherwise the spots
of bleeding will most likely reappear. When selecting an improvement technique, then,
it is imperative to always look at the cause of the insufficient wet or dry skid resistance.
Chapter 9 goes into more detail on maintenance measures and improvement techniques.
author: Erik Vos
with content contributed by: Thijs Bennis, Frank Bouman, Paul Kuijper and Jan Voskuilen
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2
What is skid
resistance?
lifespan
initial

2.1
Introduction
Frictional forces
In order to drive on a road safely, the road surface has to be sufficiently skid-resistant.
This is necessary to offset the horizontal forces that occur in the contact area between tyre
and road surface during vehicle movements (accelerating, braking and steering). To this end,
friction is required in the contact area between tyre and road surface.

dry
wet

The coefficient of friction indicates the extent of friction. This is the ratio of the frictional
force parallel to the contact area and the force perpendicular to the contact area. In the case
of tyre-road surface contact, the latter is the (dynamic) wheel load due to gravity, if need
be with a correction for any incline.
Components
The coefficient of friction consists of two components:
• The longitudinal coefficient of friction in the direction the vehicle is travelling.
This is important for the maximum braking deceleration that can be achieved
and therefore exerts an influence on the braking distance of a vehicle when braking.
• The transverse coefficient of friction transverse to the direction of travel. This is important
to enable steering, both in bends and during swerving manoeuvres. In bends, the requisite
shear force, and therefore the requisite transverse coefficient of friction, depends on the
speed, the curve radius and the crossfall.
In the case of a vehicle manoeuvre, simultaneous braking and steering could be necessary.
The total available friction is then divided over longitudinal and lateral directions.
The maximum coefficients of friction in longitudinal and lateral directions usually vary due
to differences in tyre firmness and road surface texture in longitudinal and lateral directions.
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Physical processes
The friction between tyre and road surface is made up of three processes:
• Adhesion: the molecular attraction between the rubber tread of the tyre and the road
surface. If there is any other material in the contact area - such as water, ice, oil or dirt then this molecular attraction will be reduced or absent.
• Hysteresis: the internal cushioning of the rubber. The deformation of the rubber over the
bumps in the road surface uses more energy when braking than is released when it springs
back. Hence energy is lost.
• Abrasion: energy losses due to wear to tyre particles at speeds below 20 km/h.
Influencing factors
The friction built up between tyre and road surface is dependent on (see table 1):
• The type of wearing course, with the texture in particular being an important factor.
• The environmental conditions, with the presence of water/contamination between tyre
and road surface being one of the most significant.
• The tyre in conjunction with the various tyre properties.
• The speed at which the tyre is skidding over the road surface and the vehicle speed.
The coefficient of friction is a dimensionless quantity. Practical values are around 0.1-0.2 on a very
slippery road surface (ice, snow) and around 0.8-1.0 on a very skid-resistant road surface.
Table 1 Factors influencing coefficient of friction [1]
road surface
microtexture
macrotexture
unevenness / megatexture
chemical properties
temperature

environmental conditions

tyre

speed/slip angle

thickness film of water
ice/snow
contamination
air temperature
wheel load

tyre dimensions
tyre type
tread pattern and tread depth
rubber compound
firmness of rubber
rigidity of rubber
tyre pressure
contact pressure
temperature

vehicle speed
slip speed
slip ratio
slip angle

Water/contamination between tyre and road surface
The presence of a ‘lubricant’ often causes a sharp reduction in the coefficient of friction.
This is at its most extreme with ice, but rainwater also results in a reduction of the coefficient
of friction by roughly a factor of 2 (between c. 1.3 and 3) with even a small water layer
thickness. For that reason, we measure the coefficient of friction on a dry and a wet road
surface in practice. In a temperate climate like that of the Netherlands, where we actively
work on combating winter conditions, ice and snow are relatively seldom occurrences on the
road. These conditions are exceptional. Furthermore, contamination by oil or mud can have
a negative effect. This effect is usually temporary. Once the contaminants are no longer
present, perhaps after special machine cleaning, the coefficient of friction will gradually
return to its former level.
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2.2
Wet and dry skid resistance and definition
The considerable variety in environmental conditions and in traffic speed means that
it is impossible to describe the skid properties of a particular road surface using a single
coefficient of friction. This will depend on the specific situation and circumstances. In order
to be able to indicate the friction properties of road surfaces with a single figure, the term
‘skid resistance’ was introduced. The skid resistance of a road surface is defined as the
coefficient of friction of a road surface, measured under standardized conditions.
In practice, a large number of different standards are used in Europe (and throughout
the world). Consequently, the results are largely not directly comparable.

The skid resistance of a road surface is the coefficient of friction, measured under
standardized conditions

The vast majority of methods developed to measure skid resistance pertain to measuring the
coefficient of friction on a wet road surface, because as a rule this is the decisive factor when
it comes to safety. Henceforth we will refer to this as skid resistance wet road surface or wet
skid resistance.
In the situation in the Netherlands, where a lot of porous wearing courses are used, the
coefficient of friction on a dry road surface can be normative in the case of new wearing
courses under certain circumstances. Henceforth we will refer to this as skid resistance dry
road surface or dry skid resistance. In contrast to the situation on a wet road surface, dry skid
resistance is not expressed in a (dimensionless) coefficient of friction in the Netherlands,
but rather a deceleration expressed in m/s2 measured under standardized conditions.
Chapter 4 will look in more detail at measuring skid resistance on a wet and a dry road surface.
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2.3
Road surface texture
Types of wearing course in the Netherlands
The lion’s share (85%) of the road infrastructure of the Netherlands’ main road network
(HWN) consists of asphalt surfacing with a so-called porous wearing course (one-layer or
two-layer porous asphalt [PA]). A small proportion (15%) comprises asphalt surfacing with
a dense wearing course (dense asphalt concrete [DAC] or stone mastic asphalt [SMA]).
Surfacing types made of cement concrete, which have a dense road surface as well, are a rare
occurrence on the main road network in the Netherlands. Rijkswaterstaat no longer has
bituminous surface treatments. These are only found on lower-order roads.
In the case of friction between tyre and road surface the texture, or the roughness, of the
road surface plays a significant role. The texture has various wavelength ranges:
• Microtexture.
• Macrotexture.
• Megatexture.
macrotexture

microtexture

water
texture depth

Figure 1 Microtexture and macrotexture [2]

Microtexture
The microtexture pertains to the roughness of the road surface with wavelengths of up
to 0.5 mm [3]. How rough (or, indeed, polished) the crushed stone grains are in the asphalt
or concrete and the bitumen or cement mortar has an effect on this. Generally speaking, the
microtextures of porous and dense wearing courses do not differ much from one another.
The microtexture of the stone surface lends it its adhesive friction. If water is present, the
microtexture will interrupt the film of water around the aggregate, enabling dry contact
between tyre and texture peaks in the road surface. The microtexture is the deciding factor
when it comes to friction at lower speeds.
A limited number of methods can be used to measure the microtexture of a road surface.
For example, there are a few experimental systems that measure both microtexture
and macrotexture using a combination of lasers.
Macrotexture
The macrotexture pertains to wavelengths between 0.5 and 50 mm. The grain size and mixture
composition (including hollow space) of asphalt primarily determine these lengths, though
so too do such things as a brush finish for the surfacing in the case of cement concrete.
The macrotexture of porous road surfaces is usually rougher than that of dense road surfaces.
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At higher speeds the macrotexture ensures storage and drainage of water and coarser
contaminants. Furthermore, the macrotexture is the source of the hysteresis friction
component, because this is what is making the skidding tyre deform. It is the most
important factor for the speed dependency of the coefficient of friction.
Sand patch method

It is possible to measure the texture depth of a road surface’s macrotexture by means of the
sand patch method or a texture laser. The sand patch method entails spreading a measured
volume of fine sand or glass beads in a circle over the road surface. We use the surface area
of the circle and the measured volume to calculate the average texture depth.
Texture laser

The texture laser measures a two-dimensional line profile, from which we calculate the
average texture depth. To this end, several methods exist with different results. The most
commonly used is the Mean Profile Depth (MPD) in line with ISO 13473-1 [3]. In addition,
this same standard defines an approach for the Estimated Texture Depth (ETD) and for
the Root Mean Square (RMS).
Nature of the texture

Besides the texture depth, the nature of the texture is also important. In this respect,
we distinguish between a positive and a negative texture. A positive texture is characterized
by sharp points jutting up from the texture’s surface:
. This is primarily
found in surface treatments, though also in dense wearing courses, both after gritting during
construction and after some degree of usage due to the mastic (bitumen with filler and sand
grains) fraying between the crushed stone. A negative texture is characterized by a relatively
flat top side, with the texture consisting of troughs:
. This is typical
of SMA and porous asphalt. At the same texture depth, a positive texture has a slightly
higher coefficient of friction and a slightly lower speed dependency of the coefficient
of friction than a negative texture does.
Megatexture and unevenness
The megatexture pertains to wavelengths between 50 mm and 0.5 m. Bumps and inclines
involve even bigger wavelengths. The construction quality of the road surface and the stability
of the materials used (consider in this regard the formation of ridges in front of a traffic light)
are the primary deciding factors when it comes to the megatexture. In itself the megatexture
does not have any effect on the coefficient of friction. Only when the megatexture induces
vertical vibration in the wheels and the vehicle, thereby altering the normal forces and thus
the frictional forces as well.
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2.4
Effect of texture and vehicle speed
Texture and dry and wet coefficient of friction
Figure 2 constitutes a schematic representation of the level of the coefficient of friction,
depending on the driving speed and pertaining to a variety of microtextures
and macrotextures on both a wet and a dry road.
At a low speed the coefficient of friction is highest on both a wet and a dry road.
The microtexture there determines the level: the rougher this is, the higher the level will
be. On a wet road surface the level will be markedly lower than it would be on a dry road
surface due to the water present in the contact area.

coefficient of friction

As speed increases, the coefficient of friction will decrease on a wet road. This is due to the
water between tyre and road surface, partly dependent on the tyre’s tread depth, having less
and less opportunity to flow off. The skid resistance-reducing effect of water will become
increasingly pronounced in such cases.
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Figure 2 Diagrammatic overview of the effect in terms of microtexture and macrotexture on the coefficient
of friction at various vehicle speeds on dry and wet road surface older than c. 1 year.
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Explanation in terms of the dry road surfaces A and B:
•	Road surfaces A and B have rough and smooth microtextures respectively.
The macrotexture has scarcely any influence.
Explanation in terms of the wet road surfaces C to F:
•	The road surfaces C to F pertain to wet road surfaces.
•	Road surface C has a rough microtexture and a rough (deep) macrotexture. The rough
microtexture makes the skid resistance high at lower speeds. The rough
macrotexture enables the road surface to adequately drain water (present due to the
skid resistance measurement or a rain shower), even at a higher vehicle speed. Hence
the coefficient of friction will only fall slightly as speed increases.
•	Road surface D has a polished microtexture, but does have a deep macrotexture.
The polished microtexture means that the wet coefficient of friction is low, even
at a lower speed. Nonetheless, the deep macrotexture means that there is not much
of a decrease at a higher speed.
•	Road surface E has a rough microtexture, but a shallow macrotexture. At a lower
speed the wet coefficient of friction is high, but at higher speeds tyre and road surface
will no longer be able to drain the water collectively. The coefficient of friction falls
considerably as speed increases.
•	Finally, road surface F has very little texture depth in terms of both microtexture and
macrotexture. This produces a low coefficient of friction and a marked decrease
as speed increases.

The rougher the macrotexture, the more this effect wanes. At high driving speeds a rough
macrotexture will also ensure that the water in the contact area between tyre and road surface
can flow off adequately. This will serve to limit the water's skid resistance-reducing effect. If the
speed increases, the coefficient of friction on a dry road surface will also decrease to some
degree. However, the macrotexture here is not playing a role (or is barely playing a role).
Speed on a wet road surface
The thickness of the water film or water layer, in combination with the texture depth and
porosity of the road surface, determines the extent of the speed dependency. The proportion
of the (rain)water that is not drained off by the texture and porosity of the road surface will
be above the road surface’s texture peaks. Tyre tread will drain off this proportion in order
to render contact between tyre and road surface possible. At a higher vehicle speed, more
water per unit of time will need to be drained off at the same thickness of water layer. In such
cases, the contact between tyre and road surface and therefore the coefficient of friction will
reduce. This effect is less pronounced if the macrotexture is coarser. At high driving speeds a
rough macrotexture will also ensure that the water in the contact area between tyre and road
surface can flow off adequately. This will serve to limit the water's skid resistance-reducing
effect. Figure 3 illustrates this.
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Figure 3 Effect of a larger water layer (or a higher vehicle speed) on contact between tyre and road surface
(zone a = no contact, b = partial contact, c = full contact) [4]

Aquaplaning
During heavy rainfall it is possible for such a thick layer of water to form on the road that a tyre
is no longer capable of draining off the water. This is usually when high speeds and poor tyre
tread are involved. The upshot of this is aquaplaning, resulting in the coefficient of friction being
reduced to pretty much zero. A thick layer of water will predominantly occur in the case of rut
formation, wide lanes, limited crossfall, dense wearing courses or – in extreme situations –
on (two-layer) porous asphalt. A skid resistance measurement does not have this phenomenon,
because in such situations the thickness of water on the road will ‘only’ be 0.5 mm.

2.5
Effect of slip speed and slip ratio
Besides vehicle speed, the extent of the coefficient of friction also depends on slip speed. Slip speed
is the difference in speed between the tyre rubber and the road surface in the contact area. Rather
than slip speed, we also speak of slip ratio or slip percentage. This is equal to the quotient of slip
speed and vehicle speed. A slip ratio of 0 entails a free-rolling wheel and no sliding over the road
surface. At a slip ratio of 1 (or 100%) the wheel is locked and the slip speed equals the vehicle speed.
The slip speed indicates how much time the tyre has to accumulate adhesion and hysteresis.
The slip ratio, however, determines how quickly the frictional energy is distributed over the
tyre’s circumference. The vehicle speed affects the tyre dynamics and the time that road
surface texture and tyre tread have to deal with the layer or film of water. This is particularly
so in the case of a skid resistance measurement using an artificially applied film of water
at a set distance ahead of the test tyre.
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Figure 4 shows the collective effects of vehicle speed and slip ratio on the wet coefficient of
friction. This figure only applies to a single, specific combination of such factors as texture
depth, water depth, tyre type and tyre tread.
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Figure 4 Example of coefficient of friction Mu as a function of vehicle speed vx and slip ratio Kappa
(0 = free-rolling, 1 = locked) [5]

The same principles also apply to other combinations:
• Decreasing coefficient of friction with increasing vehicle speed.
• Sharply increasing coefficient of friction with increase in the slip ratio from 0 to c. 10-20%
(= ABS conditions).
• Decreasing coefficient of friction with increase in the slip ratio after c. 10-20%. First fairly
quickly, and increasingly slowly thereafter.
Figure 5 shows the effect of the slip ratio for both the dry and the wet coefficient of friction.
If the slip ratio increases from 0, the coefficient of friction will increase, with it primarily
being the properties of the tyre playing a role. For example, friction accumulating and
breaking off again (stick-skid). The peak value of wet friction is reached at around 10-20%
slip. ABS systems control the wheel rotation in such a way that the slip ratio during braking
is set to approximately this friction maximum. If the slip ratio increases further, then the
coefficient of friction will decrease, with it primarily being the properties of the road surface
(microtexture and macrotexture) playing a role.
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Figure 5 Coefficient of friction Mu as a function of slip ratio (0 = free-rolling, 100% = locked wheel) [6]

2.6
Variation in measured skid resistance over time
When measuring the skid resistance of wearing courses over a longer period of time it emerged
that the readings were not constant over time. They vary as a result of various processes:
• Wear and tear to gritting material, mastic or cement laitance in the first months after
construction of the road surface. These textural changes result in considerable variation
in skid resistance during this period. Weather and traffic affect the speed of the wear and tear.
• Polishing, or reducing the microtexture of the mineral aggregate (sand and crushed stone)
in the road surface. The speed with which this occurs depends on the volume of traffic and
the forces exerted by this, on the aggregate’s resistance to being polished and, in the case
of asphalt, on the aggregate grading of the mixture.
In order to manage the risk of excessively rapid polishing, Rijkswaterstaat requires a high
degree of resistance to polishing for crushed stone in wearing courses.
• Seasonal processes. Polishing occurs during the summer. In the winter this is often partly
negated by frost, road salts and tyres combined with ice particles scrubbing the road
surface clean. Rijkswaterstaat has been correcting the skid resistance readings for this
since 2010 to ensure that the readings represent an annual average. Deviations in terms
of the main trend can occur from year to year. For that reason, Britain uses a fairly
complex system for long-term correction of readings. There, they correct readings
to the summer value, i.e. the annual minimum.
• Any variations in the macrotexture due to ravelling (for instance).
• Contamination of the road surface in dry periods and being rinsed clean when it rains.
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Depending on the situation, the above processes will occur to varying extents and in various
combinations (see [7]). Figure 6 shows the combined effect of polishing and seasonal
variation on porous asphalt.
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Figure 6 Skid resistance development porous asphalt with seasonal variation [8].

Processes of change in the road surface result in actual variations in skid resistance. Whereas
changes in skid resistance readings lead to ostensible variations. Intangible in this regard
is the gradual ageing of the test tyres used. The readings generally decrease between the year
of production and the year of use, even though the skid resistance does in fact stay the same.
It used to be the case that this creeping decrease was not taken into consideration. However,
a downwards correction was sometimes made for the spurt-like increase in the readings
when transitioning to a new generation of test tyres, i.e. from an old to a young test tyre.
Hence the corrected readings are in fact too low. Or conversely, based on current knowledge,
the current (2014) standard values in line with the 2010 method are probably in effect around
0.03 to 0.05 stricter than the original standard value from 1978.

2.7
Differences between measurements in longitudinal
and lateral directions
There can be considerable differences in terms of the coefficient of friction in a longitudinal direction
(necessary for braking) and the coefficient of friction in a lateral direction (necessary for steering).
Particularly if the texture of the road surface differs in both directions. This occurs if (for example)
there is a difference in orientation of the stones due to the rolling process on asphalt road surfaces,
during brush finishing on a cement concrete road surface, face milling or grinding of the road surface,
or when sawing longitudinal grooves into the road surface. In those cases a measurement in the
longitudinal direction will provide a completely different picture to one taken in the lateral direction.
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Bends
Differences are especially common in bends due to polishing. In such cases, polishing occurs more
in a lateral direction than in a longitudinal direction. Research carried out using TNO’s tyre test
vehicle around 2000 observed that phenomenon on the flyover at Kleinpolderplein next
to Rotterdam. Figure 7 presents the results for the treadless PIARC tyre in three subfigures.
The subfigure on the left shows a clear decrease in the coefficient of friction from the start on the
bend (halfway along the x axis), with the coefficient of friction being measured at an angle of 10º
to the longitudinal direction. The subfigure on the right presents the coefficient of friction (at 90%
skid) in a longitudinal direction. Here, the decline in the bend is significantly less. What this means,
then, is that polishing has occurred in the bend, more in a lateral direction than in a longitudinal
direction. Consequently, the risk of cars flying out the corner has increased. It is unclear whether
a skid resistance measurement in a longitudinal direction would be able to detect this adequately.
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Figure 7 Anisotropy of coefficient of friction in bends measured using a treadless PIARC test tyre from RAW 2000
test 150. On the left is the coefficient of friction at a slip angle of 10° to the direction of travel. In the middle is the
maximum coefficient of friction in the direction of travel (at c. 10-20% slip). On the right is the coefficient of friction
in the direction of travel at 90% slip. Red signifies left-hand wheel rut, blue signifies between the wheel ruts.

2.8
Relationship between skid resistance and braking deceleration
The (maximum) friction between tyre surface and road surface has a direct relationship with
vehicles’ braking deceleration. Theoretically, the braking deceleration is equal to g (= 9.81 m/s2)
times the coefficient of friction between tyre and road surface. Figure 5 presents the
development between coefficient of friction and speed. Based on this, a braking curve
can be built up, i.e. braking deceleration during braking as a function of speed.
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Figure 8 shows the braking deceleration during braking from different speeds to a standstill.
The vehicle will continue through the braking deceleration curve from right to left and
hereinafter will be described in that direction as well. The rising line on the right-hand side
of each curve is the accrual of friction as the slip ratio grows from 0 to a peak of around 15%.
After the peak, the friction falls due to the increasing slip ratio. This subsequently increases
due to the decreasing speed, until the deceleration is zero at the end of the curve at low speeds.
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Figure 8 Relationship of braking deceleration and speed where tyres are locked on wet road surface (left)
and dry road surface (right) [9].

Figure 9 shows the speed dependency on stone mastic asphalt (SMA) of both the wet
coefficient of friction (smooth line) and the braking deceleration (zigzagging line) during
braking from 80 km/h to a standstill. In the skid resistance measurement (with a set slip
percentage of 86%) it is clear that an instance of locked braking passes through a similar
curve. The skid resistance is presented on the right-hand vertical axis. The left-hand vertical
axis shows the braking deceleration, scaled by a factor g=9.81, here rounded up to 10.

Figure 9 Skid resistance at different speed and braking deceleration on SMA 0/8 [10].
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2.9
Braking deceleration and vehicle type
A variety of vehicles drive on Dutch national roads, such as passenger cars, motorcycles, vans,
small lorries, heavy goods vehicles and buses. There is considerable variation between and
within all these categories of vehicle in terms of (for example) tyre type, dimensions and surface
pressure in contact area between tyre and road surface, type of rubber and tread pattern.
Nigh on all skid resistance studies and skid resistance measuring methods are geared towards
passenger cars rather than lorries. For the sake of convenience we will assume that the skid
resistance behaviour among passenger cars is dominant. This is a logical assumption,
as passenger cars account for by far the most kilometres covered (around 80%). In the case
of heavy goods vehicles’ braking behaviour, the vehicle technology combined with the high
overall mass of the vehicles is far more decisive than the skid resistance on the road.
The friction between the wheel surface and the road surface determines the maximum braking
deceleration for vehicles on the road. For passenger cars with good-quality rubber tyres and
an anti-lock braking system (ABS), the maximum braking deceleration on a dry, clean, flat and
rough road surface is around 10 m/s². Maximum braking deceleration for motorcycles and
(loaded) lorries is usually considerably less. If braking deceleration is too high, then these vehicles
become unstable and impossible to control. The average motorcyclist will achieve a braking
deceleration of 6-7 m/s² and a trained one around 8-9 m/s². Heavily loaded lorries cannot brake for
too long due to the increased risk of a blowout or jackknifing. Hence a braking deceleration
of 4 m/s² often applies for lorries. A wet, dirty, snow-covered or poor-quality road surface will
limit braking deceleration because this will decrease the maximum friction on the ground.

2.10
Effect of skid resistance/braking deceleration
on braking distance
As skid resistance decreases, braking distance increases progressively. Figure 10 presents a braking
distance with a theoretically calculated value. To simplify things, it has been assumed here that
the coefficient of friction, and therefore the deceleration, remains the same over the entire span
of the deceleration from the initial speed until standstill. The distance covered over a reaction time
of 1 second has also been factored in. See [2] for this model’s backgrounds. The model is not
accurate, but primarily presents the trends of the influence of vehicle speed and skid resistance.
Physico-mathematically, braking distance (excluding reaction time) is inversely proportional
to the coefficient of friction. Halving the coefficient of friction therefore doubles the braking
distance. Depending on the reaction time, a certain distance will have to be added,
irrespective of the value for the coefficient of friction.
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There is no coefficient of friction for which the braking distance graph exhibits any kink.
That said, at speeds of up to around 50 km/h the graphs do show a very pronounced
curvature at friction values below 0.2.

braking distance (m), with 1 s reaction time

Presumably braking distance affects road safety, in combination with vehicle speed and road
surface skid resistance. In principle, then, the effect of skid resistance will be inversely
proportional in terms of road safety. Things are probably different in practice, however, due
to the variation of all manner of influencing factors, such as speed, traffic volume and traffic
situation. It can also be assumed that there is a certain basic accident risk in studies of the
effects of skid resistance. This will be caused by all kinds of accident factors independent
of the skid resistance level.
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Figure 10 Calculated braking distance (including reaction time of 1 second) as a function of the coefficient of friction
at different initial speeds (km/h). [2]
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3
Skid resistance
and road safety
Skid resistance versus skid resistance requirement
Road surfaces require a certain degree of skid resistance to enable traffic to accelerate, brake
and safely change direction. If the available skid resistance is lower in a particular situation
than the actually needed skid resistance, this could result in undesirable vehicle
manoeuvres. Such as (for example) skidding when braking hard, cornering or performing
other manoeuvres. Whether or not the situation will lead to an accident is something that
will depend on a multitude of factors: the driver’s level of alertness and experience,
the distance between vehicles, speed and volume of traffic.

lifespan
initial

Introduction
dry
wet

Worldwide research
This means that there is a certain relationship between skid resistance and road safety.
Research has been done for decades to chart this relationship and thus to quantify it if
possible. In 2013 Rijkswaterstaat carried out a comprehensive study of the literature [1]
to ascertain what is known about the relationship between skid resistance and safety.
The text below largely constitutes a summary of the aforementioned study.
The general picture painted by all studies is that the skid resistance of a road surface is only
one of the factors having an effect on road safety. As a rule, low skid resistance is not an
independent cause of an accident, though it can increase the risk of an accident. Whereas
a high skid resistance can contribute to preventing accidents or reducing their severity.
Probability of conflict
Most studies reveal that on average the probability of an accident per kilometre driven
increases as skid resistance decreases. This particularly applies to a wet road surface.
The magnitude of this effect varies somewhat for different road categories and situation
categories.
For example, the increase in the probability of an accident proves to be limited on motorways
(straight sections) and is markedly more significant in the case of slip roads, where there are
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more opportunities for conflict due to lane changes and bends. Nevertheless, despite
substantial efforts, it turns out to be difficult to quantify the relationship between skid
resistance and road safety unequivocally from the international literature. Considerable
differences exist in road safety within the network of roads within a country, as well
as between countries. This depends on factors such as road category, traffic speed, traffic
volume and probability of conflict with other road users.
To be discussed:
3.1 Introduction to road safety
3.2 Skid resistance requirement of a road section and behavioural adaptation
3.3 Overview of relevant literature on relationship between skid resistance and safety
3.4 Effect of texture depth
3.5 Modelling skid resistance/safety
3.6 Road authority liability
3.7 Policy/strategy vis-à-vis skid resistance
3.8 Literature

3.1
Introduction to road safety
This section looks at the following aspects:
1	The influencing factors playing a role in road safety
2	The methods for describing and recording accidents
3	The research methods to establish the relationship between skid resistance and road safety
4	An indication of the degree of road safety on the main road network (HWN) in the Netherlands
Influencing factors
Road safety is usually described in negative terms, i.e. by describing how unsafe the situation
is, expressed in terms of the number and severity of road accidents. A wide array of factors
affect road safety. We distinguish between three categories:
• People (inc. driving experience, age, attentiveness, circumspection).
• Driving environment (inc. traffic situation, speeds, road layout, road surface, weather).
• Vehicle (inc. mass, braking power, protection for occupants).
A generally held assumption is that human error accounts for some 85-95% of accidents.
Although people are the most significant influencing factor in the probability of an accident
occurring and not the road the unanimous recommendation is to design the driving
environment (including the road surface) in such a way that it is conducive to reducing
the probability of human error and the consequences thereof.
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Road safety factors

Skid resistance properties constitute a significant factor in terms of the safety of the road surface.
This pertains to skid resistance in both dry and wet conditions. However, other road surface
properties also play a role, such as lateral evenness, longitudinal evenness, water-retaining and
water-draining capacity, contrasts between road surface and verge, road surface markings,
discontinuities, contamination, ice and snow, and stones flying up [2]. Vehicular aspects primarily
impact on the accident severity, due to differences in kenetic energy (speed in combination with
mass) between road users and the extent to which their vehicle protects them.
Combination of circumstances

It is not usually possible to pinpoint a single cause of an accident; rather, there is often
a combination of circumstances. The same goes for the severity of an accident: did it involve
limited material damage and/or limited personal injury, or instead a lot of material damage
as well as serious casualties and/or fatalities? In turn, this is also dependent on a wide array
of factors, with the skid resistance being just one of these. The so-called Swiss cheese model from
the Dutch Institute for Road Safety Research (SWOV) presents this diagrammatically (see figure 1).
latent errors

system
design

quality
control

psychological
actions
precursors
in traffic
of actions

unsafe actions

defence
mechanisms

Figure 1 SWOV's Swiss cheese model: diagrammatic representation of the development of an accident (blue arrow)
due to latent errors and unsafe actions in the various elements of the traffic system [3].
Latent errors

This model regards an accident as the result of a concurrence of unsafe actions on the part
of road users with ‘latent errors’ in the traffic system. Latent errors are imperfections in the
traffic system contributing to unsafe actions on the part of drivers in certain situations
potentially leading to an accident. Low road surface skid resistance is one possible
imperfection. Though high skid resistance can serve as a defence mechanism for the traffic
system, potentially preventing accidents or reducing their severity.
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Describing and recording accidents
When recording accidents, it is customary to make a distinction in terms of the severity
of the consequences:
• Fatalities.
• Casualties, sometimes classified in (varying) categories of severity.
• Material damage only (MDO).
This classificatory system is not always unambiguous, however. We occasionally consider
fatalities and casualties collectively (sometimes using the term injury), or fatalities and
serious casualties. We also distinguish between slight and severe casualties. In the
Netherlands there was recently a switch in accident recording practice from ‘hospitalized
casualties’ to ‘serious casualties’, using an international scale for the purposes of injury
classification. Thus rendering comparison of accident figures tricky.
Accident analysis

One problem when analysing accident figures is that not all accidents have been recorded.
As the severity of an accident decreases, the percentage of recorded accidents also generally
drops. Two parties deal with recording accidents in the Netherlands: the police (‘Dutch
National Crash Register’, or BRON) and hospitals (‘National Medical Register’, or LMR).
These files can be accessed through the website of SWOV (www.swov.nl). There was
a deterioration in the quality of police record-keeping from 2010 onwards. This means that
2009 was the most recent year for which safety data is reasonably reliable.
Derivative parameters

In addition to absolute numbers of accidents (including severity classification) for each road
section, we often use derivative parameters. This is to take into consideration differences
in road section length and/or traffic volume. These are:
• Accident density: the number of accidents over a specified period per unit of road section
length. It is not always clear what unit is being used exactly. Sometimes this pertains to
numbers per annum per kilometre, and sometimes to numbers per day per 1,000 kilometres.
• Accident risk or accident frequency: the number of accidents per vehicle kilometre driven
(road section length times volume over a 24-hour period times 365), often expressed per
million, or per 100 million or billion vehicle kilometres.
Incidentally, the effect of road section length and traffic volume is not necessarily linear.
Research methods focusing on effect of skid resistance
Various methods are used throughout the world for research into the effects of skid
resistance on road safety. In this regard, we distinguish three primary groups:
• Correlational studies. These relate the accident risk for a large number of road sections
with the skid resistance. One variant constitutes studies comparing the skid resistance
distribution of sections of road where accidents occur with the skid resistance distribution
of the entire road network (or similar sections thereof ).
• Preliminary and follow-up studies. These compare the skid resistance and the corresponding
accident risk prior to an improvement in skid resistance (e.g. due to replacing the road surface)
on a more limited number of road sections with the values following the improvement.
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• Model studies. These mathematically model the effects of the road surface skid resistance
on vehicle manoeuvrability [4].
Accident risk variants

The studies use a plethora of different variants of accident risk variants. For example, there
are the aforementioned differences according to accident severity. Occasionally, the focus
is restricted specifically for skid resistance to only those accidents occurring in the rain or on
a wet road surface. This is due to the effects of the skid resistance being expected to be at their
most pronounced in those conditions. For the same reason, the focus is sometimes limited
to accidents involving a single vehicle or rear-end collisions. Another approach does not
look at the accident risk in itself but rather the ratio of the accident risks on wet and dry road
surfaces. The latter entailing an assumption that skid resistance does not have any
relationship with accidents in dry conditions. This is contested by some authors.
Road safety main road network (HWN) in figures
Prior to examining what is known about the relationship between skid resistance and safety,
it is important to understand the level of road safety in the Netherlands. Table 1 provides an
overview of the number of fatalities and serious casualties on motorways, trunk roads and
other roads on the main road network managed by RWS. To this end, 2009 has been selected
as reference year because, as already mentioned, the quality of accident records deteriorated
sharply after 2009. It will be evident from the table that roughly 72% ((70+7)/106) of the total
number of victims were on motorways and dual and single carriage ways. The remainder
were at junctions and service stations (c. 20%) and on other national roads (c. 8%).
Table 1 Number of fatalities and serious casualties per subarea of the main road network (HWN) in reference year 2009 [20].
estimated actual numbers per subarea
fatalities
serious casualties
number of km track length

motorway

other

total

7

29

106

585

57

248

890

4,680

560

70

dual and single
carriage way

3.2
Skid resistance requirement and behavioural adaptation
Skid resistance requirement
The ‘need’ for skid resistance is not the same everywhere in traffic. After all, road users do not have
to perform manoeuvres with the same degree of intensity in all places. The need is at its lowest on
straight sections with a smooth flow of traffic. Extra skid resistance is required where steering
or braking are necessary. Both to be able to ‘just’ follow the road and to be able to swerve or brake
in sudden situations of conflict with other road users. In bends and curves lateral skid resistance
is required to ensure vehicles do not fly out the bend. This is dependent on curve radius, camber
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and vehicle speed. Of considerable importance in this respect is whether or not the road user can
estimate the curve radius on time and adjust his speed if need be. On motorways a need for high
longitudinal skid resistance for braking occurs particularly on and along exit slip roads. This need
occurs on the underlying road network when approaching junctions, crossings and roundabouts.
Probability of conflict
The probability of conflict with other traffic on national roads is at its highest on slip roads
(joining and leaving a motorway) and at traffic jam hotspots without signalling. On the
underlying road network the probability of conflict is higher on single carriageways, at-grade
junctions and roads with mixed traffic. In locations with a higher skid resistance need
(due to higher steering and braking forces) it is probable that polishing (reduction in skid
resistance) will occur more rapidly, particularly in the direction in which the greatest forces
are being exerted. Primarily sideways in bends, therefore, and primarily in a longitudinal
direction on exit slip roads and approaching junctions and such like.
Threshold values and objectives
This has resulted in the United Kingdom distinguishing a wide array of situational categories
with a variety of skid resistance needs. These include single/dual carriageway, straight
section/curve radius, junction/roundabout and incline (see also section 3.9). Depending
on the skid resistance need, various skid resistance threshold values are set for the different
situational categories. For the purposes of fulfilling these, a distinction can be made
between two objectives, which can be strived towards separately or combined:
• Differentiation of skid resistance requirements according to traffic situation to render
accident risk (accidents per million vehicle kilometres) or accident density (accidents
per kilometre of road length) as equal as possible between traffic situations.
• Matching skid resistance requirements to the skid resistance, below which an accelerated
increase in accident risk occurs.
To date, not a single country in Europe has followed this example.
Behavioural adaptation
Psychological research into road users’ driving behaviour reveals that road users modify their
driving behaviour somewhat to their perception of the traffic conditions. Examples include
reducing their speed if visibility is reduced due to rain, fog or darkness. We refer to this
as behavioural adaptation. Consequently, whether or not road users are able to perceive the
different road surface properties is something that is important for the road safety effects of these
properties. If road users are able to perceive them, then they will adjust their behaviour to them,
by way of such measures as reducing speed. The adaption may party compensate for any increased
probability of an accident happening if these properties are inadequate (e.g. significant rut depth
or serious unevenness). This will not be possible if the properties are imperceptible.
Perceptibility
Swedish research [5] indicates that road users do not adjust their speed sufficiently
to changes in skid resistance caused by rain, snow or ice. Although it is often the case that
the actual skid resistance reduction is not immediately perceptible, the circumstances that
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contribute to the reduction (e.g. snow) are usually clearly perceptible. Wet road surfaces are
usually readily perceptible. Nevertheless, few drivers realize this wetness will roughly halve
the skid resistance and roughly double their braking distance.
Furthermore, any differences in wet skid resistance between different road sections will not
be perceptible to the road user whilst driving normally. So drivers will barely be able to take them
into consideration. Whether or not the skid resistance is low is something that they will only
notice once they end up skidding or having a braking distance that is further than anticipated.

3.3
Relevant literature on relationship between skid resistance and safety

risk increase coefficient Car

A considerable number of studies has been published on the relationship between skid
resistance and safety. Overviews and summaries of these have been published by such parties
as [2, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9]. However, the various studies are usually tricky to compare, as:
• Different countries have different methods of measuring skid resistance, with the results
not tallying with one another.
• Different studies are based on different situations (inc. natural surroundings, climate, road types,
road surface types, design of roads and junctions, volume of traffic, vehicles, safety culture).
• Different studies use different assessment quantities (e.g. all accidents, wet accidents only, wet
rear-end collisions only, ratio of wet/dry accidents and various accident severity categories).
One way of comparing different studies has been used by Gothié [10]. He converts the various
studies to the relative increase in accident risk (on a wet road surface) at a certain skid resistance
compared to that same risk at a skid resistance of 0.5 (see Figure 2 risk increase coefficient).
However, if skid resistance readings from different methods of measurement and/or different
measuring speeds occur in combination, then such a comparison will be impure.
The general tendency of virtually all studies considered is that a lower skid resistance
corresponds to an increased accident risk.
8

Page et Buta [USA]
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Figure 2 Risk increase coefficient (ratio between accident risk at a certain skid resistance and the risk at a skid
resistance of 0.5) as a function of the skid resistance, for country roads [10].
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Publications
This chapter will now go on to consider the following selected publications in more detail:
• Handbook of road safety measures.
• British studies, data 1994-2000.
• Dutch RWS study, data 1965-1966.
• Dutch RWS study, data 1996-2002.
The first two are relevant because they combine a lot of publications respectively, or describe
a relatively recent, extremely large-scale study. It goes without saying that both Dutch studies
are the most relevant to the situation in the Netherlands. The skid resistance data used
dovetails most neatly with the current Dutch method of measurement. Furthermore, the
conditions (including road layout, traffic composition and traffic volume, weather) are
pre-eminently representative of conditions in the Netherlands. For many of the studies it
holds that road surfaces, traffic volumes and vehicles with their braking systems and safety
features have changed over time. For example, in-vehicle electronic systems (such as ABS
and ESP) are increasingly bolstering safety.
Handbook of road safety measures
The Handbook of Road Safety Measures [9] offers a good summary of several studies on skid
resistance versus safety. In addition to information on many other influencing factors, the
handbook provides an overview of literature on the relationship between skid resistance
in dry and wet conditions and road safety. Besides this, the handbook also presents
a compilation of literature prior to 2000 (see Table 2), with effects on the number of road
traffic accidents resulting from an improvement in skid resistance. It also provides references
to more recent literature.
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Table 2 Effect of increase in skid resistance on traffic accidents [9, table 2.3.1]
Accident severity

Percentage change in the number of accidents
Types of accidents affected

Best estimate

95% confidence interval

Increase of friction by c. 0.05; initial friction below 0.50
Unspecified

All accidents

-10

(–25, +7)

Unspecified

Accidents on wet roads

-35

(-52, -12)

Unspecified

Accidents on dry roads

-1

(-18, +20)

Increase of friction by c. 0.10; initial friction below 0.50
Unspecified

All accidents

-17

(-31, +1)

Unspecified

Accidents on wet roads

-42

(-61, -14)

Unspecified

Accidents on dry roads

-10

(-22, +5)

Increase of friction by c. 0.25; initial friction below 0.50
Unspecified

All accidents

-32

(-40, -22)

Unspecified

Accidents on wet roads

-56

(-71, -35)

Unspecified

Accidents on dry roads

-12

(–25, +4)

Increase of friction by c. 0.10; initial friction between 0.50-0.60
Unspecified

All accidents

-11

(-21, -1)

Unspecified

Accidents on wet roads

-40

(-51, -26)

Unspecified

Accidents on dry roads

-4

(-13, +5)

Increase of friction by c. 0.25; initial friction between 0.50-0.60
Unspecified

All accidents

-26

(-45, +1)

Unspecified

Accidents on wet roads

-32

(-53, +1)

Unspecified

Accidents on dry roads

-26

(-44, -1)

1: uncertainties

Table 2 makes evident that there is a great deal of uncertainty (width of the 95% reliability
interval) in terms of the expected reduction percentages for the number of accidents.
This is based on the distribution in accident data, specified by the sources [9]. Furthermore,
uncertainties can increase due to different results between different sources. Possible cause:
the aforementioned possible differences between individual safety studies.
2: reduction of road traffic accidents

Table 2 reveals an expectation that higher skid resistance will lead to a reduction in the
number of road traffic accidents. This holds not only for wet road surfaces but also for dry
roads. The above counters the oft-heard assertion that (wet) skid resistance would only affect
accidents in the wet. However, this assertion omits to consider the fact that polishing the road
surface probably also reduces dry skid resistance. Even though this will continue to be higher
than wet skid resistance by roughly a factor of 1.3 to 3. Even under dry conditions it is possible
in critical traffic situations for a higher coefficient of friction to just about make the difference
between accident or no accident. It can also result in reduced accident severity. Moreover,
driving speeds are usually higher in dry weather, increasing the need for skid resistance.
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British studies, data 1994-2000
The British Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) performed an extremely comprehensive analysis
of the relationship between road safety and lateral skid resistance, measured with a sideway-force
(SWF) measuring device, the British Sideway-force Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine
(SCRIM) (see chapter 4, section 6). This entailed the test wheel being set at an angle of 20° to the
direction of travel [11]. Their data set encompasses nearly 30,000 accidents involving injury
during the 1994-2000 period on a network of nigh on 6,000 kilometres and spread across 13 road
situation categories.
In addition, a recent reanalysis of this data has been published [12]. This distinguishes only
three road section categories:
• AB =	dual carriageways (motorways and other roads with separated carriageways)
without junctions, connections, sharp bends and suchlike.
=	single carriageways (including trunk roads) without junctions, connections,
• C
sharp bends and suchlike.
• Event =	all other road sections, i.e. with features such as (approaches to) junctions,
connections, sharp bends (R<500 m), steep inclines (>5%) and suchlike.

accident rate

In [11] the ‘Event’ category was divided into nine separate categories. These were merged
during the reanalysis to obtain a larger number of road sections. This gave rise to a greater
degree of statistical reliability in terms of the risk relation of the ‘Event’ category
(see Figure 3). What is clear is that the effect of skid resistance on the accident risk is more
pronounced as the probability of conflict rises for traffic. NB The lateral skid resistance
figures cannot be compared 1:1 to Dutch longitudinal skid resistance values.
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Figure 3 Relationship between skid resistance (SCRIM) and accident risk (accidents involving injury, presumably
in both dry and wet conditions, per 108 vehicle kilometres) [12].
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What is notable in this study is that the ratio between accidents in dry and wet conditions
is constant across the full scope of the (wet) skid resistance. Dry conditions therefore exhibit
the same rising trend of accidents with decreasing wet skid resistance as accidents in the wet.
This could be down to the fact that dry skid resistance also decreases if wet skid resistance
decreases due to the polishing of crushed stone in the road surface. This close relationship
between wet skid resistance and accidents in the dry is not found in all studies, however.

Accident quotient

Dutch RWS study, data 1965-1966
SWOV and the Rijkswegenbouwlaboratorium (‘State Road Laboratory’) carried out research
into the relationship between skid resistance (wet coefficient of friction in a longitudinal
direction measured at 86% skid, 50 km/h, with a treaded tyre 1)) and road traffic accidents
on the main road network in 1965 and 1966 [13 and 14]. All recorded accidents were
considered, including both MDO accidents and those involving injury. A distinction was made
between rainy and non-rainy conditions, between passenger vehicles and lorries, according
to volume of traffic and between nine skid resistance categories. Two road types were also
distinguished: motorways (only road sections without entry/exit slip roads) and other
national roads (usually having 1 carriageway consisting of 2 lanes and at-grade junctions).
Conclusion 1: the probability of an accident increases as skid resistance decreases (see Figure 4).
Conclusion 2: the probability of an accident increases as traffic volume increases.
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Figure 4 Accident quotient (total number of accidents per 106 vehicle kilometres) as a function of skid resistance
category 2) [15, based on 13]).

1

These values cannot be compared 1:1 to the current readings, because several adjustments were made to the
method of measurement between 1966 and 2012, including a transition from treaded to treadless tyres (see [16]).

2

Skid resistance category 1: <0.36. 2: 0.36-0.41. 3: 0.41-0.46. …. 8: 0.66-0.71. 9: ≥ 0.71, though these values
cannot be compared 1:1 to the current readings (see previous footnote)
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Based on this study and subsequent developments, the Dutch skid resistance threshold
values and warning limits were set, for new work (RAW delivery requirements) and for road
management (maintenance limit) [16].

accident risk

Dutch RWS study, data 1996-2002
Road surfaces, traffic volumes and vehicles with their braking systems and safety features have
changed over the years. For that reason, RWS and TNO once again carried out research using data
from around 2000 [17]. The study correlates skid resistance measurements at 70 km/h
(86% skid, treadless tyre, pretty much in accordance with Method 2010/70 from RAW 2010) on the
right-hand lane on a sizeable proportion of the national road network from the years 1996-2002 to
accident data. Each time from the same year as the skid resistance measurement. This pertains to
all recorded accidents on a wet road surface for each direction of travel, i.e. including fatalities,
casualties, and/or material damage only. In total, it encompasses some 15,000 accidents.
For carriageways with multiple lanes going in the same direction, the accidents over all lanes are
therefore correlated with the skid resistance of the right-hand lane only (see Figure 5 and 6 for
porous and dense asphalt concrete respectively, distributed over main carriageways of motorways
and trunk roads as well as slip roads of motorways).
For the accident risk, the overall traffic performance for each direction of travel was
considered, in both wet and dry conditions collectively. The continuous vertical stripe3) in the
figures is the threshold value (not rounded) for porous/dense wearing courses at 70 km/h
according to Method 2010/70 (test 72 from RAW2010). This corresponds to the standard value
0.38 for the reading at 50 km/h in accordance with RAW2005 test 150.
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Figure 5 Relationship between skid resistance and accident risk (wet road surface, per 106 vehicle kilometres)
on porous asphalt [17].
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The dotted vertical lines indicate the statistically determined uncertainty margin.
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Figure 6 Relationship between skid resistance and accident risk (wet road surface, per 106 vehicle kilometres) on
dense asphalt concrete [17].

We can attribute the markedly fluctuating relationships in the case of skid resistance below
the threshold to the small number of road sections with such a low skid resistance.
Statistically, the results are unreliable, due to the considerable coincidental variation
in accidents between road sections. The figures show that the results on dense asphalt
concrete vary less between the discrete road categories than they do on porous asphalt.
They also exhibit a less pronounced trend in the case of decreasing skid resistance.

3.4
Relationship between texture depth and road safety
In addition to skid resistance, measured at a certain speed, macrotexture depth and water
permeability are also important factors for road safety. After all, these are key to the speed
dependency of the wet skid resistance. And thus to the overall range of skid resistance a vehicle
passes through whilst braking from initial speed to a standstill. Some studies acknowledge
this, but it is often the case that older studies in particular do not consider texture depth.
Moreover, some studies identify a gradual effect of texture depth on road safety, i.e. without
tipping point. However, several other studies assert that there is a tipping point for texture
depth in relation to road safety (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7 Accident risk (accidents involving casualties on wet road surface) as a function of texture depth [10].

Decreasing texture depth
One possible physical explanation for this is that aquaplaning can occur if the thickness of the
water layer exceeds the collective water drainage capacity of macrotexture and tyre tread
(at a given tyre speed). In this respect, the reported tipping points vary. It is also likely that the
tipping point is dependent on the method of measuring skid resistance (including smooth
or treaded tyres, depth of water layer, measuring speed). The tipping point is around 0.3 mm
for the purposes of the Dutch method of measurement. The effect of texture depth is scant for
MPD (Mean Profile Depth) > 0.5 mm. Below this the texture effect increases progressively with
decreasing texture depth, whereas the wet skid resistance (50 or 70 km/h) is virtually always
low at MPD < 0.1 mm. It is fairly certain that decreasing texture depth, on its own and
in combination with decreasing skid resistance (measured at a certain speed), results
in an increase in accident risk. Whether or not a tipping point also occurs is uncertain,
but an increasing risk below about 0.5 mm of texture depth can be presumed.

3.5
Modelling skid resistance/safety
Is there a safe/unsafe tipping point in terms of skid resistance?
The literature makes evident that there is usually so much distribution in the data points
of the relationship between accidents and skid resistance that ascertaining the correct form
of that relationship is tricky. For that reason, a linear decrease in accident risk is sometimes
used with an increase in skid resistance. Often, however, non-linear relationships are used,
with progressively increasing accident risk in the case of decreasing skid resistance.
This is now also more customary within the sphere of road safety when quantifying the road
safety effects of other road properties. To this end, different formulas are used:
• Risk = A × skid resistance(–B) [inc. 12], i.e. a power model with a negative exponent.
• Wet/total ratio = A – B × Ln (skid resistance) [18], i.e. a logarithmic model.
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These formulas provide a gradual relationship between skid resistance and accident risk,
without any sharp kinks or tipping points. The (meta)analyses considered do not make a case
for the form of model selected. Neither on statistical nor on physical grounds. It seems
credible to postulate a similar relationship between accident risk and skid resistance to that
between braking distance and skid resistance. In other words, a power model with a negative
exponent (for braking distance equal to –1) and an offset.
Gradual and progressive
Nevertheless, some studies do report a kink in the relationship between accident risk and skid
resistance (see Figure 8). However, the question is whether this kink is real or based on a visual
interpretation of the data, or a consequence of statistical distribution or choice of model.

Figure 8 Relationship between wet accident risk and skid resistance for Kentucky highways [8, referring to 19].

In physical terms it is most probable that the increase in accident risk will be gradual, albeit
progressive, as skid resistance decreases. It is credible that accident risk will increase with
an increase in requisite braking distance, all other circumstances remaining the same.
This increase in braking distance in the face of decreasing skid resistance is gradual and
progressive. Neither is there a tipping point, therefore. Disruption to the progressive
relationship between decreasing skid resistance on the one hand and increasing braking
distance and accident risk on the other due to behavioural adaptation is not expected.
After all, drivers cannot perceive the skid resistance under normal driving conditions.
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Effect of road type
One of the things that is evident from the aforementioned studies is that there is considerable
variation in terms of accident risk. For example, there are significant differences in accident risk
between different road or situation categories. It is highly probable that these differences are primarily
down to the probability of conflict with other road users. As well as to the differences in energy
(mass and squared speed differential) between those road users and the consequent differences
in skid resistance requirement. In addition, the relationship between accident risk and skid resistance
probably differs between various road or situation categories. The higher the skid resistance
requirement becomes (due to short curve radii and/or higher probability of conflict with other road
users), the more pronounced the effects of skid resistance on accident risk probably are. Nevertheless,
it is likely that there are still significant differences in accident risk within a situation category.

Recent RWS insights (2013)
Rijkswaterstaat is able to make policy considerations on the basis of a model [20, 21].
In this regard, the power functions and power values from [12] have been visually fit4) in terms
of the relationship between skid resistance and accident risk provided above in Figure 5.
We use two variants in this respect:
• Powers –1, –1.5, –2.5, motorway-main carriage way, dual and single carriage way
and motorway sliproad and merging lanes respectively.
• All road categories with power –1.
When it comes to the fitting, efforts are primarily geared towards ensuring a good fit across the skid
resistance reading range from 0.45 to 0.60. The data from [17] are statistically the most reliable in
that range as it is based on a large number of road sections and accidents per skid resistance value.

acc. wet per 106 veh. km

The results are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9 Fit data Rijkswaterstaat with power model featuring powers –1, –1.5 and –2.5 for different road section categories.
4
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Statistical fitting with regression analysis was not possible because although the average risks per skid
resistance category from [17] were available within the study, the individual data points were not.

The figures show that both with the powers –1, –1.5 and –2.5 for the different road section
categories and with the power –1 for all road section categories a good fit with the data
is ostensibly produced. For the purposes of further analyses both models serve as an upper
and lower threshold approach.

accidents on wet road surface
per 106 veh. km

These models are not workable in an absolute sense (number of accidents per million vehicle
kilometres) due to the advancing developments in road safety since the data was collected.
For example, there has been a considerable fall in the number of road traffic accidents in recent
decades, despite an increase in the volume of traffic. This applies to all accident severity categories
on national roads (fatalities, casualties, or material damage only). The picture on the underlying
network of roads is different due to a rise in the number of bicycle accidents on those roads.
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Figure 10 Fit data Rijkswaterstaat with power model with power –1 for all road section categories.

Method
A method has been developed to use these models in a relative sense, i.e. as ratios of the
accident risk as a function of skid resistance. In combination with the skid resistance
distribution and the actual numbers of fatalities and serious casualties in an area section,
it is subsequently possible to perform an analysis of the expected shifts in accident numbers
due to shifts in the skid resistance distribution. If the area sections and accompanying
accident numbers are smaller, then the statistical reliability of such analyses will decrease.
This system produces an estimate of the number of fatalities and serious casualties on road
sections with a low skid resistance on the main road network. In that respect, the following
are used: (1) the average relationship between skid resistance and accident risk specified
in Figure 9, as calculated on Dutch roads; and (2) the statistical distribution of the skid
resistance across the main road network, as measured during the annual monitoring
on the most heavily used lane. The results of the analysis are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3 Estimate of the number of fatalities and casualties on road sections with a low skid resistance.

number of hm track length
number of fatalities per annum
number of serious casualties
per annum

whole area motorway and
dual and single carriage way

area +/– 0.03
around the standard

in excess of 0.03
below the standard

52,400

100%

2,000

3.5%

310

0.5%

77

100%

3.4

4.5%

0.6

0.84%

642

100%

28

4.5%

5.4

0.84%

The analysis shows that roughly 3.5 percent of the area of the main road network’s most heavily used
lane has a skid resistance with a small margin (+/– 0.03) around the maintenance limit. This is where
4.5 percent of the number of fatalities (c. 3.4 per annum) and serious casualties (c. 28 per annum)
are. This is 1.3 times as much as expected based on the size of this area.
It also turns out that roughly 0.5 percent of the area of the main road network’s most heavily
used lane has a skid resistance that is in excess of 0.03 lower than the maintenance limit.
This is where 0.84 percent of the number of fatalities (c. 0.6 per annum) and serious casualties
(c. 5.4 per annum) are. This is 1.7 times as much as expected based on the size of the area.

3.6
Road authority liability
The Netherlands
In principle, the road authority in the Netherlands is liable for any deficiency in the road
pursuant to Article 6:174 of the Dutch Civil Code, irrespective of the cause of the deficiency
or the extent of the road authority’s awareness of the deficiency (strict liability) (see CROW
publication 185 [22]). In terms of ensuring proper maintenance, the standards set out in RWS
brochures apply.
In the case of a protocolized5) response, proportional to the extent of undershooting the
standards, the legal liability can be limited, on the proviso that the protocol is properly adhered
to. Political/legal/social support, e.g. through CROW’s Platform Wegmetingen
(‘Road Measurements Platform’), would seem to be necessary to effect any change in standards/
response. To this end, foreign examples will serve as a source of motivation. Another motivation
is the fact that the traffic risk increases gradually (with a gradual decrease in skid resistance)
rather than in spurts.
Germany
According to [23], a road authority in Germany is not liable in the event of an accident attributable
to inadequate skid resistance of which the road authority had no prior knowledge or reasonably
could have had prior knowledge. This is different to the situation in the Netherlands.
5
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An approach set out and reasoned in a protocol.

United Kingdom
As is the case in the Netherlands, the road authority in the United Kingdom is liable for the
condition of the network of roads. In the event of negligence, the road authority can
be charged with corporate manslaughter. If a road surface’s skid resistance falls below the
investigatory level, not performing maintenance work will not constitute negligence,
on the precondition that the non-performance of maintenance work is due to satisfactorily
circumspect performance of the investigation. In other words: ‘investigation is a positive
action, not “doing nothing” (which would be neglect of duties)’.

3.7
Policy/strategy vis-à-vis skid resistance
A large number of countries set minimum threshold values for skid resistance. These can
be used in two principally different ways: as an intervention limit or as an investigatory limit.
• If an intervention limit (standard value) is undershot, then implementing a measure will
be necessary, i.e. skid resistance correction (road maintenance), risk mitigation (warning
signs and/or speed limit), or a combination of both. Depending on the extent to which the
limit has been undershot, a variety of response times might be used in this respect.
• If an investigatory limit has been undershot, then investigating the safety situation in situ
will be mandatory. The investigation will determine whether or not a corrective
or mitigatory measure is to be implemented. In the case of the latter, the next (annual)
measurement will be awaited.
A traffic light model serves to illustrate in this regard. Green means over each investigatory
or intervention limit, amber means under an investigatory limit but not under an
intervention limit, and red means below an intervention limit.
The Netherlands, Rijkswaterstaat
Rijkswaterstaat only used intervention limits (intervention level for maintenance, standard)
until 2012. Although there was also a warning limit, this did not result in an investigation
in structural terms.
The introduction in 2012 of the safety assessment for the RWS Multi-year Road Maintenance
Plan (MJPV) means that Rijkswaterstaat now has two limits: an investigatory limit and
an intervention limit. The upper limit of the safety assessment (0.03 above the old standard)
is an investigatory limit. The lower limit of the safety assessment (0.03 below the old
standard) is an intervention limit. A hard intervention limit still applies to DBFM contracts,
however. After all, the assessment process for the safety assessment is difficult to transfer
to a contractor in contractual terms.
As far as the traffic light model is concerned, Rijkswaterstaat only had green and red in place,
and no amber, up till 2012 (and still only has these for DBMF contracts). Since 2012,
Rijkswaterstaat has had red, amber and green in place for the MJPV.
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Besides Rijkswaterstaat, the rest of the Netherlands formally uses the intervention limit,
though there are road authorities that deal with this flexibly and factor accident figures and
local conditions into their decision to carry out mainten ance work if skid resistance is below
the threshold value. It is usually the case that the warning limit is not considered particularly
important.
Germany
The German policy vis-à-vis skid resistance is described in the Merkblatt Griff [23].
In Germany they primarily use lateral skid resistance, measured by means of a so-called
Sideway-force (SWF) measuring device, the German SKM (see chapter 4, section 6).
There are three different measuring speeds, depending on road category and traffic situation.
At each speed there is a single new-built guideline value, a warning value (Warnwert)
an a threshold value (Schwellenwert), irrespective of the wearing course type (porous
or dense). The fact of skid resistance being below the threshold value will necessitate
an investigation, but measures are not mandatory.
Nonetheless, they often do take these measures if the skid resistance falls below the
threshold value by 0.07 in practice.6)
Skid resistance measurements form part of most road construction/maintenance contracts.
For Bundesfernstrassen (national interurban roads, usually >50 km/h), skid resistance is also
monitored regularly as part of the condition survey in maintenance planning.
United Kingdom
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges issued by the Highways Agency [24] and the
supplement to this [25] set out the British policy for skid resistance in section HD 28/04.
As is the case in Germany, the Brits measure lateral skid resistance by means of a so-called
Sideway-force (SWF) measuring device, the British SCRIM (see chapter 4, section 6).
In its current form, this policy is based on extensive road safety analyses, described in [11]
(for example). The objective of the British methodology is to achieve harmonization of risk
across the entire road network vis-à-vis accidents in which skid resistance plays a role.
The SCRIM monitors the entire main road network on an annual basis, with a seasonally
corrected characteristic skid resistance ensuing.
The different road section categories have different guideline values, depending on the skid
resistance requirement.
These guideline values are investigatory levels. If they are undershot, then (maintenance
or traffic) measures will not be necessary immediately, but further investigation will be.
When setting the investigatory level for each road section, the road authority will usually
be able to select from a few contiguous categories, as indicated in Table 4.

6
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Formally speaking, Germany’s traffic light model encompasses a green and an amber zone only, no red.

Table 4 Investigatory levels for different road section categories in the UK, based on typical
readings from the SCRIM [to 24].
SCRIM 50 km/h summer average

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

motorway
dual carriageway,
outside of junction areas
dual carriageway,
curve radius < 500m
single carriageway,
outside of junction areas
single carriageway,
curve radius < 500m
near to and on junction areas,
and roundabout approach areas

Accident analysis
One important element in investigating undershooting the investigatory level is an accident
analysis. Is there a relatively higher incidence of accidents on the road section than
on a similar road section? Is a higher than average proportion of the accidents happening
in wet conditions? Was there at least one accident involving skidding? Does the nature of
the road section and the road users’ requirements call for treatment? Then a measure to
prevent an increase in accidents will be warrented.
If this is not the case, then a measure will not be necessary and it will suffice to wait for the
next (annual) measurement. One reason to lower the investigatory limit for the relevant
location is where measures have deliberately not been carried out in the case of repeated
undershooting and following an investigation. When introducing a measure to increase skid
resistance, warning signs are installed for the short term.
The United Kingdom only has the investigatory limits described above, no intervention
limits. Hence the road authority does not have any formal obligation to take measures
(traffic measures and/or measures to increase skid resistance), irrespective of how low the
skid resistance might be. In practice, measures are implemented when skid resistance values
fall below 0.10 under the investigatory level, usually within one year.
Other European countries
Other countries in Europe usually only use an intervention limit. Nevertheless, the stringency
with which undershooting of the limit is dealt with varies from country to country.

author: Jacob Groenendijk
with content contributed by: Erik Vos and Paul Schepers
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4
Measuring skid
resistance
lifespan
initial
dry
wet

4.1
Introduction
In order to drive on a road safely, the road surface has to be sufficiently skid-resistant.
This is necessary to offset the horizontal forces that occur in the contact area between tyre
and road surface during vehicle movements (accelerating, braking and steering).
Skid resistance wet road surface
Following the commencement of the construction of national roads around 1930,
Rijkswaterstaat soon started measuring the road network’s skid resistance. Testing was done
under wet conditions, because skid resistance is lower than it is on a dry road. Wet skid
resistance is normative for the purposes of safety and establishing minimum standards.
More can be read on this in chapter 3.
Skid resistance dry road surface
A great many porous wearing courses, such as porous asphalt, have been used in the
Netherlands since 1990. During the first year after construction, a situation involving a locked
wheel is also normative on a dry road surface. Measurements revealed that the braking
distance on new, dry porous asphalt was lower than that of a (gritted) dry dense wearing
course. Consequently, the Netherlands developed a method for measuring the skid resistance
of a dry road surface too, measuring dry braking deceleration by means of a braking test.
This method calculates braking deceleration in an emergency stop from 80 km/h. Since 2014
there has also been a method in place to measure braking deceleration in traffic.
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Standardizing
The methods of measurement have been further improved in recent decades. Moreover,
other countries have developed methods of measurement as well. Opportunities to
standardize or harmonize all these different methods have been being explored since 1990.
To be discussed:
4.2 The method of measuring wet skid resistance in the Netherlands
4.3 Accuracy of a single measurement of wet skid resistance
4.4 Methods of measuring braking deceleration of new, dry wearing courses
4.5 The accuracy of the measurement of the dry braking deceleration
4.6 State of the art for harmonization of the methods of measurement
4.7 Other methods of measurement
4.8 Literature

4.2
The method of measuring wet skid resistance in the Netherlands
1933-1958 period

In the Netherlands, we have been calculating the wet skid resistance of national roads with
the aid of measuring devices we developed ourselves since as far back as 1930. Until around
1959 the measurements were performed using a measuring device that had been developed
by Rijkswaterstaat and the Combustion Engine laboratory of the Technische Hogeschool
Delft (former name of Delft University of Technology) (Figure 1). The principle was a locking
test wheel with a treaded tyre on a wet road surface at a measuring speed of 20 km/h. [1]
1959 – 1977 period

In order to acquire a good, nationwide picture of wet skid resistance, periodic monitoring
of the national road network was commenced in 1954. It soon emerged that the measuring
device with a locking test wheel being used was unsuitable for performing many measurements
over a longer stretch. This prompted the development of a measuring device that entailed the
test wheel being dragged over the road surface with a constant degree of deceleration. 1959 saw
the introduction of the new measuring device, the so-called RWS Skid Resistance Meter.

Figure 1 Skid resistance measuring device 1933 – 1958.
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RWS Skid Resistance Meter

This system comprises a vehicle with processing equipment and a trailer fitted with a test wheel.
The test wheel is linked up to (one of ) the trailer’s supporting wheels through a gearbox, with
these supporting wheels forcing the test wheel to turn with an 86% longitudinal skid. Hence the
rotational speed of the test wheel is 14% of that of the supporting wheel. The test wheel is fitted
with a treaded Vredestein test tyre and is vertically loaded with a 200 kg weight. Water is sprayed
in front of the test wheel. The reason for this is that skid resistance on a wet road surface is lower
than it is on a dry road surface. And this is normative when it comes to safety. As part of the
measuring process the horizontal frictional force is measured. The quotient of horizontal
frictional force and vertical load is the wet coefficient of friction or wet skid resistance.
The standard measuring speed is 50 km/h. The test wheel is fitted in the centre of the trailer.
During the measuring process, the right-hand wheels of the towing measuring vehicle and
of the measuring trailer drive on the side stripe or even slightly to the right of it.
Period from 1978 to the present day

Since 1978, the RWS Skid Resistance Meter has been using a treadless test tyre which was
developed and standardized by PIARC in 1975. Years later this RWS method would be included
in the Standard RAW as Test 150.
In 2010 the standard measuring speed was raised to 70 km/h, a combined seasonal and
temperature correction was incorporated and the reference tyre from 1975 was superseded
by the PIARC tyre from 1998. This modified approach is included in RAW 2010 as Test 72.
Figure 2 shows the current measuring device [2]. Both Test 150 and Test 72 describe a test that is
performed singly. All changes to the method of measurement since 1978 are presented in Table 1.

Figure 2 The RWS Skid Resistance Meter: the standard measuring device for wet skid resistance for all roads
in the Netherlands
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Table 1 Changes to the method of measuring since 1978.
Year
1978

Change

Consequence for method

PIARC 1975 tyre

new skid resistance standard based on PIARC 1975 tyre

1979

one-sided propulsion

correction of readings

1989

PIARC 1984 tyre

correction of readings

1993

PIARC 1988 tyre

no changes

1995

PIARC 1994 tyre

correction for open wearing courses changed

2003

PIARC 1998 tyre

no changes

2010

PIARC 2010 tyre

new skid resistance standard based on PIARC 1998 tyre
correction of readings 2010 to 1998 tyres
introduction of combined seasonal and temperature correction

2012

PIARC 2011 tyre

no changes

2014

PIARC 2013 tyre

correction for open wearing courses changed

Purchasing a new type of measuring device
From 1990 onwards the options in terms of purchasing a new type of measuring device type
were explored. The most significant reason for doing so was the desire to own a device that was
capable of measuring both wet and dry skid resistance (initial braking deceleration of porous
wearing courses). In keeping with Rijkswaterstaat’s changing role, it was decided that a device
type available on the market would be acquired. To this end some comparative studies were
carried out, including one in 1993 with the Sideway-force Coefficient Routine Investigation
Machine (SCRIM), which was developed in Britain, and one in 1996 with German, Danish
and commercial measuring devices. These studies are briefly described in section 4.6.
It is imperative that a new measuring device satisfy such requirements as the following:
• Possibility of measuring with 100% skid (locked test wheel) for new porous wearing courses.
• Possibility of measuring with 86% skid due to the continuity with the existing system.
• Possibility of measuring the full skid curve for research. Being straightforward to measure
in the left-hand wheel rut or between the wheel ruts, without occupying the left-hand
lane. Being able to measure the macrotexture is necessary.
ROAR
Market research enabled the conclusion to be drawn that a single measuring device satisfied these
requirements: the ROAR from the Norwegian firm Norsemeter. The directorate of Rijkswaterstaat’s
Road and Hydraulic Engineering Division (‘Dienst Weg- en Waterbouwkunde’, or DWW)
subsequently decided to purchase two ROAR measuring units and fit these on a Scania lorry.
The measuring units were delivered in 2003 and commissioned in 2004.
Figure 3 shows the measuring device after completion.
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Figure 3 Rijkswaterstaat’s ROAR skid resistance measuring device

Compared to the RWS Skid Resistance Meter, the ROAR generated similar skid resistance
values when measuring at 70 km/h. Though it was a little bit worse when repeated. It turned
out that there was not a good correlation at 50 km/h.
From 2005 onwards, the measuring device was used for the purposes of the annual
monitoring measurements at 70 km/h (the preselection measurements). Commercial
measuring firms have been performing the majority of the measurements at 70 km/h since
autumn 2009. Rijkswaterstaat only carried out measurements using the ROAR for a few
districts up till mid 2010. The idea of making the ROAR the standard configuration
at Rijkswaterstaat was cancelled because the manufacturer went into liquidation, thereby
rendering the future of the ROAR uncertain. The ROAR was decommissioned in 2011.
Seasonal and temperature effect (1999 - 2009)
In 1999 KOAC-WMD, one of the commercial measuring firms, was commissioned
by Rijkswaterstaat DWW to study the effect of seasonal variations on wet skid resistance values.
Their research revealed that a 10° increase in road surface temperature produces a 0.015 reduction
in wet skid resistance. A 10° decrease produces a similar increase in skid resistance. Thus signifying
a maximum difference of 0.066 within the permitted measuring range from 2° to 45°. [3]
In 2009, Rijkswaterstaat’s Centre for Transport and Navigation (‘Dienst Verkeer
en Scheepvaart’, or DVS) [4] drew up a model to correct the effect of seasonal and temperature
variations. This model comprises a sinusoidal correction with an amplitude of 0.022.
The largest corrections occur at the end of January (–0.022) and at the end of July (+0.022).
This combined seasonal and temperature correction has been being applied to the readings
since 2010. Thereby making the results of the measurements less dependent on the time
of year in which the measuring is being done.
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KOAC-NPC (the new name for KOAC-WMD following a merger) studied whether this effect
also needed to be included for measurements forming part of acceptance tests [5]. In view
of the fact that the effect in the case of new wearing courses was small, this correction was
only prescribed in RAW Test 72 for road surfaces in excess of one year old.
Method 2010
Aspects of the method for assessing the wet skid resistance of national roads was modified
as of 1 September 2009 (see [6]). This encompassed the following three changes to the
method of measurement:
• An increase in the standard measuring speed from 50 km/h to 70 km/h.
• A different measuring scale due to selecting a different reference for the test tyre.
• Use of a combined seasonal and temperature correction.
The changes in measuring speed and measuring scale result in different readings. For that reason,
a numerical adjustment of the standard value is implemented to compensate. In this regard,
it emerged that it was necessary to differentiate the standard value according to measuring speed
and wearing course type. Overall this leads to a consistent assessment of a road surface’s safety level
in comparison with the methods that had previously been in use. For further information see [6].
Method 2010 refers to the amended method of measurement and adjusted standard values
for wet skid resistance. For other road authorities, such as provincial and local authorities,
these changes were included in the Standard RAW Provisions 2010. Due to all tests being
renumbered, this was changed to Test 72.
Wet skid resistance on the basis of multiple measurements
A few problems arose when Method 2010 was introduced, as a result of which Rijkswaterstaat
developed a new methodology. This new method is transparent, reliable and uses a
controlled process.
A decision was made to abandon the concept of measurements being taken singly. The Skid
Resistance Index (SI) was developed for the purposes of the periodic monitoring, using
multiple historic measurements in line with Test 72 (on this see also chapter 5). The Current
Skid Resistance Score (AS) was developed for contractual situations. This uses two
measurements taken in quick succession in line with Test 72 (on this see chapter 6).
Market situation
Initially, Rijkswaterstaat was the only party to have two measuring devices to measure wet skid
resistance. A market party, the Wegmeetdienst (‘Road Measuring Service’, now KOAC-NPC),
made three measuring devices (trailers) and two towing vehicles available around 1985. In 2006
a second market party emerged, Aveco de Bondt, with two measuring devices and one towing
vehicle. Both parties took over many of the production measurements for Rijkswaterstaat.
They also perform measurements for provincial and local authorities as well as contractors.
Since then, Rijkswaterstaat has been acting as owner of the method. It establishes the
specifications and monitors the quality of the market parties’ measuring devices.
Furthermore, Rijkswaterstaat controls the delivery and acceptance of new test tyres.
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Transition to method of measurement using wheel positioned at an angle
(sideway-force) as of 2017
2012 saw the recommencement of research into the possibility of transitioning to a new
measuring device. After all, Rijkswaterstaat is highlighting a risk in the long term of maintaining
the current wet skid resistance measurement methodology operational in the Netherlands.
This is down to the fact that RWS specialists will be leaving the service over the next few years.
Furthermore, the scarcity of measuring firms is an objection from the perspective of competition.
Harmonization and standardization at European level could effect change in this respect.
Any new method of measurement would not necessarily need to have a good relationship
with the braking deceleration. This requirement proved to be overly stringent.
The Netherlands was the only country to be setting this requirement, which is why the
market never developed systems that satisfied it. Relinquishing this requirement would
enable multiple measuring devices that are available on the market to come into
consideration, such as the SCRIM previously studied.
An investigation was carried out at the start of 2013. Based on this investigation a decision
was made to look further into two variants. An improvement of the current measuring device
(primarily in terms of the temperature correction), or transition to a measuring device with
a wheel positioned at an angle (British SCRIM or German SKM). To this end, a pilot was run
with the German SKM, a risk session was held and a business case drawn up.
The decision to transition to a different measuring device was the responsibility
of Rijkswaterstaat’s Executive Board due to the safety relationship and the impact on contracts
with market parties. On 29 August 2014 the Executive Board agreed to transition to a measuring
device in line with the sideway-force principle (wheel positioned at an angle). The Executive
Board ordered the transition to be prepared for all applications for national roads from 2017.
Static method of measurement using SRT
There is a special, portable unit for wet skid resistance measurements in a laboratory,
the Skid Resistance Tester (SRT) (see Figure 4). It primarily measures the wet skid resistance
of floors and paving bricks. Use of this unit on a road is also possible.
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Figure 4 Skid Resistance Tester (SRT).

The unit consists of a pendulum with a rubber block. The test is carried out as follows: Place
the device on the road surface. Raise the pendulum until it is in a horizontal position.
Hold it there. A pointer will be pointing straight down. After making the road surface wet,
release the pendulum. The pendulum will slide over the road surface and go up on the other
side. In doing so, it will carry the pointer with it, which will indicate the highest position
reached by the pendulum. The smoother the road, the higher the pendulum will reach and
the lower the SRT value will be.
Use of the SRT on a road is usually done for measuring the wet skid resistance of markings.
Occasionally the wet skid resistance of the road surfacing is also measured. In that regard,
the SRT is capable of measuring wet skid resistance in both a longitudinal and a lateral
direction, which is important in bends.
The SRT value provides an indication of the road’s wet skid resistance, primarily at low speeds
(c. 10 km/h). A marked correlation between SRT and wet skid resistance measurement has
never been found.
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4.3
Accuracy of a single measurement of wet skid resistance
Introduction
In 2012 the Infraquest partnership (consisting of Rijkswaterstaat, TNO and Delft University
of Technology) carried out research into the modelling and accuracy of skid resistance
measurements based on available literature and additional experiments. The results were
published in [7], as well as being presented in outline here along with results from other
relevant research.
Model wet skid resistance measurements
Wet skid resistance measurements are described in the simplified model below:
S(t0) = S(t) + Fi Pi (t) + ε(1)
Where:
S(t0):	the standardized wet skid resistance of a road surface at point in time t0.
S(t):	measured wet skid resistance at point in time t.
Fi Pi (t):	modelled corrections in terms of the wet skid resistance measurement as functions Fi
of parameters Pi at point in time t.
ε:	unmodelled residual term.
Explanation of the formula

The wet skid resistance is corrected according to a standardized state at point in time t0. Reference
values are assumed for the environmental parameters affecting the measurement. The correction
according to a standard reference state enables the comparison of the wet skid resistance,
measured under various circumstances. Corrections are made for the modelled effects on the
measured wet skid resistance. For example, Test 72 from the Standard RAW entails a seasonal
correction to the measurements. Variation in the annual cycles of the road’s wet skid resistance
(and temperature) are thus modelled according to reference point in time t0. Other possible
corrections pertain to such factors as tyre correction and current temperature corrections.
Residual term

Not all systematic deviations in the measurements are corrected. In Test 72, for example,
there is no current temperature correction. All effects not modelled, or that have been
modelled incorrectly or incompletely, form part of the residual term ε. In addition, there are
also influences from any variations in lateral position or weather-dependent contamination
of the road surface. All observations with a limited accuracy also contribute to the residual
term ε. Hence the residual term includes both systematic effects on wet skid resistance
measurements and normally distributed measurement ‘noise’. This distinction is extremely
important when it comes to assessing the accuracy of wet skid resistance measurements
and the design of experiments to model the effect of environmental parameters.
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Research shows that tyre temperature and tyre properties such as firmness and tread depth
exert the most significant influence on wet skid resistance measurements.
Effect of tyre temperature
The temperature of the test tyre has an effect on the measured wet skid resistance value.
The aim is to ensure a constant tyre temperature during a measurement, both on the surface
(by means of tyre cooling) and inside the tyre (by means of adequate warm-up length prior
to starting the measurement). Nevertheless, variations in wet skid resistance occur due
to variations in temperature, in the order of 0.002 per degree Celsius in environmental
temperature. In the absence of corrections being made to the measuring temperatures,
this leads to a maximum deviation of 0.06. For that reason, Germany (for example) makes
a temperature correction in terms of the SKM measurements.
Comparative studies

Test 72 entails making a combined seasonal and temperature correction. Comparative studies
have been performed on the same sections using the measuring devices over the years.
These have estimated a sinusoidal modelling for the average variation of wet skid resistance
through the year. The amplitude of this is 0.022 [4]. The variation in temperature from day
to day deviates from the average temperature over the years. This has not been modelled.
Temperature correction

The temperature correction is an approach to the complex relationship between observed wet
skid resistance and temperature. The treadless PIARC tyre for Test 72 was studied in a finite
element simulation on porous asphalt. A depiction of the relationship between measured wet
skid resistance under measuring conditions and road surface temperature, air temperature
and in-tyre temperature respectively is given in [8]. This examines the variation in hysteresis
friction as a consequence of warming up the tyre. In the following figures 5, 6 and 7 this
relationship is presented. It is plausible that at 70 km/h the variation in hysteresis friction
is the predominant factor in determining the temperature effect.
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Figure 5: Wet skid resistance as a function of road surface temperature [8].
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Figure 6: Wet skid resistance as a function of air temperature [8].
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Figure 7: Wet skid resistance as a function of temperature of air in the tyre [8].
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The reported effects are in line with the temperature effects as are evident from German
research (for instance) [9], and which serve as a correction in the German standard for wet
skid resistance measurements, namely 0.002 per degree Celsius in terms of air temperature
and 0.0012 per degree Celsius in terms of water temperature variation.
Further research on the modelling is recommended, as is moving towards a situation
in which tyre temperature is measured internally as well. This will enable better modelling
of the effect of tyre temperature variation on the wet skid resistance.
Continuous measurement

In [10], research is done into the putative effect of continuously measuring wet skid
resistance. After all, the tyre keeps warming up during continuous measurement due to the
frictional heat generated. A comparison has been made between continuously measuring
a stretch by alternating between measuring and not measuring a two-kilometre section.
The differences identified were insignificant in this study, as a result of which they were
omitted when performing the measurements. Evidently a limit is reached in terms of the tyre
warming up in continuous measurement which does not deviate significantly from the
temperature in discontinuous measurement.
Effect of tyre properties
Rubber compound and composition of the test tyre affect the level of the wet skid resistance
measurement. This is why there are standardized test tyres. When putting a new series of
PIARC test tyres into service in the Netherlands, these are compared with the current series.
If the differences to the previous series are excessive, then a correction may be made in terms
of the measured wet skid resistance values.
Within product series it is also possible for there to be differences between test tyres. For that reason,
Germany tests whether a tyre specimen is satisfactory in terms of the properties of firmness and
elasticity prior to this actually being put into service. The Netherlands compares the test tyres with
one another in a round robin test each month. They are allowed to deviate by a maximum of
0.02 from the average measuring level of the participating test tyres on the same stretch. Deviations
of up to a maximum of 0.04 between tyres occasionally occur and can be prevented in this way.
Recommendation for tyre properties
The recommendation for tyre properties is as follows in [7]:
‘There is a great deal of uncertainty surrounding test tyre firmness and tyre tread depth,
thus necessitating a good standard method of measurement. In practice, the comparative
measurements serve to approve or reject a tyre for the coming period. This pertains to the
performance of a tyre in comparison with the performance of other tyres. If the tyre firmness
can be calculated by means of a good method of measurement and the result is trusted, then
a tyre can be approved or rejected using this parameter. In such cases, comparative
measurements will no longer be necessary.
Within the compass of the comparative measurements, tyre firmness and tyre tread depth say
something about the tyre properties. These two parameters provide a great deal of information
on the relationship between tyre and skid resistance, on the provision that these are measured
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properly and that the method and results of the measurement are therefore reliable.
Tyre firmness and tread depth are not the only factors determining tyre differences, though they
do so demonstrably to a significant extent. In this regard, these parameters are more reliable
and better suited to assessing the performance of the test tyre than the comparative
measurements. If measured properly, then it will be possible to correct for these parameters’.
The proposed practice closely resembles the method of safeguarding the measuring level
of test tyres in Germany.
Accuracy of wet skid resistance measurements
The above shows that unmodelled influencing factors have a considerable effect on the level
of the wet skid resistance measurement. In addition to modelling effects as meticulously
as possible, certain measuring strategies can eliminate disruptive effects. For example, when
monitoring the main road network, the Brits take an average of three measurements: just prior to,
during and after the summer. Thus ensuring that temperature and seasonal effects have scant
influence without correcting for these. The lowest annual level (in the summer) serves as a reference
in this regard, which agrees with the safety objective of the wet skid resistance measurements.
Residual term

The residual term e from statement (1) is a measure of the unmodelled proportion of the
systematic deviations and a random component.
When describing the accuracy of the wet skid resistance measurements from iterative
observations, the standard deviation is used (or the repeatability and reproducibility derived
from this). It serves as a measure for the random distribution that follows a normal
distribution. Measurements performed, subject to variation in the environmental
parameters that have an effect, provide a picture of the systematic deviation. In practice,
this deviation is hard to ascertain reliably, because it is not modelled. The measuring
strategy is often set up in such a way that the unmodelled effects remain limited. See the
British approach of network monitoring, for instance.
Quality control
Rijkswaterstaat has been carrying out a systematic quality check in terms of the production
of the MJPV wet skid resistance across the measuring seasons since 2011. This pertains
to the following types of checks:
1	For each district, remeasuring three 5-kilometre stretches using RWS equipment
and assessing the differences for each 100-metre section with the measuring firm's
production. This pertains to around 5% of the measured area.
2	For each district, assessing the differences with the previous production year for each
100-metre section.
3	For each district, assessing the differences between index measurement (remeasurement
of low sections on the part of the measuring firm in the production with a time difference
of no more than a few weeks and a different test tyre) and the first measurement. Roughly
5% on average.
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Standard deviations
The standard deviations calculated in 3 from a single skid resistance measurement
on a 100-metre section under the reproducibility conditions outlined across the entire area
vary between 0.022 and 0.027 over the measuring years 2011-2013, with an average of 0.023.
The variation is greater at district level: from 0.008 to 0.046 with an average of 0.023, with
around 95% of the districts staying below 0.03.
This pertains to the standard deviation under the reproducibility conditions outlined.
For the most part, standard deviations within 0.01 are achieved under repeat conditions.
The systematic deviations from the check measurements under 1 show nationwide
differences of 0.028, 0.01 and 0.011 between production measurement and check
measurement across the measuring seasons. There is a greater degree of variation for each
district. These differences do not express the differences with actual wet skid resistance.
It is the systematic difference between two independent sets of measurements on the same
sections. In that respect, the reality is in the middle or outside of it.
Inaccuracy in the measurements could result improperly in implementing measures.
To a large extent, the skid resistance index and the safety assessment in the MJPV advice
cushion that inaccuracy, thereby improving the advice.
Stability of scale
It is important for the method of measurement to be stable across the years. Processes
of change in the road surface result in actual variations in wet skid resistance. And changes
in wet skid resistance measurement have the capacity to result in ostensible variations in wet
skid resistance. Intangible in this regard is the gradual ageing of the test tyres being used,
between the year of production and the year of use, as a result of which the readings generally
decrease (where wet skid resistance is actually consistent). It used to be the case that this
insidious decrease was not taken into consideration. However, a (downwards) correction was
sometimes made for the spurt-like increase in the readings when transitioning to a new
generation (production year) of test tyres, i.e. from an ‘old’ to a ‘young’ test tyre. This makes
it likely that the corrected readings were in fact on the low side. Alternatively, the current
standard values are effectively around 0.03 to 0.05 stricter than the standard value from 1978.
Intervention level
In 1978, 0.38 was set as an intervention level for wet skid resistance, measured using a
treadless PIARC tyre at 50 km/h and 86% skid. The measuring device has changed a little since
then. There have been a few instances of switching to a new generation (production year)
of test tyres. In that respect, a (cumulative) correction has been applied to the new readings
three times (1979, 1989, 1995) so as to ensure they can be reconciled with the readings from
prior to the switch [1]. The net effect of this is that between 1995 and 2010 the readings were
predominantly corrected downwards prior to being tested against the threshold value.
In 2010, Rijkswaterstaat switched to a new measuring device, which also entailed 70 km/h
standard values being set. Furthermore, the corrections from the reading were taken and
transferred to the standard values. Since then, standard values of 0.44 for dense wearing
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courses (based on dense asphalt concrete) and 0.45 for porous wearing courses (based
on porous asphalt) have applied at 50 km/h. At 70 km/h the standard values are 0.39 for
dense wearing courses and 0.42 for porous wearing courses.

4.4
Methods of measuring braking deceleration of new,
dry wearing courses
Dry braking deceleration with the braking test
The start of the 1990s saw mass usage of porous wearing courses (porous asphalt) for the first
time, and a specific skid resistance problem on a dry road surface came to light. Braking
distance turned out to be much longer than expected during emergency braking with locked
wheels (see Figure 8) on a new porous asphalt road surface. The significant heat generated
in the contact area between tyre and road surface when locking the wheels causes the
bitumen on the surface to melt and function as a sliding layer. This mechanism is termed
bituplaning in the literature. In contrast to dense surfacing, porous asphalt was not gritted
back then, meaning that there was a thin layer of bitumen on a new wearing course. A more
detailed explanation is presented in chapter 7.

Figure 8 Measuring dry braking deceleration with braking test

This specific problem only occurs where:
• There is a layer of bitumen on the surface, i.e. in the case of new surfacing. The bitumen
on the surface has been worn away after a few months of traffic.
• Braking with locked wheels (i.e. 100% skid) occurs. Normal braking (in which the wheels
continue to turn) produces less heat, meaning the effect does not occur.
• It occurs in dry conditions. The situation on a wet road surface is usually normative,
but in this special case the dry situation is normative.
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The standard method of measurement (with 86% skid and a wet road surface) is not capable
of measuring this effect. The effect was first measured by the Gerechtelijk Laboratorium (former
name of the Forensic Institute Netherlands) by means of a braking measurement.
A car travelling at 80 km/h performs an emergency stop (with locked wheels). A deceleration
meter in the car records the deceleration occurring, enabling calculation of the braking distance.
Rijkswaterstaat deems this situation serious and warns traffic by installing warning signs featuring
the text ‘new road surface, longer braking distance’. These signs can be removed when the braking
deceleration exceeds 6.5 m/s2. This situation is also referred to as the ‘sign-away situation’.
The braking test measures whether the braking deceleration of porous wearing courses satisfies
the requirement. Following the example of the Gerechtelijk Laboratorium, Rijkswaterstaat started
performing passenger car braking manoeuvres with locking wheels. The deceleration produced
was recorded. Initially, Rijkswaterstaat was the only party capable of taking such a measurement,
but market parties subsequently started using the method as well. A measure-and-calculate
protocol was drawn up in consultation with market parties for the purposes of measuring
braking deceleration by means of a braking test on porous wearing courses (see [11]).
Dry braking deceleration with a measurement in traffic
Measuring braking deceleration by means of a braking test has one significant disadvantage:
the road section has to be closed to traffic in order to perform the measurement.
This inconveniences road users. From the outset efforts have been made to establish
a method that can be used in traffic.
Initially, a relationship between the standard skid resistance measurement (performed
without water) and the braking test was sought. This relationship proved to be insufficiently
pronounced. In 1999, Rijkswaterstaat modified a measuring device in line with Test 72 to
enable the tyre to lock. This measuring device was called the 100% skid trailer. A measuring
speed of 70 km/h turned out to have a good relationship with the braking test, which is why
this method was prescribed by Rijkswaterstaat’s head office in 2000 [12].
Comparative research has revealed that at a measured coefficient of friction value of 0.68
there is a considerable degree of reliability in terms of the braking deceleration being at least
6.5 m/s2. Rijkswaterstaat kept this method in operation until around 2005 and used it in
‘sign-away situations’.
New surfacing types were developed during the years around 2005, such as durable porous
asphalt and two-layer porous asphalt. This prompted two measuring firms, who modified a
measuring device in accordance with Test 72, to carry out a validation study once again. Just like
the original RWS version, these measuring devices perform a full test wheel lock iteratively over
a measuring length of at least 24 metres. Only the last 12 metres are measured due to
phenomena related to the start of the measurement. Figure 9 presents an example of a
measuring device.
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Figure 9 Measuring the dry braking deceleration in traffic using 100% skid trailer at 70 km/h

Validation study method measuring in traffic
The validation study was performed by Rijkswaterstaat’s Innovation Test Centre (ITC).
Comparative measurements of dry skid resistance at 70 km/h with 100% skid and of braking
deceleration from 80 km/h to a standstill were taken at 25 measuring sites on a durable
porous asphalt wearing course. The correlation between the measurement of the dry skid
resistance in the right-hand wheel rut (DSTR) and the measurement of the braking
deceleration (REM) is reasonable. When rounded off, the relationship can also be described
as REM = 10 × DSTR. This relationship applies at the time of road surface completion, with
the crushed stone in new durable porous asphalt still being enveloped in a (usually gritted)
mastic film. However, it also applies in a ‘sign-away situation’, in which the mastic film has
(largely) been worn away. [13]
Based on measurements on two-layer porous asphalt with a 4/8 top layer, it has been
established that the above relationship is also applicable to this type of wearing course.
For the purposes of measuring the dry braking deceleration, a measure-and-calculate
protocol has also been drawn up in consultation with market parties (see [14]). In this regard,
the output of the measurement taken using the 100% skid trailer is directly converted
to braking deceleration. The benefit of this approach is that the measurement is fully
interchangeable with the braking test.
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4.5
The accuracy of the measurement of the dry braking
deceleration
The standard deviation, in reproduceable conditions, of individual readings from the initial
braking deceleration measured with the braking test over 100 m is 0.20 [13,15]. For the
braking deceleration measurement taken in traffic using the 100% skid trailer, the standard
deviation in reproduceable conditions is around 0.031 [16,17].
Viewed in relative terms (compared to the average readings, which differ by a factor of 10),
the standard deviation of dry skid resistance is therefore roughly one-and-a-half times as
high as the corresponding value for braking deceleration.
Consequently, seven dry skid resistance readings are required for a road section in order
to get the same chances of wrongly approval or rejection for the average as in the usual three
braking deceleration measurements.

4.6
State of the art for harmonization of the methods
of measurement
European standardization through CEN
Europe uses a wide variety of methods and requirements for the purposes of calculating wet
skid resistance. Differences in types of measuring device and measuring conditions in the
various methods mean that the measuring data is not readily interchangeable.
Since 1990, CEN TC 227’s working group 5 ‘Surface Characteristics’ has been working on
drawing up a European standard for measuring wet skid resistance. The intended approach is:
• Standardization: using the same measuring device and conditions everywhere in Europe. At the
risk of having to modify existing measuring devices or no longer being able to set them.
• Harmonization: developing a good translation between measuring devices and conditions.
Existing measuring devices can remain utilizable and do not have to be modified.
Overview of most important studies
Please find below an overview of the most important studies from the past couple of decades
or so, with many of them having been carried out at international level. Most of them focus
on harmonization of measuring devices and measuring conditions, because standardization
of measuring devices was thought to be difficult to achieve.
PIARC experiment in 1992
A substantial comparative study was carried out in Belgium and Spain in 1992 under the leadership
of the World Road Association (PIARC). The approach selected was to develop a common scale, the
International Friction Index (IFI). This common scale was based on the average of the readings
from all types of measuring device. The challenge was to derive robust and reliable formulas
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in order to convert readings from a specific measuring device to corresponding values in the
common scale. The study resulted in a series of conversion formulas, though the bandwidth was
so wide that the results were not utilizable for the purposes of harmonization. [18]
SCRIM study in the Netherlands in 1993
Rijkswaterstaat DWW carried out a comparative study with the Flemish SCRIM in 1993.
It is a continuation of the PIARC experiment, with increased attention to the porous wearing
courses common in the Netherlands. The researchers also looked at whether the SCRIM has a
good relationship with the braking deceleration calculated for the initial skid resistance on
porous wearing courses. The conclusion was that there was a reasonable correlation on porous
wearing courses, though not with the braking deceleration measurement. The repeatability
of both systems was good. The advice was not to proceed with purchasing a SCRIM. [19]
International comparison in 1996 (Germany, Denmark, The Netherlands)
BAST (Germany), VI (Denmark) and Rijkswaterstaat DWW (The Netherlands) carried out an
extensive study in 1996, comparing several measuring devices with one another. The study
focused on such things as behaviour on (new) porous wearing courses and the possible
applications of the IFI. [20]
Six systems were included in the study. In addition to the national systems from Germany
(Stuttgarter Reibungs Messer [SRM] and SCRIM), Denmark (Stradograph) and the Netherlands,
two new commercial systems (Griptester and ROAR) were studied. Measurements were taken
at a large number of sites in the area along the Dutch-German border.
The conclusions included the fact that behaviour on porous wearing courses was similar to
that on dense wearing courses, but that the initial braking deceleration was not measurable.
The IFI turned out to be insufficiently accurate to be practicably utilizable. Neither did
adjustments to the model result in any significant improvement. [21] This was partly what
motivated the HERMES experiment.
HERMES experiment in 2000
From 2000 onwards, the Forum of European Highway Research Laboratories (FEHRL) carried
out a study on European harmonization, entitled Harmonisation of European Routine and
Research Measuring Equipment for Skid Resistance (HERMES) (see Figure 10). As with the
PIARC experiment, achieving harmonization by means of defining a common scale was
chosen here too. In this case, the European Friction Index (EFI). The expectation was that
a smaller number of (European) systems would be easier to harmonize. This study concluded
that systems with limited differences in measuring principle can be translated with an
acceptable level of accuracy. This did not apply to systems with more pronounced differences
in measuring principle, as a result of which general, practical utilizability was limited [22].
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Figure 10 Final report HERMES study in 2006.

Different type of test tyre in 2002/2003
In 2002/2003 TNO was commissioned by Rijkswaterstaat DWW to explore the options in terms
of developing a different type of material for the test tyre. The aim was to find a material with
a constant skid resistance behaviour (i.e. not susceptible to change with age) that could
be reproduceably incorporated into a tyre (or the tread thereof ). A few types of rubber
and thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) seemed promising. [23]
Three types of rubber and two TPEs were studied at room temperature in an experimental
material evaluation. One type of rubber and one TPE were subsequently described in detail.
The conclusion was that there is no such thing as an ideal material. A compromise is always
required. It is uncertain whether a one-to-one translation into practice is possible for the
measuring results from the laboratory. [24] The study was discontinued because the benefits
remained uncertain.
TYROSAFE in 2008 – 2010
The most significant stumbling block in the aforementioned studies was the fact that the
methods measure two different variables: wet skid resistance in a lateral direction on the road
surface or wet skid resistance in a longitudinal direction. Due to this, the use of conversion
formulas to achieve an adequate, reliable and accurate translation proved impossible.
In 2008-2010, a roadmap was drawn up for the FEHRL project TYROSAFE in order to nevertheless
achieve harmonization/standardization in the future. Conclusion: full European harmonization/
standardization will not be possible in the foreseeable future. A concrete recommendation was
to draw up technical specifications (TS) for the existing measuring devices. This first step on the
road to harmonization/standardization encompasses uniform description of the technical
aspects and the operating conditions of the existing measuring devices for skid resistance.
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Drawing up technical specifications
In recent years, the CEN TC 227 WG5 has drawn up technical specifications for 15 different
measuring devices. Broadly speaking, the technical specifications can be subdivided into
two groups (measuring device families) (see Figure 11).
• Three sets of technical specifications pertain to measuring wet skid resistance in a lateral
direction. This is done using a test wheel positioned at an angle of 20° to the direction of
travel. Originally, this measuring device was developed in Britain under the name Sidewayforce Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine (SCRIM). Germany subsequently copied the
system and took it to market under the name SeitenKraftMessverfahren (SKM) [25]. Belgium
also has a measuring device that features a test wheel positioned at an angle. There is only
one specimen of this measuring device in existence, the Odoliograph, and it is used solely
for research purposes. The differences between the three measuring devices mentioned are
limited [26]. Nine European countries are using this group of measuring devices: England,
Germany, France, Spain, Belgium, Portugal, Italy, Switzerland and Slovenia.
• Twelve sets of technical specifications pertain to measuring wet skid resistance
in a longitudinal direction. In this regard, the test wheel is positioned in the direction
of travel. The differences between the various systems are considerable. Some measuring
devices measure wet skid resistance in ABS conditions (c. 15% skid), others measure it with
a locking wheel (100% skid), whilst other ones are somewhere in-between. The variety
in terms of test tyres used is also considerable in terms of diameter and rubber
compound. For each measuring device from this group (with one exception) it holds that
a road authority developed the system in-house decades earlier and that it is only being
used in a single country. The Dutch measuring device falls into this group too.
Overview of skid devices with a CEN Technical specification

1960
1960

AVON

countries in use
UK, Belgium, France, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Slovenie

number of
countries
7

SKM (SFCD)

8

yes

34

Odoliograph (SFCO)

13

yes

34

DWW NL Skid resistance trailer

9

yes

86

1962

smooth PIARC tryre
165R13

Netherlands

1

ADHERA (LFCA)

3

yes

100

250

smooth PIARC tyre
165R13

France, Austria,

2

Skiddometer BV-8

10

yes

16 and 100

3500

ribbed PIARC tyre
165R13

Switzerland (might be changed
now into SKM)

1

15 and 100

3500

ribbed PIARC tyre
165R13

Germany (not in use), Switzerland

2

yes

yes

SKM

Germany, Switzerland

2

AVON?

Belgium (only one device)

1

SRM (LFCSR)

11

yes

Tatra Runway Tester

4

yes

25

1000

smooth ASTM tyre with
Tjech Rep
the size 4.00 - 8

ROAR (LFCRDK)

5

yes

20

1200

smooth ASTM 1551

Grip tester

7

yes

15

250

1

Denmark (Norway probably
slightly different)

1

smooth ASTM tyre 254
mm

UK, France, Czech Rep, Belgium

4

Austria, Switzerland

2

RoadSTAR (LFCS)

1

yes

18

3500

ribbed PIARC tyre
165R13

BV11 and Saab Friction Tester

12

yes

17

1000

Trelleborg type T49
size 4.00-8/4

Sweden, France

2

Viafriction

14

yes

18

500

smooth ASTM 1551

Norway

1

Imag

15

yes

15

1700 -2000

smooth PIARC tryre
165R13

France

1

Figure 11 Overview of the measuring devices used in Europe for the purposes of measuring wet skid resistance.
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LFC peak

34

15

slip ratio in
vertical load in N tyre
%

LFC (nearly) locked

LFC
locked

6

LFC peak

yes

SFC

6

10

TS 15901
SFC
nr
SCRIM (SFCS)

CEN change of course towards two standards
In 2013, the CEN working group decided to no longer strive towards achieving a single
European standard, but rather to distinguish two different standards, namely a separate
standard for wet skid resistance in a lateral direction and one in a longitudinal direction.
A European project (ROSANNE) was launched more or less simultaneously which entailed
pre-normative research being carried out into methods of measurement for noise emission,
rolling resistance and skid resistance. One of the objectives is to submit two draft standards
for skid resistance to the CEN working group at the end of 2016.
Drawing up the standard for wet skid resistance in a lateral direction (Sideway-force method,
abbreviated to SWF) in fact boils down to standardization of the British SCRIM and the German
SKM (see Figure 12). Due to the fact that the SKM constitutes a further development of the SCRIM,
it is anticipated that standardization will only lead to extremely limited modifications of the
measuring devices. One historic moment came in the spring of 2015 when an initial design
standard for the SWF method was discussed and commented on in the CEN working group.

Figure 12 Example of a Sideway-force Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine (SCRIM).
Drawing up the standard for wet skid resistance in a longitudinal direction amounts
to harmonization between twelve different methods in use (with significant differences
in terms of slip percentage and tyres) in as many countries by means of a common scale yet
to be defined and decided on. What is uncertain is whether the research being carried out
within the compass of ROSANNE will yield useful conversion formulas for the purposes
of translating between the various methods and the common scale.
Future of the method of measurement in the Netherlands
It would be favourable for the Netherlands to get prepared for the anticipated
standardization/harmonization of the family of measuring devices for measuring skid
resistance in a lateral direction (SWF).
Benefits include:
• A high degree of distribution in Europe, namely use in nine countries with an estimated
number of around 50 operational measuring devices.
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• Widespread usage means that savings are expected on the costs of annual monitoring
of the main road network.
• Well-developed quality assurance on the part of two leading independent organizations.
Namely the British Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) for the SCRIM and the German
Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen (BASt) for the SKM.
• This will enable Rijkswaterstaat to relinquish its role as owner of the current method
of measurement without this being to the detriment of quality. It conforms with
the policy of devolving more tasks from the public sector to the private sector.
• Marked improvement in terms of the capability for measurements to be exchanged
with foreign countries.
Another option is to await harmonization of the family with the test wheel in a longitudinal
direction (twelve different measuring devices). There are no real prospects of this succeeding
within the foreseeable future.

4.7
Other methods of measurement
For many years now research has been under way on a variety of fronts into measuring skid
resistance differently. In principle, two different methods are possible. The first of these
measures the microtexture of the road surface, subsequently translating this into skid
resistance. The second method uses in-car systems.
Static laser equipment
A number of European institutes carried out exploratory research into measuring the
microtexture and translating this into skid resistance. The results of static laser equipment,
fitted close to the road surface, were fairly successful. However, the most significant
challenge is to measure the microtexture at speeds of (for example) 80 km/h. The vertical
suspension movements make it necessary to fit the laser at a greater distance from the road
surface. To date, no successful studies of this are known.
In-car systems
The use of in-car systems has also been tested in various studies. The idea is to use the data
from the ABS braking systems of the cars driving over a road surface. The data can be
collected via Internet transmission. If all vehicles (or a proportion thereof ) are fitted with
these, then the current skid resistance can be measured by means of smart mathematical
algorithms. Results utilizable in practice have not yet been acquired.
author: Thijs Bennis
with content contributed by: Erik Vos, Wim van Ooijen and Bram Vreugdenhil
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5
Wet skid resistance
and RWS maintenance
advice
lifespan
initial

5.1
Introduction
Sufficient skid resistance
In order to drive on a road safely, the road surface has to be sufficiently skid-resistant.
This is necessary to offset the horizontal forces that occur in the contact area between tyre
and road surface during vehicle movements (accelerating, braking and steering). In view of the
importance of having adequate skid resistance, Rijkswaterstaat soon started calculating the skid
resistance of the road network after it constructed the first national roads around 1930. This was
done in wet conditions because that is when the skid resistance properties are at their lowest.

dry
wet

Periodic monitoring
The present chapter deals with wet skid resistance during periodic monitoring throughout
the lifespan. This is intended for the purposes of the maintenance advice vis-à-vis surfacing
for Rijkswaterstaat. The focus here is the regular situation, which entails Rijkswaterstaat
managing the maintenance programme itself. Chapter 6 will examine the periodic
monitoring approach in the case of DBFM contracts.
Initial wet skid resistance (straight after opening and in the first few months up to one year
after opening) will be discussed in chapter 7.
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5.2
Overview of developments wet skid resistance
Beginning
Development in terms of measuring wet skid resistance got under way around 1930. Initially,
the primary focus was calculating the intervention level for skid resistance where this was
necessary from the perspective of road safety. From 1951 onwards, wet skid resistance
measurements on road sections where skid accidents occurred were added. A few years
on and the wet skid resistance of the main road network was being monitored by means
of random checks with a certain degree of regularity.
MJPV
Periodic monitoring of the wet skid resistance of the entire main road network started
around 1990. Since then, Rijkswaterstaat has been using the readings for the maintenance
programme for surfacing on the basis of the Multi-year Road Maintenance Plan (MJPV).
Based on data pertaining to the condition of the road surface, the MJPV forecasts for each
hectometre section whether and when maintenance will be required within a five-year period.
Aside from skid resistance, the forecast also considers lateral evenness (rut formation),
longitudinal evenness, camber and the damage in terms of wear and cracking. A maintenance
estimate is generated for the next six to ten years on the basis of general knowledge.
The results of the MJPV process form the basis of the regional programme in the shorter term
(1-5 years) and the national programme in the medium term (6-10 years).
Overview
The overview below shows the developments in terms of measuring wet skid resistance
in chronological order. The subsequent sections of this chapter will delve into these
developments in more detail.
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Chronological overview of developments wet skid resistance:
1933: 	In conjunction with Delft University of Technology, Rijkswaterstaat builds the
first measuring vehicle for measuring wet skid resistance; treaded tyre with
100% skid (locking wheel) at 20 km/h: used primarily for research purposes.
1951: 	commencement of measuring skid resistance on road sections where skid
accidents occur.
1954: 	commencement of periodic monitoring of main road network by means
of random sampling.
1959: 	change from 100% skid to 86% and increase in measuring speed from 20
km/h to 50 km/h; treaded Vredestein tyre: RWS Skid Resistance Meter.
1978: 	transition to treadless PIARC 1975 tyre.
1983: 	establishment of intervention level for maintenance wet skid resistance
in ministerial memorandum.
1985: 	skid resistance included in RAW 1985 as Test 150.
1994: 	commencement of biennial monitoring of right-hand lanes main road
network and use for maintenance programme.
2002: 	commencement of risk-based measuring on overtaking lanes.
2005: 	warranty requirements for skid resistance incorporated into contracts.
2005: 	intervention level for maintenance made hard standard.
2009: 	transition to annual monitoring entire main road network.
2009: 	introduction of combined seasonal and temperature correction.
2010: 	transition from Test 150 to Test 72; increase in standard measuring speed from 50
km/h to 70 km/h, and PIARC 1998 tyre becomes reference tyre instead of PIARC
1975. Internal Rijkswaterstaat guidelines for maintenance programme issued for
temporary safety measures in the event of standard being exceeded [18].
2012: 	introduction adjusted assessment method for maintenance programme:
improvement in quality assurance skid resistance measurements, skid resistance
index (SI), safety assessment and new version internal RWS guidelines for
temporary safety measures in the event of standard being exceeded [19].
2013: 	introduction of skid resistance index (SI) in DBFM contracts, with current skid
resistance score (AS) now being included in UAV-GC and DBFM contracts,
integrated version internal RWS guidelines for RWS maintenance advice, and DBFM
for temporary safety measures in the event of inadequate skid resistance [20].
2014: 	preparations for transition to different wet skid resistance measuring device:
Sideway Force (SWF) system used widely across Europe.

5.3
Methods of measurement used up to 2009
Test 150
Rijkswaterstaat introduced the RWS Skid Resistance Meter to measure wet skid resistance
in the Netherlands in 1959. This measuring device is discussed in detail in chapter 4. The system
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measures skid resistance in a longitudinal direction, with a skid percentage of 86 (nearly locking).
Until 1978 this was done using a treaded tyre, whereas from 1978 onwards a treadless, internationally
standardized PIARC test tyre was used. The skid resistance measurement is done with the test wheel
in the centre of the right-hand wheel rut as standard. The first edition of the Standard RAW provisions
from 1985 terms the method of measurement for wet skid resistance Test 150.
Initially, skid resistance monitoring for the MJPV was done once every two years.
The importance of the road authority’s responsibility became increasingly prominent
and the skid resistance measurements were less accurate than was desired. For that reason,
monitoring frequency was stepped up to annually from 2009 onwards.

Figure 1 The RWS Skid Resistance Meter: the standard measuring device for wet skid resistance for all roads in the Netherlands

Graduated method
The periodic monitoring was done in accordance with the so-called ‘graduated method’.
This entailed the entire area being measured at a measuring speed of 70 km/h during the first
measurement: the pre-selection measurements. This way, those road sections that were
eligible for remeasuring were selected, as maintenance could be necessary there due to
inadequate skid resistance.
The second part of the method entailed these selected sections being subjected to a second
measurement (roughly 5% of the area). This was done using the same measuring speed set
for the intervention level for maintenance: 50 km/h. The reason for opting for this approach
was that prior to 2010 there was not yet any validated, formally set value for the intervention
level for maintenance at 70 km/h. Furthermore, it caused a great deal of traffic nuisance
if the entire area was being measured at 50 km/h.
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Risk-based approach
When commencing periodic monitoring around 1990, a decision was made to only monitor
the (most heavily affected) right-hand wheel rut on the main carriageways and the slip roads
at junctions. The other lanes on the main carriageways, approach roads and slip roads, as well
as the accompanying acceleration/deceleration lanes, were not included in the measurement.
A risk-based approach has been in use to measure a proportion of overtaking lanes since
2002. This pertains exclusively to the overtaking lane directly on the left of the right-hand
lane. Out of all lanes on the main carriageway, this lane is the most heavily affected due
to heavy goods vehicles driving on it regularly. Only those overtaking lanes on which the
adjacent right-hand lane has been replaced, or on which the skid resistance of the adjacent
right-hand lane is below the intervention level for maintenance, are measured.
Intervention level for maintenance
Rijkswaterstaat bases the intervention level for maintenance on two studies carried out on
Dutch national roads.
The first study (1973) constitutes an analysis [1] of accident data and skid resistance
measurements during the 1960-1970 period and was performed using the RWS Skid Resistance
Meter. Thanks to this study from the Institute for Road Safety Research (SWOV), a uniform
guideline value of 0.38 was set. This was also recorded in a ministerial memorandum in 1983 [2].
The ministerial memorandum states that:
‘Efforts are geared towards minimizing instances of the average coefficient of friction over
100 metres, measured at 50 km/h in accordance with the specifications of Rijkswaterstaat’s
Wegbouwkundige Dienst [Road Construction Service], falling below the value of 0.38’.
Internally, Rijkswaterstaat has been using the value 0.38 (standard) as an official intervention
level for maintenance ever since. If a road section’s skid resistance is below this threshold,
then maintenance will be required to improve it. Temporary warning signs can be installed
if need be. What was not recorded was the time frame within which the maintenance had
to be performed, which is why different approaches are taken to this in practice.
The value of 0.38 applied to national roads with dense wearing courses. When porous
wearing courses arrived on the scene around 1990, this value also applied to that type
of wearing course. The reasoning was that a vehicle does not sense what type of wearing
course it is driving on.
TNO research
The second study that Rijkswaterstaat used was an analysis of accident data and skid resistance
measurements carried out by TNO [3] for the 1996–2002 period. What was new in this study,
which was released in 2008, was that it now included porous wearing courses as well.
The most significant conclusions of this research were:
• Despite a great many changes in terms of vehicle configuration, braking systems and tyres,
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the relevance of the existing intervention level for maintenance was corroborated once
more. The requisite minimum skid resistance of 0.38 for both porous and dense wearing
courses can remain in place.
• It is possible to perform a validated conversion for the intervention level for maintenance
for 50 km/h to achieve a corresponding value for a measuring speed of 70 km/h.
Approach in the event of inadequate skid resistance
During regular skid resistance measurements for the MJPV in 2004 it turned out that the fact
of a large number of road sections in the road districts of Haaglanden and Zuid-Hollandse
Waarden having a low skid resistance had not been foreseen. An investigation ensued.
The scale of this, as well as the fact that accidents were happening on some road sections,
prompted reporting of the results to the Tweede Kamer (Dutch House of Representatives) [4].
The results of the investigation provided the stimulus to hone the requirements set for
crushed stone in porous wearing courses (see also chapter 8).
As stated in my letter of 19 November 2004 (SDG/2004/721), there were two issues
on the national roads in the province of South Holland [4].
Firstly, it emerged that the skid resistance of the right-hand lane of 41 km of national
road in two Rijkswaterstaat service districts in South Holland (8.5%) was below the
standard of 0.38. At the time of measurement these were still only 5-8 years old. This
was only the case in the province of South Holland. The other regions exhibited a normal
degree of damage, with inadequate skid resistance occurring in not more than 0.25% of
the overall number of road sections to date. This pertained exclusively to road sections
that had reached the end of their regular lifespan (i.e. 10 years for the right-hand lane).
The second issue concerned significant undershooting of the skid resistance standard at a few
places on the central lane of the A12 Zoetermeer–The Hague, where the skid resistance was
lower than it was on the right-hand lane. This was highly exceptional, as it is usually the righthand lane that bears the brunt of the traffic and therefore is subject to the most rapid wear.
Safety measures
Compared to dense wearing courses, the skid resistance of porous wearing courses in particular
was more subject to wear. For that reason, the approach taken in the event of inadequate skid
resistance was tightened up (see [6]). If the monitoring shows that (for example) the
intervention level for maintenance on a road section has been exceeded, then the relevant road
district must install warning signs within 24 hours of becoming aware of this fact.
If the measured skid resistance values are in excess of 0.02 below the standard, then the road
district should also set a temporary speed limit of 70 km/h (changed over the course of 2005
to 90 km/h) (see Figure 2).
Moreover, the road authority must take structural measures within the foreseeable future
to get the skid resistance back above the standard. From 2004 onwards, the safety measures
were adjusted further on various points. Section 5.9 will examine this in detail.
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Figure 2 Flyer from 2006 on hard standards for the intervention level for maintenance for rut formation
and skid resistance.
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Service Level Agreements
2005 saw the development of the Service Level Agreements Main Road Network (SLA HWN).
Within the compass of this, PIN HWN-4 and PIN HWN-7 stipulate that the prescribed safety
measures and structural measures are to be taken in a timely fashion.

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are agreements made between the Secretary General
of the Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment and the Director General
of Rijkswaterstaat. These SLAs set out the performance Rijkswaterstaat is due
to provide to the Secretary General as well as the scope of the available resources
to achieve this performance. http://corporate.intranet.rws.nl/Kennis_en_Expertise/
Service_Level_Agreement/SLA_20132016/Hoofdwegennet/
PIN HWN-4: pertains to responding to unsafe traffic situations in a timely fashion
Within the compass of this PIN, the response is monitored in terms of a number of types
of event that Rijkswaterstaat cannot usually influence directly or plan for. After all, the
relevant unsafe situations are nearly always unexpected. As such, neither is this PIN
intended to prevent safety issues (which is obviously something Rijkswaterstaat does its
utmost to do), instead serving as a benchmark for the response to unexpected incidents.
Sub-PIN 4-B: instances of exceeding the hard standards for skid resistance and rut
formation
Definition of the PIN: instances of exceeding the hard standards for skid resistance
and rut formation on surfacing will be compensated by the road authority in B% of the
situations within 24 hours (from 2012: within one week) of notification by means
of measures to ensure road safety.
Standard sub-PIN 4-B: the standard for this sub-PIN is B=100%.
PIN HWN-7: surfacing fulfilling the standards
This PIN monitors projects in which a ‘hard standard’ has been exceeded. It ensures that
the Regional Service does not organize this one year later than is fitting and in such cases
is advised in the applicable MJPV, though a sign has been installed in the meantime.
In view of the fact that the necessary implementation of these projects – the relevant
lane segments – was known on time, postponement is ‘in principle’ not permitted.
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5.4
Transition from Test 150 to Test 72 in 2010
Method 2010
In 2010, the method of measurement for wet skid resistance (Test 150) changed (see [3] and [7]).
The changes were:
• Standard measuring speed increased from 50 km/h to 70 km/h.
• Transition to a different measuring scale due to selecting a different reference for the test tyre.
• Use of a combined seasonal and temperature correction.
These changes are included in the Standard RAW provisions from 2010, thereby enabling
other road authorities in particular (such as those at provincial and municipal level) to adopt
them as well. Due to all tests being renumbered in the Standard RAW provisions, the test
number was changed to Test 72. For the purposes of the periodic monitoring, the changed
test method 2010 was used for the first time during the September 2009 to May
2010 measuring season.
Conversion table
The changed measuring speed and measuring scale resulted in different readings.
Based on extensive research (see [3] and [7]), a conversion table was drawn up [8] to enable
bidirectional conversion of the values. It emerged that it was necessary to differentiate according
to measuring speed and wearing course type. Thanks to the conversion, the assessment of a road
surface’s safety level remained the same compared to the method previously used. This resulted
in a numerical adjustment to the intervention level for maintenance (see Table 1).
In 2012, a field evaluation of the accuracy of the conversion table was performed [9].
This established that the conversion table is adequate to the task of assessing porous wearing
courses. The readings measured at 70 km/h and 50 km/h were converted to 70 km/h using the
conversion table. The differences between these were limited and fall within the range
of measuring differences between individual measuring series.
The correspondence was not as good for dense wearing courses, particularly in the case
of lower skid resistance values. The 70 km/h measurement regularly proved to be stricter
than the 50 km/h measurement. Nonetheless, the scale of the number of dense wearing
courses continued to decrease. For that reason, the decision was made to carry out no further
research into this.
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Table 1 Overview of change in 2010 to the intervention level for maintenance for skid resistance
on national roads applicable to a hectometre section [1, 2].
From 2010

Until 2009

RAW 2010 Test 72

RAW 2005 Test 150

standard 70 km/h

50 km/h

50 km/h

Measuring scale

reference test tyre PIARC
1998

reference test tyre
PIARC 1998

PIARC 1975

Porous wearing course

0.42

0.45

0.38

Dense wearing course

0.39

0.44

0.38

Road sections with inadequate skid resistance
During the first year that Test 72 was being performed, the graduated method was initially
abandoned (see section 5.3). In the case of the graduated method, everything is measured
at 70 km/h first. The road sections with low skid resistance are subsequently measured
at 50 km/h. Now the readings from the preselection measurements from Test 72 at 70 km/h
were compared directly with the intervention level for maintenance at 70 km/h, eliminating
the necessity of remeasuring at 50 km/h.
Once almost half of the main road network had been measured, it turned out that an
unexpectedly high number of hectometre sections had a lower skid resistance than the
intervention level for maintenance. Usually this number would vary from year to year
between 0.15 and 0.85% for the entire main road network. Now, however, it was above 4%,
and there were even outliers of more than 10% for each district.
TNO analysis
Very soon after this discovery, a large group of Dutch skid resistance experts met to discuss the
matter. TNO performed an analysis. From this it turned out to be readily explicable statistically
that, taking into consideration the accuracy of skid resistance measurements, the graduated
method could result in readings that were 0.02 higher on average than a single measurement.
Thus the graduated method could report a significantly lower number of road sections with
inadequate skid resistance than a single measurement would do.
In order to avoid deviating from the trend in the past, this conclusion prompted an
immediate reintroduction of the remeasurement, albeit at a measuring speed of 70 km/h.
Once the remeasurement had been reintroduced, it was once again the case that for the
majority of districts the usual number of hectometre sections were found to have skid
resistance below the intervention level for maintenance.
Augite porphyry
In the case of two districts (Amsterdam and Arnhem & Nijmegen), the number of road sections
with inadequate skid resistance remained clearly higher than usual. More detailed analysis
of the relevant districts showed that this was primarily about road sections with a wearing
course made of augite porphyry (andesite), which were usually no older than four or five years.
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Chapter 8 examines the research carried out into this in more detail. A sizeable proportion
of the relevant road sections were given a new wearing course. Skid resistance was improved
on a limited proportion of other road sections by roughening them. More can be read on this
in chapter 9. To avoid repetition, contractors wishing to use augite porphyry since then have
had to first demonstrate that the skid resistance will be adequate in the long run.

5.5
Development of adjusted assessment method
Fluctuations
In 2010, discussion arose within Rijkswaterstaat on the assessment methodology for skid
resistance on national roads, as this had evolved after many years.
Fluctuations in the results of skid resistance measurements were the key point. The causes
of these fluctuations were the distribution, the measuring inaccuracy that accompanies
every method of measurement and the variation in actual skid resistance as a consequence
of seasonal and temperature effects. The fluctuations jar with a hard standard, which entails
measures having to be taken as soon as the standard is exceeded.
New skid resistance approach
In response to this, Rijkswaterstaat was tasked with developing a new methodology in 2010,
for which it drew on the experiences of neighbouring countries. Key words for the new
method included: transparent, reliable and using a controlled process.
First of all, Rijkswaterstaat had a comprehensive inventory of the procedural and substantive
aspects of the skid resistance approach prepared. InfraQuest, a joint venture of Rijkswaterstaat,
TNO and Delft University of Technology, carried out the assessment. For the purposes of this
specific project, InfraQuest expanded itself by means of Horvat and KOAC-NPC (see [10] and [11]).
Procedure
The study’s most significant conclusion as far as the procedure was concerned was that the
quality of the results could not be demonstrated satisfactorily. The most significant causes
of this were:
• The steps in the processing process at the Centrale Informatievoorziening (CIV) (DSPW
process) were largely performed well, but not demonstrably so.
• For many requirements it was not possible to establish retrospectively whether they had been
fulfilled. These included requirements such as the Standard RAW standard and additional
requirements contained in the contract including minimum and maximum air temperature,
measured in the rut, hectometre synchronization, contamination (salt brine), etc. (DSPW)
• The accuracy of the skid resistance measurements yielded was unknown.
• Low readings caused by such things as a temporarily contaminated road (e.g. beet-lifting season)
or other special circumstances were not being detected and this led to incorrect maintenance.
• Calibration, treatment of tyres, tyre cooling during the measuring occurred in a variety of ways.
• Long-term stability, particularly with regard to the tyres, was not taken care of.
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Substantive
The substantive conclusions are:
• The relationship between skid resistance and accidents is not so firmly linked as was
assumed in the methodology, but is dependent on a multitude of factors. An unequivocal
hard threshold between adequate and inadequate skid resistance has never been
demonstrated empirically. Hence the standard is exceedingly black and white.
• In various neighbouring countries, such as England and Germany, they do not use one
threshold value but two: an investigatory limit and, if need be, an intervention limit for
maintenance. These two limits encompass a transitional zone in which specific
investigatory work is usually carried out for each site. Based on this an assessment is
formed as to whether or not action is required to improve the skid resistance.
• The standard only pertains to road surface properties and not the general safety picture.
Hence the standard applies to the entire road network, whereas skid resistance can be
more critical for bends and slip roads than it is for long straight sections. In the United
Kingdom they overcome this by setting differentiated standards. They also incorporate the
entire safety picture, such as number of accidents, the road situation and the other risks.
• Having to act immediately in line with the provisions in the event of the standard being
exceeded is something that results in unnecessary anxiety. In practice, there is a certain
turnaround time of a few months between the point at which the exceeding of the
standard is measured and the point at which it is reported. Rijkswaterstaat’s internal
guidelines from 2004 [6] oblige the districts to install signs immediately (within 24 hours)
if standards are exceeded. This is not reasonably proportionate. With the exception
of extreme instances of the standard being exceeded (e.g. more than 0.08 or 20% of the
standard), responding this swiftly is also unnecessary.
• The Dutch standards are high from a European perspective. Compared to several
surrounding countries, such as Germany and the United Kingdom, the threshold value for
maintenance there based on historic measurements turned out to be far lower than it is in
the Netherlands (see Figure 3 [12]).
Improvements
In response to the conclusions above, a decision was made in 2012 to (see [12] and [13]):
1	Maintain the RWS Skid Resistance Meter in line with RAW 2010 Test 72 for the time being as
a starting point; improvement of accuracy vis-à-vis seasonal and temperature effects is necessary.
2	Bolster a general improvement in the quality assurance of the measurements performed
by Rijkswaterstaat’s CIV.
3	
Deal with skid resistance in a more nuanced, more robust fashion during the assessment by:
•	Introducing the skid resistance index (SI): the assessment is no longer based on the
most recent reading but rather on a weighted average of multiple measurements over
time up to 2 years back.
•	Introducing the safety assessment: the standard will stay at the same level, but a
transitional zone will be added around the standard (of ±0.03) in which further
investigatory work will be carried out. This is referred to as the expert judgement
or safety assessment.
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•	The maximum response time for safety-compensated measures ranges from 24 hours
to one week.

skid resistance

Overview skid resistance standards at 70 km/h in the case of porous road surfaces

0.70
0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40
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0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

skid resistance sufficient
safety assessment
skid resistance insufficient

0.45

0.45
0.42

0.39

NL
current
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0.40
0.37

0.35

0.31

0.30

Germany

motorways
UK

0.40

0.35

dual
carriageway UK

single
carriageway UK

Figure 3 Comparison with surrounding countries drawn up in 2011 (see [12])

Comment: the column “NL adjusted 2011” was implemented later in 2012

5.6
Boost to quality assurance by CIV
Four domains
In order to guarantee that the quality assurance vis-à-vis the measurements performed
by Rijkswaterstaat’s organizational unit CIV improved continuously in line with
the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle, a decision was made during the 2011-2012 period to focus
on the following four spheres:
• Being process-oriented.
• Demonstrably measuring well.
• Measuring technology.
• Quality assurance measuring data.
In order to give shape to this effort, a quality coordinator and a knowledge expert were appointed.
Being process-oriented
In order to get the processes demonstrably in order, the process steps were made transparent
and improved where need be. The most important steps in the day-to-day process are recorded.
A record is subsequently made of the most important points at which transfer of data (readings)
occurs, with the quality of the data being tested. This is the case when readings are submitted
by the measuring firm (for example). The accompanying documentation is examined and file
formats are checked for completeness.
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Demonstrably measuring well
The following things are important for the purposes of rendering the technical points
demonstrable:
• Recording measurement conditions, such as temperature, position of the measurement
compared to the sideline, position with the aid of GPS and speed. A concomitant benefit
of doing so is that it is easier to discern whether anomalous readings are due to extreme
conditions. Skid resistance can be relatively low in high temperatures, for instance.
• Some technical requirements are not readily demonstrable. For example, measurements
cannot be taken on a contaminated (salted) road surface. This requirement is not specific
and measurable. Neither is it convenient for measuring firms to drive to the other side
of the Netherlands only to find there is salt brine on the road.
Measuring technology
Aside from its executive task, Rijkswaterstaat also has ownership of the skid resistance standard.
With regard to this task too, not all elements were readily demonstrable. Consequently, efforts
were made to minimize the differences in terms of measuring technology and arrive
at a situation in which traceable and demonstrable measurements are possible.
• Calibration instructions were drawn up in conjunction with all measuring parties to
ensure that all calibrations can be traced back to official standards.
• An unequivocal method of cooling tyres was formulated to prevent measurements being
taken with overly warm tyres.
• Since 2010, test tyres have been being ‘peeled’ upon being put to use. This entails the tread
curvature being corrected, as tyres have an excessively convex surface ‘ex factory’.
This wears away during usage for measuring purposes, though the readings do change
somewhat as a result. Peeling the tyres first minimizes the difference in tread curvature
during test tyre use. It also combats blistering due to localized overheating. The peeling
is done in an identical way for all test tyres. The 1998 PIARC tyres were used for a long time
(too long). Due to ageing of the rubber, the readings changed somewhat over this period,
leading to problems upon transitioning to the 2010 tyre, which were offset to the fullest
extent possible by means of a tyre correction. Consequently, a decision was made
to no longer purchase tyres for a long time but to use them for no more than two years.
Due to the fact that a PIARC tyre ages most rapidly during the first year, it was decided that
a new tyre series would first be allowed to ‘mature’ for a year and then be used for
a two-year period. When introducing a new tyre series, the measuring parties carry out
a joint study involving six tyres from the old series and six tyres from the new series.
During the tyre series’ two-year period of use, two old tyres in the freezer are periodically
compared to two new tyres outside of the freezer, thereby enabling timely identification
of any changes in the level of skid resistance measurement.
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Quality assurance measuring data
The accuracy of production skid resistance measurements in the Netherlands was an unknown
quantity. Research carried out by TNO (see section 4.3) shed light on this. A methodology was
developed to test the quality of the measurements taken for each district by random sampling [14].
Control measurements taken by Rijkswaterstaat form the basis in this regard. Over a period
of a fortnight, Rijkswaterstaat performs measurements for each district at three sites over a fivekilometre stretch twice, using the regular production measurements for the MJPV (carried out
by one of the commercial measuring firms). Comparing the control measurement readings with
the production measurement readings enables an accuracy figure to be calculated for each district.
In addition to this general quality figure, extreme deviations in the readings are also looked
at in order to make several risks manifest. This is about whether or not the measurements are
fit for purpose, i.e. can be used as the basis for maintenance advice. This being despite the fact
that they may well have been performed entirely in line with the applicable specifications.
Safeguarding these risks is something that is done on the basis of the following indicators:
• Change in general skid resistance policy over various years.
• Anomalous test tyre/system: the emphasis in terms of safeguarding this risk
is on comparative measurements, entailing the quality of a system with tyre having
to be demonstrated every five weeks.
• Anomalous/extreme weather: in the case of extreme anomalies, the measuring conditions
are looked at, including temperature and precipitation.
• Extreme anomaly at specific location. The road situation is also examined or enquiries
regarding any relevant information will be made to the district authority. Options include
having extra measurements performed in order to guarantee quality or taking other measures.
The quality coordinator is responsible for monitoring these risks. He/she draws up
a validation report for each district each year, presenting an opinion on whether or not
the readings can be used in the MJPV or any new measurements will have to be taken.

5.7
Skid Resistance Index (SI) in detail
Cause and extent
The InfraQuest study [11] mentioned in section 5.5 charted the cause and extent of skid
resistance measurement fluctuations. It emerged that the fluctuations can be divided into (1)
natural distribution (measurement ‘noise’) inherent to all methods of measurement, and (2)
the variation in actual skid resistance due to seasonal and temperature effects.
The most significant sources of the differences for the measurement ‘noise’ are:
• The measuring device used.
• The test tyre used.
• The measuring position in a lateral direction on the lane in conjunction with differences
in skid resistance over the lateral position in the lane.
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• The temperature during the measurement.
• Any contamination on the road.
Standard deviation
Based on the various studies carried out, a standard deviation of around 0.03 is assumed for
single skid resistance measurements. In such cases, the extent of a 95% confidence interval
surrounding the measured value will be +/– 0.06.
To this end, the interpretation is as follows: if a particular skid resistance value has been
measured on a hectometre section, then there will be a probability of 2.5% that the actual
skid resistance will be in excess of 0.06 greater and a probability of 2.5% that the actual skid
resistance will be more than 0.06 lower. For a more detailed description and references
to literature, please see section 4.3.
By averaging skid resistance over multiple measurements and preferably performing
measurements in several seasons, it becomes possible to roughly halve the maximum
measurement deviation from +/– 0.06 to +/– 0.03 (see [14]). To this end, the Skid Resistance
Index was developed.

measured skid resistance

Skid Resistance Index (SI)
Figure 4 constitutes a schematic representation of the change in actual skid resistance of a road
surface as a result of seasonal and temperature effects (over several years). It was customary in the
MJPV to exclusively use the most recent measurement (performed as a single measurement) for the
purposes of assessing a hectometre section. The figure shows that this approach does not provide
a stable assessment vis-à-vis the maintenance of a road section due to fluctuations in readings.
0.06
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0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.00
-0.01
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04
-0.05
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-0.07
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resistance

actual change in skid resistance

intervention level for maintenance

*

reading

*

transitional zone
expert judgement

skid resistance index

insufficient skid
resistance

years
Figure 4 Skid resistance index and transitional zone, where the authority forms an opinion based on expert judgement

Composite value
For the purposes of the Skid Resistance Index (SI) it was decided that this would be based
on a composite value of the available measurements up to a maximum of two years back.
This pertains to the:
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• Most recent preselection measurement and (if available) the remeasurement.
• Preselection measurement from previous measuring year.
• Preselection measurement from year prior to previous measuring year.
In order to ensure a good comparison of the available measurements, the historical data
is standardized to the time of the most recent measurement. This temporal standardization
assumes an average decrease of 0.01 per annum.
Weighting factors
The composite value SI is produced by averaging the temporally standardized, weighted
readings. After all, it is reasonable to expect that the most recent measurement will provide
more information on current skid resistance than more dated measurements. TNO has
calculated the weighting factors from table 2 (see [15]).
The table shows that the weighting factor declines rapidly the older the measurement is.
This also means that the added value of measurements from, say, three years ago is much less
than that of measurements from, say, two years ago. For that reason, only readings from
no further back than two years are used in the skid resistance index calculation.
Differential value
Skid resistance has various threshold values for the intervention level for maintenance
(standard). It depends on the type of wearing course and the measuring speed. Consequently,
the skid resistance index is expressed as a differential value with the relevant intervention
level for maintenance. A value of ‘0’ means that the skid resistance is still satisfactory.
A positive figure (e.g. 0.03) means that the skid resistance is 0.03 above the relevant
intervention level for maintenance. A negative figure (e.g. -0.03) means that the skid
resistance is 0.03 below the relevant intervention level for maintenance.
The Skid Resistance Index (SI) has the following characteristics:
• Time-weighted averaging of available measuring data from up to two years back.
• Measuring data standardized to point in time of most recent measurement.
• A relative measure for the applicable intervention level for maintenance.
Table 2 Overview of weighting factors as a function of the age
of a measurement.
age in years

weighting factor

0

1.00

1

0.80

2

0.50

3

0.31

4

0.20

5

0.14




 current selection




 for information purposes
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5.8
Safety assessment in detail
Safety assessment
The safety assessment encompasses a more detailed study of road sections with a skid
resistance in a transitional zone of +/–0.03 around the intervention level for maintenance.
Based on an inspection in situ, data on accident history and expert judgement, the road
authority assesses whether maintenance and temporary safety measures are necessary.
This approach is similar to the way of working that countries such as Germany and Great
Britain have been using successfully for years now. What this means is that road authorities
can afford to be less black and white when it comes to dealing with the intervention level for
maintenance. The advice for a road section with a skid resistance just over the intervention
level could be to improve the skid resistance. Conversely, it could also be that a road section
with a skid resistance just below the intervention level can be left for another year until the
next skid resistance measurement. The most significant reason for doing so is that no unique
relationship between skid resistance and safety has been identified. Moreover, this
relationship can vary from road section to road section.
Five road situations
For SI readings above the transitional zone (0.03 or higher), the road section’s skid resistance
will be designated satisfactory and no measures will be necessary.
For SI values below the transitional zone (–0.04 or lower) the skid resistance designation will
be unsatisfactory. In such cases, immediate safety measures will be required, directly
followed by improving the skid resistance.
For each hectometre section (hm section), road authorities distinguish the following five
road situations:
• Main carriageway.
• Main carriageway tunnel.
• Main carriageway with short curve radius (less than or equal to 150 m).
• Road section.
• Slip road.
For each hm section, the following local observations are distinguished:
A. Accident concentrations1).
B. Insufficient camber.
C. Collision damage to guide rail.
D. Skid marks on the road surface.
E. Repair with sealant.
1
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Ten or more accidents, or five or more accidents involving injury, occur during a three-year period.

Uniform formulation
In principle, an observation A (accident concentrations) will lead to the option ‘implement
measures’ in all five road situations. ‘Yes’ at least twice in the case of observations B to E will
also lead to the option ‘implement measures’ in road situations 2, 3, 4 or 5. For the other
combinations, the option will be to await the results of the next measurement.
For the purposes of uniformly formulating a safety assessment, an Excel form has been prepared
with accompanying work instruction (see [16]). A trained employee of the district authority fills
this in. Surfacing advisors from the nationwide organizational division Grote Projecten
Onderhoud (‘Project and Maintenance’, or GPO) perform a general test in terms of the results.
For each region, the relevant chief engineer-director approves the safety assessment. The GPO
reports to Rijkswaterstaat’s director general on the results of the safety assessment for the
entire Rijkswaterstaat area.

5.9
Safety measures in the event of insufficient skid resistance
Safety measures
From 2004 onwards there was increasing attention within Rijkswaterstaat to the safety
measures to be taken in the event of insufficient skid resistance. The motive for this was the
fact that a large number of road sections unexpectedly turned out to have low skid resistance
in skid resistance measurements performed (Haaglanden and Zuid-Hollandse Waarden) for
the purposes of the MJPV in two road road districts. This was already described in section 5.3.
Hence the flyer ‘Harde normen’ (‘Hard standards’, see Figure 2) was published in 2006,
setting out the safety measures to be taken. The basic measure is to install a J20 (skid hazard)
sign, with a speed limit also being imposed in a number of situations.
When road surface is wet
As a result of a broad-based Rijkswaterstaat workshop in 2009, the agreements for safety
measures changed (see [17]). For example, following the example of other European
countries, a decision was made to install a ‘when road surface is wet’ secondary sign under
the ‘skid hazard’ sign. The reasons for this were:
• Adding the secondary sign means that the road user has a better understanding of the
situation. This bolsters acceptance of the measure, thereby increasing the likelihood that
the road user will modify his/her driving style.
• The speed limit will only cause nuisance during periods in which the road surface is wet2).
Furthermore, a comprehensive installation strategy has been drawn up, the objective of this
being to ensure more uniform usage within Rijkswaterstaat. One important element was the
2

For road surfaces used in the Netherlands, the definition of a wet road surface is: a road surface is wet
if water splashes up when a vehicle passes, or as long as road users are using their windscreen wipers.
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decision to introduce a minimum length of one kilometre for the safety measures. This led
to the ‘Uitvoeringsrichtlijn Veiligheidsmaatregelen bij harde normoverschrijdingen
stroefheid en spoorvorming’ (‘Implementing Directive Safety Measures Hard Noncompliance Skid Resistance and Rut Formation’) in 2010 (see [18]).
Directive approach
In 2012, this Implementing Directive was modified when the safety assessment was introduced
(see [19]). The Implementing Directive was modified again in 2013 due to the scope expanding
to encompass DBFM contract situations. At that juncture, the Implementing Directive was
renamed: ‘Richtlijnen handelwijze bij onvoldoende stroefheid of teveel spoorvorming’
(‘Guidelines on Practices in the event of Insufficient Skid Resistance or Excessive Rut
Formation’) (see [20]). In terms of content there were no changes for the MJPV situation.

Action plan - safety measures and repair times
Skid resistance - MJPV
safety measure

repair time

main carriageway

slip road

100 km/h or lower

120 or 130 km/h

A

A

+0.04
+0.03
+0.02

safety assessment

A

Skid resistance index - SI

+0.01
0.00
-0.01
-0.02

when road surface is wet
... m

when road surface is wet
... m

when road surface is wet
... m

-0.03
-0.04

schedule
maintenance

-0.05
-0.06
-0.07
-0.08

when road surface is wet
... m
when road surface is wet
... m

≤ –0.09

A

when road surface is wet
... m

B

A: Deployment strategy A - Warning sign only
B: Deployment strategy B - Warning sign with a speed limit
Figure 5 Diagrammatic action plan safety measures and repair times [20]
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B

The safety measures to be taken are presented in the diagrammatic action plan in Figure 5.
For example, a J20 (skid hazard) sign accompanied by a ‘when road surface is wet’ secondary
sign should be installed as a minimum in the case of road surfaces with a skid resistance
index in the transitional zone and where the safety assessment is that safety measures (and
maintenance work directly afterwards) are necessary. Based on the situation in situ, the road
authority could also decide to implement a speed limit.
Speed limits
In the case of road sections with a skid resistance index below the transitional zone a J20
(skid hazard) sign will also have to be installed along with a ‘when road surface is wet’
secondary sign.
A speed limit will also need to be imposed in the case of:
• Slip roads: speed limit of 70 km/h.
• Roads with a speed limit of 120 km/h or 130 km/h: speed limit of 90 km/h.
Process flow diagram
A flow chart has been drawn up for the ‘skid resistance MJPV’ end-to-end process. The steps result
in a transparent, reliable and controllable process for monitoring skid resistance (see [21]).
The GPO request for measurement constitutes the starting point in the process.
This procedure encompasses the way of working at district level and various time frames
to be taken into consideration.
If the safety assessment indicates that compensatory safety measures are necessary, and this
has been approved by GPO, then the measures should be implemented within no more than
one week. This time frame commencing at the point at which the road authority is notified.

5.10
Experiences adjusted assessment method
Hectometre sections
Section 5.4 made clear that with the graduated method with hard standard, as was used until
the 2010/2011 measuring season, the number of hectometre sections that had inadequate
skid resistance varied considerably from year to year. Table 3 presents the percentages
as found in the measuring seasons from 2003-2004 onwards [22].
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Table 3 Overview of numbers of hectometre sections requiring maintenance due to inadequate
skid resistance [22].
measuring
season

number of hectometre
sections measured

number of hectometre sections
requiring maintenance

percentage of main
road network

523

1.74

graduated method and hard standard
0304

c. 30,000

0405

c. 30,000

291

0.97

0506

c. 30,000

90

0.30

0607

c. 30,000

258

0.86

0708

c. 30,000

371

1.24

0809

28,936

439

1.51

0910

55,324

1240

2.24

1011

61,606

704

1.14

1112

63,070

967

1.53

adjusted assessment method (Skid Resistance Index and Safety Assessment)
1112

63,070

746

1.18

1213

62,690

392

0.63

1314

63,780

523

0.82

NB The number in the column ‘percentage of main road network’ pertains to half the area for the
measuring seasons prior to 2009/2010.

The same table also presents the number of hectometre sections still requiring maintenance from
measuring season 2011/2012 onwards, according to the adjusted assessment method. For the first
year that the adjusted assessment method was in force, the table also presents in italics the
number of hectometre sections requiring maintenance on the basis of the graduated method with
hard standard, as well as the accompanying percentage. The adjusted assessment method led
to a clear reduction in the number of road sections requiring maintenance.
Results for each district
Table 4 presents the results of the adjusted assessment method for each district.
By way of explanation:
• Number of hectometre sections ‘red’ refers to the road sections for which the skid
resistance index
• is -0.04 or lower and where maintenance is required.
• Number of hectometre sections ‘amber’ refers to the road sections in the transitional zone
around the standard for which a safety assessment is needed.
• Number of combined hectometre sections refers to the number of separate locations
for which a safety assessment must be formulated.
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• Number of hectometre sections ‘maintenance’ refers to the sections for which the safety
assessment is that maintenance is required and where traffic measures must be
implemented temporarily.
• Number of hectometre sections ‘total maintenance’ refers to ‘red’ and ‘maintenance’ collectively.
2011-2012
The table shows that approximately 0.4% of the overall main road network has such a low
skid resistance (red area) during the 2011/2012 measuring season that maintenance work and
safety measures are required. Moreover, a safety assessment is needed for 4.5% of the area.
This percentage fluctuates from district to district. For the 2012/2013 and
2013/2014 measuring seasons, these percentages are 4.2% and 5.9% respectively.
Table 4 Overview of the results of the safety assessment for the 2011/2012 measuring season for each district.
number of hectometre sections
2012

length [km]

red

amber

combined

maintenance

total
maintenance

Alkmaar

359

6

142

44

76

82

Amsterdam

315

15

351

97

125

140

Arnhem and Nijmegen

406

30

219

92

94

124

Breda

384

3

125

51

24

27

Eindhoven

307

0

183

33

16

16

Flevoland and Afsluitdijk

264

21

182

73

9

30

Friesland

379

7

174

56

13

20

Groningen and Drenthe

509

16

112

28

5

21

Haaglanden

305

7

228

92

3

10

Rijnmond

362

37

443

147

28

65

Den Bosch

323

12

85

31

18

30

St. Joost

253

0

30

14

1

1

Twente and Achterhoek

290

2

53

37

6

8

Utrecht

486

32

91

49

69

101

Veluwe

366

11

83

41

2

13

Venlo

251

0

10

8

0

0

Zeeland

340

7

135

49

1

8

Zuid-Hollandse Waarden

220

4

119

65

18

22

Zwolle

188

27

97

28

1

28

6307

237

2862

1035

509

746

0.8%

1.2%

[km,hm,sections]
[%]

100%

0.4%

4.5%
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Safety assessment
Experiences with the safety assessment:
• During the first year, all staff of the district authority were given instructions on the function
of the safety assessment. All safety assessments formulated were tested and evaluated.
The experiences were positive. Based on the evaluation, the assessment was adjusted
on a single point. Furthermore, the software to be used was made more user-friendly.
• Testing was carried out by means of random sampling during the second year. New staff
were instructed too. The impression was that the work was also accurate this year.
On average, it takes three working days per district to formulate the safety assessment
and populate the file.

5.11
Occasional measurements
External requests
The previous sections examined the use of skid resistance measurements within the compass
of the MJPV process. This has a markedly systematic and iterative character.
Skid resistance measurements are also requested and performed outside of the MJPV. In such
cases, requesting parties are predominantly from the regional authority itself as well as the
corporate service. Their reasons for submitting a request are diverse, e.g. warranty claims,
accidents or disasters (such as oil on the road).
Such a request for measurement comes in to the CIV. In consultation with the requesting
party, the CIV agrees an appropriate time frame within which the measurements will be
taken. The measuring data is always reported through GPO’s advisors. In extreme situations,
performing the measurements within a day is necessary. In such cases, the request will
usually be handled in consultation with the requesting party. Furthermore, the CIV should
always agree with the requesting party on whether a single skid resistance measurement will
suffice or a number of iterative measurements will be required.
author: Erik Vos
with content contributed by: Frank Bouman, Thijs Bennis, Bram Vreugdenhil and Peter van Hecke.
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6
Wet skid resistance
and contracts
lifespan
initial

6.1
Introduction
Wet and dry skid resistance
In order to drive on a road safely, the road surface has to be sufficiently skid-resistant.
This is necessary to offset the horizontal forces that occur in the contact area between tyre
and road surface during vehicle movements (accelerating, braking and steering). In view of the
importance of having adequate skid resistance, Rijkswaterstaat soon started calculating the skid
resistance of the road network after it constructed the first national roads around 1930. This was
done in wet conditions because that is when the skid resistance properties are at their lowest.
From 1991 onwards attention was also paid to skid resistance properties in dry conditions.

dry
wet

Contract types
This chapter examines how wet skid resistance is dealt with in the various types of contract
utilized by Rijkswaterstaat. It covers both the situation at the time of the contract coming into
effect and the operational phase throughout the contractual term. See chapter 7 for how dry skid
resistance properties (dry braking deceleration) is dealt with in a variety of contractual situations.
To be discussed:
6.2 Historical development
6.3 Developments to the methodology for wet skid resistance from 2010 onwards
6.4 Explanation Current Skid Resistance Score (AS)
6.5 Explanation Skid Resistance Index (SI)
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6.6 Wet skid resistance and contracts without long-term integrated maintenance obligation
6.7 Wet skid resistance and contracts with long-term integrated maintenance obligation
6.8 Literature

6.2
Historical development
Threshold values during construction and maintenance
During the early days of the wet skid resistance measurements around 1930, the focus was on
determining the intervention level for maintenance. The first requirements to be set for the wet
skid resistance of newly laid surfacing are found in ‘Notification 22’ of the Study Centre for Road
Construction (the precursor to CROW) in 1969. Measuring wet skid resistance is done by means
of the RWS Skid Resistance Meter introduced in 1959 using a treaded Vredestein tyre (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Example of an RWS Skid Resistance Meter.

The measuring device is characterized by measuring skid resistance in a longitudinal
direction with a skid percentage of 86% (brakes nearly locked). See chapter 4 for a detailed
description of this measuring device.
Revised threshold values
1975 sees the introduction of the requirements from the Regulations for Laying and Checking
Road Surfacing (VUCW 1975). When another type of test tyre is brought into use for the
purposes of measuring skid resistance in 1978, a treadless PIARC tyre rather than the
aforementioned Vredestein tyre, the threshold values in the VUCW also change.
RAW 1985
When the first edition of the Standard RAW provisions was published in 1985, the method
of measurement for wet skid resistance is described as Test 150. The requirements set for wet
skid resistance depend on the type of surfacing. The extent of the skid resistance called for
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(e.g. 0.52 in RAW 1985) in the case of newly constructed surfacing has been chosen such that
it will be feasible with good gritting. The requirements set for newly constructed surfacing,
as formulated in RAW 1985, are still fundamental in the most recent RAW.
VUCW 1975
The minimum requirement for the coefficient of friction of newly constructed surfacing is 0.56.
The measurements are taken in line with the 86% decelerated wheel method described principle
of measurement with a treaded tyre (Vredestein, type RWL). On road sections where the coefficient
of friction is lower than 0.56 there is a discount (ƒ 100 for every 0.01 too low). If the coefficient of friction
is less than 0.51, then the road section will have to be improved in such a way that the coefficient
of friction is not less than 0.56 anywhere.
VUCW 1978
The minimum requirement for the coefficient of friction of newly constructed surfacing is set at 0.52. The
measurements are taken in line with the 86% decelerated wheel with a treadless tyre (PIARC). On road
sections where the coefficient of friction is lower than 0.52 there is a discount. (ƒ 500 for 0.45 ≤ f ≤ 0.51,
f 1,000 for 0.38 ≤ f ≤ 0.44 and f 1,500 for f < 0.38). Road sections where the coefficient of friction is less than
0.35 will have to be improved in such a way that the coefficient of friction is not less than 0.35 anywhere.
Standard RAW Provisions 1985
For bituminous surfacing types, the Standard RAW provisions 1985 stipulate that the skid resistance
should be 0.52 as a minimum if these have been gritted with crusher sand. No skid resistance
requirements are set for bituminous surfacing types without gritted crusher sand, such as porous
asphalt (for instance). In the case of bituminous surface treatments, the coefficient of friction within
the one-year warranty period must be at least 0.45.

From 2005 onwards, Rijkswaterstaat discontinues the RAW approach, switching to another
policy. Henceforth in the case of a newly constructed wearing course there has to be
a guarantee in terms of a variety of functional properties of surfacing, including wet skid
resistance. The warranty periods have been chosen in such a way that well-designed,
well-constructed wearing courses are more than satisfactory.
The warranty period is usually seven years, though the period varies according to asphalt
type. Thus the period for thin wearing courses and two-layer porous asphalt is usually five
years. During the warranty period, Rijkswaterstaat measures the wet skid resistance once
a year. The wearing course’s skid resistance may never fall below an agreed intervention level
during the warranty period.
UAV-GC contracts
The first contracts coming onto the market under this new policy include Engineering & Construct,
Design & Construct and performance contracts. Things have evolved considerably since then.
Discussing this in detail is beyond the scope of this chapter. Legally speaking, the contracts in this
group have fallen under the UAV-GC for a few years now. The shorthand ‘UAV-GC contracts’ is used
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to refer to this group in this chapter. The policy sets requirements for wet skid resistance in three
different situations: immediately upon opening of a road section; during the warranty period;
and upon expiry of the warranty period. Broadly speaking, the requirements are on a par with
the intervention level for maintenance, as also featured in Rijkswaterstaat’s maintenance
programme for surfacing.
DBFM contracts
Around 2008 we see the emergence of long-term contracts on the market, for the most part
with 20 to 30-year terms, entailing maintenance being taken over in full. In view of the average
lifespan of a wearing course (roughly 12 years for porous asphalt on the right-hand lane), this
means that the contractor will replace the wearing course one or more times during the
contractual term. There are several variants within this group of contracts. One such variant
used by Rijkswaterstaat is the Design, Build, Finance & Maintain (DBFM) contract. These DBFM
contracts see Rijkswaterstaat setting requirements for wet skid resistance in two situations:
immediately upon opening of a road section and during the operational phase (from the time
at which the contract comes into effect to the end of the contractual period).

6.3
Developments to the methodology for wet skid resistance
from 2010 onwards
Two significant developments occurred from 2010 onwards vis-à-vis the wet skid resistance
methodology: both the method of measurement and the assessment method are changed.
Both methods will be discussed in this chapter.
Change to method of measuring wet skid resistance
The method for measuring wet skid resistance in line with Test 150 of the Standard RAW
provisions changed in 2010.
The changes pertain to:
• An increase in the standard measuring speed from 50 km/h to 70 km/h.
• The transition to a different measuring scale due to selecting a different reference test tyre.
• Use of a combined seasonal and temperature correction.
These changes were incorporated into the Standard RAW Provisions 2010. The test number
was changed to Test 72 as a result of renumbering.
Change to readings
Changes in measuring speed and measuring scale result in different readings. Extensive
research (see [1] and [2]) has resulted in a conversion table [3]. This applies to conversion
in both directions. Differentiating between measuring speed and type of wearing course
is necessary in this regard. This will produce a correct assessment of the safety level
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compared to the old method, thus resulting in a numerical adjustment to the intervention
level for maintenance (see Table 1).
Accuracy of conversion table
In 2012, a field evaluation of the accuracy of the conversion table was performed [4]. This showed
that the conversion table for porous wearing courses is adequate to the task. The differences
between readings at 50 km/h as well as subsequent conversions to 70 km/h using the conversion
table and readings measured directly at 70 km/h are limited. They also fall within the range
of measuring differences between individual measuring series. The correspondence is not
as good for dense wearing courses, particularly in the case of lower skid resistance values.
The 70 km/h measurement regularly proves to be stricter than the 50 km/h measurement.
Table 1. Overview of change in 2010 to the intervention level for maintenance for skid resistance
on national roads applicable to a hectometre section [1, 2].
From 2010

until 2009

RAW 2010 Test 72

RAW 2005 Test 150

Standard 70 km/h

50 km/h

50 km/h

Measuring scale

Reference test tyre
PIARC 1998

Reference test tyre
PIARC 1998

PIARC 1975

Porous wearing course

0.42

0.45

0.38

Dense wearing course

0.39

0.44

0.38

Change to method of assessing wet skid resistance
Within the compass of the process of the annual Rijkswaterstaat maintenance programme
for surfacing (MJPV), discussion got under way in 2010 on the development of the wet skid
resistance methodology. The emphasis was on fluctuations in skid resistance measurements
occurring in practice. These had the potential to result in an unstable assessment as to
whether or not a road section required maintenance. See sections 5.5 and 5.6 for a detailed
description. Single measurements are an important aspect of the methodology. The result
was tested on a one-to-one basis against the applicable standard value. If fluctuations occur
in the skid resistance measurement results, another method is required.
Fluctuations in readings
A study carried out by InfraQuest1) [5] shows that the fluctuations in the readings can
be divided into two varieties. The natural distribution (measurement ‘noise’) inherent
to each and every method of measurement and the variation in actual skid resistance caused
by seasonal and temperature effects. The first variety occurs where there are differences
arising when remeasuring a road section within a short space of time. The second variety can
be seen in the difference in results during measurements over the year.
1

InfraQuest is a joint venture between RWS, TNO and Delft University of Technology, in collaboration with
Horvat and KOAC-NPC for this specific project
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Measurement ‘noise’
The most common causes of measurement ‘noise’ are: differences in terms of measuring
device used, test tyre used, measuring position in a lateral direction on the lane, temperature
during measurement and contamination on the road. Based on the various studies carried
out, a standard deviation of around 0.03 applies for single skid resistance measurements.
In such cases, the extent of a 95% confidence interval surrounding the measured value will
be +/– 0.06. If a particular skid resistance value has been measured on a hectometre section,
then the probability of the actual skid resistance being in excess of 0.06 higher will be 2.5%.
There is also a probability of 2.5% that the actual skid resistance will be more than 0.06 lower.
See section 4.3 for a full description and references to literature.
Multiple skid resistance measurements
The fluctuations in the readings from the Rijkswaterstaat maintenance programme can be less
pronounced. Consequently, a decision was made in 2012 to cease using single skid resistance
measurements and to switch to using multiple skid resistance measurements [6], [7]. To this end,
the Skid Resistance Index (SI) was developed. The index bases the assessment of the skid resistance
of a hectometre section not only on the most recent reading but also on a composite value based
on multiple measurements. These measurements go back a maximum of 2 years. To this end see
also section 5.6. As of 2014, the use of single measurements was also discontinued in contracts,
with a switch to multiple measurements being effected [8]. The Current Skid Resistance Score (AS)
was developed to this end, a description of which will be provided in the next section.

6.4
Explanation Current Skid Resistance Score (AS)
The method of carrying out a measurement twice in quick succession exists for the purposes
of performing multiple measurements in contract situations. This method has been in use
in Germany for many years now. For each 2-kilometre road section tests are subsequently
performed to see whether both measuring series are sufficiently close to one another. If this
is the case, then the skid resistance value for each hectometre section will be the average of
both measurements. If both measuring series are too far apart, then additional measurements
will be taken. This concept has been adopted in the new Current Skid Resistance Score (AS)
measure of assessment. As is the case with the SI, measurements in line with Test 72 of the
Standard RAW Provisions 2010, customary in the Netherlands, form the basis.
Use of AS
The most important use of the AS is for measurements within the compass of contracts,
particularly for acquiring a snapshot of skid resistance upon opening a road section.
Use at the end of the contractual term is also important. Strict requirements in terms
of reproducibility apply in that regard.
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AS in the case of DBFM contracts
Requirements are also expressed in an AS for the purposes of periodic monitoring in long-term
contracts (DBFM). Nevertheless, the text of the contract states that:
“The current skid resistance score (AS) may be equated with the value for the skid resistance index (SI), unless
the client demands more detailed verification of this”.
What this means is that the requirements are expressed in terms of the AS, but that the SI
is used for verification.
Table 2 provides an overview of the sphere of application of the AS and the SI. For comparison,
the situation from the Rijkswaterstaat maintenance programme (MJPV) has also been included.
Approach AS
For the sake of clarity and to reduce the measurement ‘noise’, it is important to use a different
measurement approach to that used for the SI. The skid resistance is measured using a set distance
of 0.60 metres from the centre of the test wheel to the left-hand side of the right-hand edge stripe
or broken stripe. This differs from the approach used for the SI, which measures from the centre
of the wheel rut. In the case of bends with a curve radius of 1,000 metres or less, the centre of the
actual wheel rut can deviate from the aforementioned position by in excess of 0.30 metres. In such
cases, an additional agreement is required for the lateral position to enable optimum measuring
in the wheel rut. Hence a system for recording lateral position is required. Since 2014 the system
has been installed on all measuring devices operational in the Netherlands.
Table 2. Overview sphere of application of Current Skid Resistance Score and Skid Resistance Index.
RWS maintenance
programme
MJPV

Contracts
UAV-GC

DBFM

Project team

Road authority

Monitoring

Opening

During
warranty period

AS

No

Yes,
Yes,
requirements requirements

SI

Yes

No

Project team
End of warranty
period

Opening

During
contractual term

Yes,
requirements

Yes,
requirements

Yes, requirements

No

Is used as an
indicator (see 6.7)

Is used as an
Indicative
indicator (see 6.6)

Improved accuracy
Taking multiple measurements and using a set lateral position mean that the AS exhibits
a clear improvement in accuracy. It is estimated that the aforementioned value for single
measurements is halving from the maximum measurement deviation of +/– 0.06 to +/– 0.03.
The AS is the difference between the reading and the intervention level for maintenance
applicable as the standard. An AS of 0.03, for instance, means that the wet skid resistance
is 0.03 higher than the standard. The complexity of Test 72 due to the use of four different
standards rather than one is therefore resolved (see Table 1).
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AS measurement and calculation protocol
A measurement and calculation protocol has been drawn up for the use of AS in contracts [9].
This protocol provides a detailed account of how and where measurements should be taken, as well
as indicating how the AS of a hectometre section can be calculated. The protocol was created
following comprehensive harmonization within Rijkswaterstaat itself and with market parties,
both from the contractors’ side of things (Bouwend Nederland) and from measuring firms. At the
end of 2013 the Control Group Construction and Maintenance Way of Working[10] approved the
protocol and incorporated it into the Component Specification Superstructure [11]. From 2014
onwards, the new approach involving the AS and the SI, which can be read about in the next
section, applied in new contracts to be signed.
Adapting contracts
In the case of UAV-GC contracts an amendment to the contract is possible for the purposes
of completing the project. For DBFM contracts the advice is to include an amendment to this
component in changes to all DBFM contracts in 2016. This is due to the intention to discontinue skid
resistance measurements taken in line with RAW Test 72, customary in the Netherlands to date, from
2017 onwards and to switch to skid resistance measurements using the Sideway Force (SWF) method.

6.5
Explanation Skid Resistance Index (SI)
SI therefore plays a role in certain contract situations, as explained above. Following
comprehensive harmonization within and external to Rijkswaterstaat, a measurement
and calculation protocol was drawn up for the SI, just as it was for the AS [12]. This was approved
by the Control Group Construction and Maintenance Way of Working and incorporated into the
Component Specification Superstructure [13]. See section 5.6 for detailed treatment of the SI.
Similarities SI - AS
The most significant similarities between the SI and the AS are:
• Use of RAW Test 72.
• Principle of multiple measurements, even if these are different in terms of content.
• A duty of notification when performing the measurement to prevent cherry-picking.
• Value expressed as differential value with the intervention level for maintenance.
• Maximum measurement deviation (95% confidence interval) is estimated to be +/– 0.03 [14].
Differences SI - AS
The most significant differences between the SI and the AS are (see also Table 3):
• The assessment stems from a weighted average of multiple measurements over time
up to 2 years back.
• It has been stipulated that all measurements taken on the road surface count towards
the calculation. Statistical checks detect outliers.
• Measuring is done in the centre of the right-hand wheel rut.
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• There is a risk-based approach for the purposes of measuring overtaking lanes. In the case
of the monitoring for the Rijkswaterstaat maintenance advice (MJPV), a risk approach
follows rather than these all being measured in integrated fashion. This risk approach has
been used for years and is now also available for DBFM contracts. This results in a saving
in terms of the number of measurements to be taken.
• There is a standard remeasurement for the outer lane and for the rush-hour lane.
This applies to wearing courses in excess of 5 years old whose most recently measured
SI is below 0.02. The remeasurements follow after at least 4 weeks using a different
measuring device and/or a different test tyre.
• Checks are performed at random by the measuring firm itself so as to obtain a better
understanding of the quality of the measurements.
Table 3. Comparison between Current Skid Resistance Score (AS) and Skid Resistance Index (SI).
Current Skid Resistance Score (AS)

Skid Resistance Index (SI)

Method of measurement skid resistance

RAW 2010 Test 72

RAW 2010 Test 72

Measuring speed

Standard is 70 km/h

Standard is 70 km/h

Which measurements are averaged

Measuring twice consecutively
and then averaging and testing
in terms of difference per
2-kilometre road section

Including weighted historical
measurements from
up to 2 years back

Checking all historical measurements
have been included

Not applicable

Yes, including check in terms
of outliers

Lateral position on the road

Demonstrable at set distance
of 0.60 m from left-hand side
of right-hand side stripe

Recording actual position
centre of right-hand wheel rut

Reporting in advance when
measurement is to be performed

Yes

Yes

Expressed as differential value with the
intervention level for maintenance

Yes

Yes

Which lane to measure

All lanes in principle

1 Most heavily affected lane
2 Rush-hour lane right
3 Overtaking lanes selectively
on the basis of risk approach

A remeasurement after at least 4 weeks
as standard

No

Yes, for outer lane and rush-hour
lane in excess of 5 years old whose
most recent SI is below 0.02

Check measurements at random

No

Yes

Estimated maximum measuring
deviation

+/– 0.03

+/– 0.03
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6.6
Wet skid resistance and contracts without long-term
integrated maintenance obligation
General
In the case of UAV-GC contracts, wet skid resistance plays a role in the following three
situations (Figure 3):
• Upon opening a road section.
• During the warranty period.
• At the end of the warranty period.
UAV-GC

MJPV

opening
To ascertain
whether
a road section may
be opened for use

AS

0.10

open

To ascertain
whether a warranty
claim must be
made

AS

0.10

no action

end of warranty period
To complete the
contract and award
bonus or impose
penalty

AS

0.10

bonus area
(other wearing
courses)

during lifespan
To ascertain
whether
maintenance
is necessary

SI

0.10

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01
→
intervention
level
maintenance

during warranty period

improvement

0.09
0.08

0.05
penalty area (only
durable porous
asphalt)

0.04
0.03
0.02

safety assessment

0.01

0.00

0.00

-0.01

-0.01

0.00

-0.02

-0.02

-0.02

-0.02

-0.03

-0.03

-0.03

-0.03

-0.04

-0.04

-0.04

-0.04

-0.05

-0.05

-0.05

-0.05

-0.06

-0.06

-0.06

-0.06

-0.07

-0.07

-0.07

-0.07

-0.08

-0.08

-0.08

-0.08

-0.09

-0.09

-0.09

-0.09

≤–0.10

≤–0.10

≤–0.10

≤–0.10

Carry out measurement
on first four work sections
per calendar year and
subsequently every tenth
work section with the same
mixture identification code

Recommendation: only
perform measurement
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Figure 2. Overview of various situations with accompanying threshold values for skid resistance in the case of
UAV-GC from 2014 onwards; the RWS maintenance programme (MJPV) situation is also specified for comparison.

For each of these three situations, the AS has been the measure of assessment for the wet
skid resistance of a hectometre section from 2014 onwards. Different measures of assessment
feature in contracts signed prior to this, either the single measurement in line with RAW
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2005 Test 150 (contracts signed before 2011) or the single RAW measurement in line with RAW
2010 Test 72 (contracts signed during the 2010-2013 period). The years specified are
an approximation, with there being minor variations from contract to contract.
Contractual agreements UAV-GC contracts
This section looks at the contractual agreements enshrined in UAV-GC contracts for each
of the three aforementioned situations. See the Component Specification Superstructure
for a comprehensive description [11].
1.0 Opening a road section

There are two different verification procedures for this situation, namely (1) design
verification and (2) product verification.
1.1 Design verification

The design verification tests whether the wearing course mix supplied by the client is capable of
satisfying the wet skid resistance requirements for opening the road section. In addition, a wearing
course mix is characterized by a unique mix identification code including specific construction
aspects, such as gritting. To this end, the contractor must submit to the client the results of the skid
resistance measurements (and, incidentally, the results of braking tests as well to verify the dry skid
resistance) on one or more of the previously constructed wearing course(s) made of the relevant
mix. If results of two or more different productions are available, then the average value of the AS
(contracts from 2014 onwards) over the productions must be at least 0.06 higher than the standard
and no production may have a value less than 0.04 higher than the standard [11, Appendix CSB 6].
If the results of a single production are known, then the production must have a value not less than
0.08 higher than the standard. Using a higher skid resistance value than the standard ensures that
the skid resistance is feasible within the compass of the work. Depending on the volume of data,
the margins used will be based on the repeatability of the production and the processing of asphalt.
1.2 Product verification

The product verification demonstrates whether the wet skid resistance of a completed wearing
course satisfies the requirements for opening the road section. In this regard, the contractor
himself will have skid resistance measurements taken on the wearing course in line with the
method stipulated in the contract (Test 150, Test 72 or AS based on Test 72). This product
verification does not have to be carried out for each work section. It will suffice for the contractor
to carry one out for each mix with the same mix identification code (including specific
construction aspects such as gritting) within the scope of the contract for the first 4 work sections
per calendar year and subsequently for every tenth work section. For pragmatic reasons, the skid
resistance measurements required to this end can be performed no later than one day after
opening the road section. For the purposes of the product verification, the wet skid resistance
of each hectometre section of the work sections to be measured must satisfy the requirement
of standard + 0.02. The skid resistance value is 0.02 higher than the standard because it is still
possible for wet skid resistance to decrease slightly during the first few weeks after construction.
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2.0 During the warranty period

Throughout the warranty period (usually 7 years) the wet skid resistance of each hectometre
section of a wearing course must satisfy the contractually stipulated requirement of AS being
at least 0.00 (see Figure 2). If the wet skid resistance is inadequate, then the contractor will
have to replace or repair the wearing course. The contractor is not obliged to periodically
demonstrate this himself.
Based on the annual measurements from the Rijkswaterstaat maintenance advice (MJPV),
the relevant local Rijkswaterstaat road authority checks during the warranty period whether
the warranty requirements are being fulfilled. Rijkswaterstaat has been using the SI for this
since 2012. If the wet skid resistance is inadequate, then the contractor is entitled to have the
skid resistance measurements performed in line with the method stipulated in the contract
(Test 150, Test 72 or AS based on Test 72) in order to demonstrate that the skid resistance does
satisfy the warranty requirements.
2.1 Deviation in terms of readings

To a limited extent, the method that Rijkswaterstaat has been using to monitor contracts
since 2012, namely the one considering the SI of a hectometre section, can yield different
readings to the method agreed in the contract. For that reason, before deciding to provide
the contractor with notice of default, it is important for Rijkswaterstaat as the client
to consider having the wet skid resistance measured again, this time using the method
prescribed in the contract.
2.2 Exceeding standard

For the purposes of this consideration, the extent to which the standard has been exceeded
in the MJPV skid resistance measurement plays a role, as does the length of the stretch
to which this pertains. In the case of the standard being exceeded to a limited extent
(up to 0.03), there is a chance that a warranty claim will be invalidated by new
measurements on the part of the contractor. This is due to fluctuations between individual
skid resistance measurements and variations between the methods used (Test 150, Test 72 or
AS based on Test 72). Occasionally, the skid resistance measurements supplied (possibly by
the contractor) may differ considerably from the client's measurements, e.g. more than 0.06
at hectometre level and more than 0.04 at kilometre level. In such cases it would be advisable
to elect to perform a third measurement in mutual agreement between client and contractor.
3.0 End of warranty period

At the end of the warranty period the wet skid resistance of every hectometre section must
satisfy the AS requirement of at least 0.00 set in the contract, just as it has to throughout the
warranty period (see Figure 2). If the wet skid resistance is inadequate, then the contractor
will need to replace or repair the wearing course. A bonus and penalty scheme exists to
incentivize the contractor to ensure that there is still some degree of residual lifespan for the
skid resistance at the end of the warranty period.
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3.1 Penalty scheme

The penalty scheme applies to wearing courses made of durable porous asphalt, or durable
porous asphalt. If the wet skid resistance of a hectometre section is equal to or greater than
the standard at the end of the warranty period, but less than the penalty threshold (usually
a standard of +0.05), then the contractor will be obliged to offer a discount. The reasoning
here is that this more expensive, durable wearing course was already charged for at the point
of implementation. In practice, it is not always durable after the warranty period lapses.
Naturally Rijkswaterstaat is keen to recover something of the extra costs.
3.2 Bonus scheme

The bonus scheme applies to the other wearing courses. If the skid resistance of a hectometre
section is equal to or higher than the bonus threshold at the end of the warranty period
(usually a standard of + 0.05), then the contractor will receive a bonus.
The test procedure at the end of the warranty period is the same as the one during the
warranty period.

6.7
Wet skid resistance and contracts with long-term
integrated maintenance obligation
General
In the case of Design, Build, Finance & Maintain (DBFM) contracts, the responsibility vis-à-vis
construction and maintenance for ensuring a good-quality, safe road connection over
a protracted period (20 years or more) is vested in market parties. Consequently, the
contractor takes control of Rijkswaterstaat’s maintenance plan.
Settlement DBFM contracts
The procedure for settlement in the case of DBFM contracts differs to that used for UAV-GC contracts.
The invoice is no longer submitted after completion of work, with the amount due being settled
by means of a one-off payment upon the new road system being opened. Furthermore, there is also
a periodic availability payment. Throughout the term of the contract the client will issue these
to the contractor in instalments (usually 3 months) if he fulfils the availability requirements.
If the client does not fulfil the requested functional requirements and accompanying
performance levels and repair times, then Rijkswaterstaat will provide a financial incentive
to achieve the level of road availability Rijkswaterstaat needs to ensure traffic flow.
These concessions comprise the periodic availability payments with any discounts.
Wet skid resistance in the case of DBFM contracts
In the case of wet skid resistance, the same approach applies as for road sections constructed
under a UAV-GC contract and where Rijkswaterstaat itself is controlling the maintenance plan.
Hence in DBFM contracts the wet skid resistance plays a role both upon opening a road section
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and during the operational phase (throughout the term of the contract until the contractual
period lapses). Thus ensuring the contractor demonstrates that the road section satisfies the
technical requirements. There are differences to some extent, as shown below. Figure 3 shows
the threshold values used for both situations, opening a road section and operational phase.
For the sake of comparison, the approach for the MJPV where Rijkswaterstaat itself
is controlling the maintenance planning is also shown for the operational phase.
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Figure 3. Overview of various situations with accompanying threshold values for skid resistance in the case of DBFM
from 2014 onwards; the RWS maintenance programme (MJPV) situation is also specified for comparison.

For both of these situations, the AS has been the measure of assessment for the wet skid
resistance of a hectometre section from 2014 onwards. In contracts signed prior to this, the
measure of assessment is the single measurement in line with RAW 2005 Test 150 (contracts
signed before 2011) or the single RAW measurement in line with RAW 2010 Test 72 (contracts
signed during the 2011-2013 period). The years specified are an approximation, with there
being minor variations from contract to contract.
Contractual agreements DBFM contracts
This section sets out the contractual agreements enshrined in DBFM contracts for each of the
two aforementioned situations. See the Component Specification Superstructure DBFM [13]
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for a full description. The DBFM contracts have undergone marked development,
as a consequence of which there are differences from contract to contract.
1.0 Opening a road section

The approach closely resembles that used for UAV-GC contracts. What this means is that
a design verification of a certain asphalt mix is done first, including construction aspects
such as gritting, prior to the contractor being allowed to commence work on constructing
a wearing course using this asphalt mix. After applying the wearing course, a product
verification is done prior to road traffic using the relevant road section.
1.1 Difference between DBFM and UAV-GC contracts

UAV-GC contracts entail the product verification of a particular mix being done on 2 work
sections each calendar year. DBFM contracts entail the production verification being done
on every wearing course to be opened for use.
Another difference is that most DBFM contracts do not set the AS requirement at 0.02 for the
product verification, as is the case for the UAV-GC contracts, but rather at 0.00. This is due to the
fact that the usual dip in wet skid resistance during the first few weeks after construction is not
covered by this requirement. This is a conservation obligation on the part of the contractor and
is covered by means of the skid resistance requirement throughout the term of the contract.
2.0 Operational phase during the term of the contract until contractual term expires

In the case of a DBFM contract, the contractor himself is responsible for having the wet skid
resistance measured each year in line with the method agreed in the contract. Safeguarding
the number of measurements and their quality is included in the management system set up
by the contractor himself. Thus ensuring that he is in a position to demonstrate fulfilment.
Rijkswaterstaat oversees the contractor's management system with the aid of a systemoriented contract management approach (SCM).
The periodically calculated wet skid resistance for each hectometre section (SI or AS) falls
into one of the following qualifications (see Figure 3):
• Slight damage.
• Moderate damage.
• Serious damage.
• Urgent damage.
The contract subsequently stipulates that the surfacing is to be free of serious damage (wet
skid resistance below 0.00) and urgent damage (below -0.06). If such damage does occur,
then the contract mandates an availability payment and necessary temporary safety measures.
If the contractor periodically measures the skid resistance requirements and finds that the wet skid
resistance is moving towards a 0.00 value, then he will have to schedule measures to prevent the
value falling below 0.00. The fines are sufficiently high so as to make preventing such a situation
worthwhile. If the measurement falls below the threshold value, then the contractor must remedy
this situation by taking urgent measures himself. Thus enabling him to minimize potential fines.
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The consequences for the payment mechanism and hence for the periodic availability
payments in the DBFM contract will not be considered in this chapter.
Use of SI during verification of wet skid resistance
Although the requirements in terms of AS have been formulated, it is also possible for the
SI to be used during periodic monitoring for the purposes of the wet skid resistance.
The reasons for this are twofold:
• Historic measurements are commonly available during periodic monitoring. This means it
is not necessary to measure twice in quick succession as is the case for the AS. Thus saving
the client unnecessary costs.
• A risk-based approach has been adopted for SI measurements on overtaking lanes. Again,
this has a cost-saving effect.
Temporary safety measures in the event of inadequate skid resistance
If the wet skid resistance does not satisfy the set requirements (AS or SI lower than 0.00), then
temporary safety measures will have to be taken until the repair work has been carried out.
A full description of the nature and deployment strategy of the safety measures is provided
in the ‘Richtlijnen handelwijze bij onvoldoende stroefheid of teveel spoorvorming’
(‘Guidelines on Practices in the event of Insufficient Skid Resistance or Excessive Rut Formation’)
[15] (approved by the Control Group Construction and Maintenance Way of Working in 2013).
These guidelines apply to both the regular situation in which Rijkswaterstaat itself has control
Action plan - safety measures and repair times
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Figure 4. Action plan - safety measures and repair times in the case of DBFM from 2014 onwards,
with the RWS maintenance programme (MJPV) situation being shown for comparison [15].
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over the maintenance schedule (MJPV) and the situation involving a DBFM contract.
The following necessary temporary safety measures apply for a DBFM contract situation:
• In the case of serious damage with a skid resistance (AS or SI) of –0.01, –0.02 or –0.03,
warning signs for traffic must be installed until the damage has been repaired.
• In the case of serious damage with a skid resistance of 0.04, 0.05 or 0.06 and in the case
of urgent damage (skid resistance –0.07 or below):
-	On main carriageways with a speed limit of 100 km/h or less, a J20 (skid hazard) warning
sign must be installed for the traffic along with a ‘when road surface is wet’ secondary
sign until the damage has been repaired.
-	On main carriageways with a speed limit of 120 or 130 km/h, the warning sign must
be accompanied by imposition of a 90km/h speed limit.
-	On slip roads (with the exception of collector/distributor lanes), the warning sign must
be accompanied by a 70 km/h speed limit, as long as this speed is possible and no lower
speed limit applies.
Figure 4 below presents a diagrammatic depiction of the guidelines. The approach for the
MJPV is given in the left-hand diagram for comparison. What is striking is that the safety
assessment, as introduced in 2012 for the MJPV, does not feature in DBFM contract situations.
The reason for this is that an expert judgement does nevertheless have the potential to be
subjective. This is undesirable for contract situations.
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Incidence of accident concentrations
In the case of occasional situations of accident concentrations in DBFM contracts,
it is important to ascertain whether this is down to the contractor’s design or an existing
situation. An accident concentration is said to exist if at least 10 accidents, or 5 accidents
involving injury, occur over a period of 3 years.
If the design and construction are the contractor’s own, then he will resolve the safety issue.
If it pertains to an existing situation, then the contractor will be compensated for his extra
efforts by applying the contractual ‘Compensation Event’. This could mean that a skid
resistance equal to or greater than 0.00 nevertheless has to be improved.
Within the compass of the MJPV process, Rijkswaterstaat monitors wet skid resistance for
each hectometre section of the entire main road network on an annual basis. Meaning that
Rijkswaterstaat also monitors the situation on DBFM sections. The data obtained for DBFM
sections is primarily intended for network reporting and serves as reference material for the
measurements being carried out by the contractor. One thing being considered is to skip the
DBFM sections in the MJPV monitoring in future. If desired, Rijkswaterstaat will use the data
from clients covered by a DBFM contract.
author: Erik Vos
with content contributed by: Frank Bouman, Arthur van Dommelen, Ron van der Aa, Jan van de Water,
Harrie van den Top, Rudy van Bemmel and John van Rutten
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7
Initial skid resistance
lifespan
initial
dry
wet

7.1
Introduction
Road users expect a new road to be safe from the moment it opens for use. What this means
is that the skid resistance on both a wet and a dry road surface must satisfy the requirements
from the outset. Consequently, wearing courses made of dense asphalt concrete (DAC) are
gritted (usually crusher sand 2/6), in order to roughen the smooth bitumen film on the surface.
Noise emission
This was deviated from when introducing porous wearing courses made of porous asphalt.
Due to the assumption that gritting reduces the air voids content in porous asphalt, these
porous wearing courses are not gritted. This would have adverse effects on noise reduction
and the water-retaining and water-draining capacity.
This was also deviated from when introducing stone mastic asphalt (SMA), with these
wearing courses often not being gritted. After all, rolling in coarse grit can disturb the grain
skeleton and increase noise emission. The stones in new porous asphalt and SMA mixtures
are enveloped in mortar (sand+filler+bitumen). The fact that this mortar is overfilled with
bitumen produces a shiny black surface (see figure 1).
Longer braking distance
Measurements taken on porous asphalt road sections show that the wet skid resistance from the
time of opening satisfied the requirements applicable at that juncture. Following an accident
on a new, dry porous asphalt wearing course in 1991, braking tests performed by the Gerechtelijk
Laboratorium (former name of the Forensic Institute Netherlands) revealed that the braking
distance is much longer than that of a gritted, dry, dense wearing course. The wet skid resistance
was not a problem, but the longer braking distance on new, dry porous asphalt was.
This anomalous behaviour, which cannot be measured by means of the wet skid resistance
test, was due to bituplaning (slipperiness caused by bitumen being melted by locked-wheel
braking). In order to measure this phenomenon, the braking test was introduced and included
a requirement for a minimum braking deceleration of 5.2 m/s2 for opening a road to traffic.
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Figure 1 Shiny surface made of non-gritted porous asphalt.

Wear caused to the bitumen film by traffic results in an increase in the braking deceleration to
a value above 6.5 m/s2 in the space of a few months, which is the requirement for road surfaces.
In view of the fact that this period was relatively short, this solution was deemed acceptable.
Following the introduction of (non-gritted) two-layer porous asphalt and more durable
porous asphalt (with 1% more bitumen), further problems emerged in terms of there being
both an overly low initial skid resistance and an overly low initial braking deceleration.
Gritting with fine material
A suitable solution was eventually found thanks to the ample research into improvement
techniques on newly laid (two-layer) porous asphalt (or durable porous asphalt) test sections.
Gritting with a tiny quantity of fine, sharp gritting material prior to the first rolling pass
sustainably improved both the wet skid resistance and the initial braking deceleration, without
making any concessions in terms of noise reduction, water permeability and durability.
Sections
To be discussed:
7.2		 History – the issue of initial skid resistance
7.3		 Measuring initial skid resistance and requirements
7.4		 Seeking solutions to the problem of initial skid resistance
7.4.1 Initial attempts at improving initial skid resistance
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7.4.2 Experience with two-layer porous asphalt test sections
7.4.3 Gritting: improvement initial skid resistance two-layer porous asphalt
7.4.4 Durable porous asphalt also critical for initial skid resistance
7.4.5 Modifying: improvement initial skid resistance two-layer porous asphalt
7.4.6 Gritting from paver: improvement initial skid resistance durable porous asphalt
7.4.7 	Gritting from roller and removing bitumen film: improvement initial skid resistance
durable porous asphalt
7.5		 Gritting: improvement initial skid resistance SMA and combination wearing course
7.6		 Can initial skid resistance be measured in the lab?
7.7 		 Literature

7.2
History – the issue of initial skid resistance
Dense asphalt concrete
The Netherlands only had dense wearing courses until 1987, predominantly made of dense
asphalt (DAC). Outside of Rijkswaterstaat and as a Rijkswaterstaat maintenance measure,
however, there was some use of surface treatments (bituminous adhesive layer with crushed
stone infill) and emulsion asphalt concrete (EAC). A DAC wearing course is gritted with a grain
diameter of at least 2 millimetres at the point of construction, seeing to it that this is properly
rolled in. As a result, the DAC does not have a bitumen film on the surface, the wearing course
is sufficiently rough, braking deceleration is adequate and there is enough texture initially.
Moreover, the mastic (bitumen with filler) for DAC is relatively rough and less conducive to
bituplaning. No gritting is done in the case of EAB, except in special cases. Nevertheless,
there are no problems with wet initial skid resistance or dry braking deceleration with EAB.
This is presumably due to the sharp grain skeleton and the relatively rough mastic. This is
why the dry initial skid resistance of dense wearing courses was never a problem.
Introduction porous asphalt
The first test section with a porous wearing course made of porous asphalt was constructed in 1972
on a provincial road at Ugchelen. After intensive research on various test sections on motorways,
porous asphalt was introduced onto motorways to a limited extent from 1987 onwards. The aim of
porous asphalt was to halve the number of road traffic accidents. At that time, porous asphalt was
only applied to road sections with a volume of traffic in excess of 35,000 vehicles/24-hour period.
Just as many accidents
In 1993, the Institute for Road Safety Research (SWOV) [1] concluded by means of accident
comparison that as many accidents were happening on road sections with porous asphalt
than on road sections with a dense wearing course. Which is strange, because porous asphalt
ought to be safer when there is precipitation due to the lack of aquaplaning, less water
getting splashed and sprayed, more readily visible markings and good wet skid resistance.
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The only explanation was that road users were driving faster on that extra-safe porous asphalt
when there was precipitation than they would on road sections with a dense wearing
course. Meaning increased capacity on porous asphalt during precipitation. This had been
taken into account in the cost-benefit analysis for use of porous asphalt.
Silent wearing courses
Porous asphalt did not get gritted for fear of reducing the hollow spaces in it and having
an adverse effect on noise reduction and water drainage capacity. The wet skid resistance
of porous asphalt was sufficient upon opening and the bitumen film had been worn off
after a few weeks of use by traffic. Consequently, the wet skid resistance measurement was
not performed until after the bitumen film had been worn off.
In 1990, the second ‘Dutch Transport Structure Plan’ (SVV2) set the policy for providing the
entire main road network with silent wearing courses. From that point onwards, porous
asphalt was increasingly used when dense wearing courses were due for replacement. In the
case of new-build and maintenance, porous asphalt was henceforth the standard application.
A34
A fatal accident occurred on new porous asphalt on the A34 motorway in 1991. This gave rise
to a great deal of commotion about safety. Braking measurements with locked wheels carried
out on new, dry porous asphalt by the Ministry of Justice’s Gerechtelijk Laboratorium (former
name of the Forensic Institute Netherlands) proved that porous asphalt has a longer braking
distance straight after construction than a recently constructed, gritted, dry dense wearing
course. This is something that cannot be ascertained by measuring wet skid resistance.
Bituplaning
The lower dry skid resistance that porous wearing courses have straight after construction only
plays a significant role during the phase in which the bitumen film has not yet been worn off
by traffic. After all, in the case of non-gritted asphalt road surfaces the stones are initially still
enveloped in a bitumen film, which will wear off over time due to traffic. If a vehicle brakes
with locked wheels on new, dry porous asphalt, then the temperature in the contact area
between tyre and road surface will increase because of friction. Thus melting the bitumen film
and increasing braking distance considerably [2]. This phenomenon is termed bituplaning.
Bituplaning does not occur if ABS is switched on or if there is no greasy mortar film on the
asphalt surface.
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Braking deceleration
The braking test was introduced after the accident in 1991, as was a requirement for the
minimum braking deceleration for opening of 5.2 m/s2. This is on a par with the requirement
for braking deceleration for passenger cars in the Dutch equivalent of an MOT test.
Wet initial skid resistance SMA
Problems with low wet initial skid resistance also cropped up on dense wearing courses made
of stone mastic asphalt (SMA) around 1990. When gritting SMA, it proved to be tricky
to achieve the same wet skid resistance as on DAC and to satisfy the requirements in force
at that time. Furthermore, some road authorities were averse to gritting, for fear of disturbing
the grain skeleton and increasing noise. There were no requirements in force for non-gritted
surfacing types, where the contractor has very little possibilities in terms of influencing skid
resistance. It did emerge that the wet initial skid resistance of SMA was sometimes below the
intervention level.
The CROW working group ASTRA tackled wet initial skid resistance from 2000 to 2004 by way
of researching SMA and combination wearing course, with a variety of gritting methods [14].
Nevertheless, several accidents occurred on new, non-gritted SMA in 2001, primarily in dry
conditions [15]. Thus proving that the dry braking deceleration of new, non-gritted SMA was
also problematic. However, this has not been studied further.
Different studies
A considerable volume of research was carried out in the past in order to prevent bituplaning
whilst braking with blocked wheels on a dry road surface. Section 7.4 looks at the
improvement in the initial skid resistance of porous wearing courses. Section 7.5 deals with
the improvement in the initial skid resistance of SMA.
The studies involving porous wearing courses will be discussed in chronological order.
Despite the differences in terms of materials and composition, no distinction is made
between two-layer porous asphalt, porous asphalt and durable porous asphalt. After all, the
cause of the problem for these mixtures is the same.
Glass slag
It was thought that gritting with large quantities of crusher sand or removing the bitumen film
would solve the problem. Nonetheless, the improvement methods studied did not have the
desired effect, or they did work but took too much time or were overly expensive. Further
research followed at a later juncture to establish whether gritting with smaller quantities
of crusher sand would be effective and whether modifying porous asphalt was an option.
Gritting after the roller compaction did produce an improvement, but this turned out to be
of a temporary nature. One modification, adding finely crushed glass slag, did ensure a lasting
improvement in initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration. However, this had
a detrimental effect on the lifespan of the road surface.
In the end it turned out that gritting with a tiny quantity of crusher sand or another finely
crushed material prior to the first rolling pass was the most effective option. It had no adverse
effect on the noise reduction, water permeability and durability of porous asphalt.
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7.3
Measuring initial skid resistance and requirements
Initial skid resistance
For the purposes of opening the road, the road authority must be certain that the road will
have adequate skid resistance in wet and dry conditions.
To determine the initial skid resistance in wet conditions, the wet skid resistance is measured
using the RWS Skid Resistance Meter in line with Test 72 (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Measuring wet skid resistance using the RWS skid resistance meter in line with Test 72.

To determine the initial skid resistance in dry conditions, the dry braking deceleration is measured
using the braking test (see Figure 3) or the measurement in traffic at 70 km/h (see Figure 4).
Section 4.4 provides an extensive description of these methods in use in the Netherlands.

Figure 3 Measuring dry braking deceleration with braking test.
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Figure 4 Measuring dry braking deceleration in traffic using 100% skid trailer at 70 km/h.

Component specifications
Carrying out braking tests is something that requires traffic measures, which increase costs
and can cause traffic jams. For that reason, a dry skid resistance measurement was developed
which can be done in traffic (see chapter 4).
Appendix CSB 6 to the Component Specification Superstructure version 1.8 of 11 October 2013
includes protocols for demonstrating wet skid resistance and braking deceleration prior to
opening. In this regard, a contractor must demonstrate beforehand that his wearing course
mix satisfies the opening requirements for wet skid resistance and braking deceleration.
The component specifications indicate that the J37 sign from the Dutch Road Traffic and Traffic
Signals Regulations (RVV) 1990 must be displayed on work sections with wearing course mixes
where braking deceleration has been measured to be between 5.2 and 6.5 m/s² prior to opening.
Below that sign is a white secondary sign featuring the text ‘new road surface, longer braking
distance’ and the length of the road section. Sometimes the secondary sign is yellow (see figure 5).

Figure 5 Warning sign for braking deceleration between 5.2 and 6.5 m/s2
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Ten working days
For these work sections it is imperative that the braking deceleration be proven to have reached
the value of 6.5 m/s² by no later than one year after completion of the work. The warning sign
in Figure 5 must be kept in place until the braking deceleration has reached the value of 6.5 m/s².
On work sections with wearing course mixes for which a braking deceleration between 4.5
and 5.2 m/s² has been measured prior to opening, the braking tests must still be carried out
after five and (if need be) ten working days. The results must demonstrate that the wearing
course mix will have a braking deceleration of at least 5.2 m/s² after no more than ten
working days. A speed limit of 90 km/h must be imposed on relevant work sections. This will
only be lifted once the braking deceleration requirement of 5.2 m/s2 has been satisfied.
Less than 4.5 m/s²
If a work section has a wearing course mix for which a braking deceleration of less than
4.5 m/s² has been measured prior to opening, then it will not be opened to traffic.
The contractor will first have to improve the initial skid resistance as swiftly as possible.
He could replace the wearing course with a layer that does satisfy the requirements for initial
skid resistance and initial braking deceleration. He could also remove the bitumen film by
means of a corrective maintenance method, thereby improving the initial skid resistance.
Type of crushed stone
In principle, Rijkswaterstaat only sets functional requirements for porous wearing courses
in performance contracts. In order to prevent skid resistance problems occurring in the long
run, however, Rijkswaterstaat also sets requirements in terms of the type of crushed stone used.
Only crushed stone type 3 is used for motorways, and crushed stone type 2 for non-motorways.
Only validated materials and asphalt mixes are permissible in Rijkswaterstaat roads.
The contractor must demonstrate to Rijkswaterstaat that the wearing course mix
he is offering is suitable and will therefore be capable of satisfying the skid resistance
and braking deceleration requirements from the point at which the road is opened.
Improvement techniques
The study detailed in subsection 7.4.7 reveals that gritting with a tiny quantity of fine, sharp
gritting material prior to the first rolling pass can sustainably improve initial skid resistance
and initial braking deceleration. This does not adversely affect the water permeability, noise
reduction and sustainability. Given that the contractor is free to choose improvement
techniques to satisfy these requirements, it is only fair for Rijkswaterstaat to set requirements
in terms of initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration. Contractors have been
using gritting techniques since 2009, which usually entail them gritting from the roller or
special gritting vehicles prior to the first rolling pass. They use crusher sand and other fine,
sharp gritting materials in various quantities.
Wear to bitumen film
Traffic wears away the gritting material and the bitumen film on the surface after a few
months. Thus bringing the braking deceleration up above 6.5 m/s2. The rate of wear of the
bitumen film on the surface depends on the season in which the porous wearing course was
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constructed and the volume of traffic. In the case of porous wearing courses in excess
of around one year old, where the bitumen film has disappeared from the surface, the lack
of braking deceleration no longer plays a role.
Other countries deal with excessively low braking deceleration differently. Germany has the
same problem, though there they do not measure the braking deceleration and only
measure the wet skid resistance of porous asphalt once the bitumen film has worn off.
A speed limit of 80 km/h applies there from the point at which the road is opened until
it has been proven that the porous asphalt satisfies the skid resistance requirements.

7.4
Seeking solutions to the problem of initial skid resistance
In order to solve the problems with wet initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration,
Rijkswaterstaat itself took the initiative, albeit whilst enlisting the help of contractors from
time to time. The following subsections will look at the research and results in chronological
order. The first studies did not yield any workable solutions, or the improvement was not
long-lasting. Later on, however, the route to the right solution did become clear.

7.4.1 Initial attempts at improving initial skid resistance
In response to the accident in 1991, Rijkswaterstaat endeavoured to improve the wet initial
skid resistance and initial braking deceleration of porous asphalt in a plethora of ways.
This was predominantly about improving initial braking deceleration. From its introduction,
even prior to opening, the wet skid resistance of porous asphalt was adequate because of the
use of coarse crushed stone 6/16, the use of crusher sand in the mortar and the high air voids
percentage (20%).
Techniques

In 1992, Rijkswaterstaat attempted to improve the initial skid resistance of porous asphalt
on the A20, A15 and A28 using various techniques. Initial skid resistance is the wet skid
resistance and dry skid resistance (braking deceleration), measured prior to opening the road
to traffic. Efforts were made to remove the bitumen film by means of brushing, powerful water
blasting and heavy grinding. Efforts were also made to improve initial braking deceleration
by gritting porous asphalt with grit 2/6, crusher sand and filler.
Water blasting and crusher sand

Water blasting and gritting with crusher sand yielded the best results. The same quantities
applied for the purposes of gritting with crusher sand as applied for the purposes of gritting
with grit (1-3 kg/m2). This caused a considerable reduction in hollow space and the
assumption was that it would have an adverse effect on noise reduction and water
permeability. As water blasting had the potential to adversely affect durability, the use
of both improvement techniques was abandoned. Moreover, water blasting would take
too much time and lead to an unacceptable increase in the price of porous asphalt.
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Braking deceleration requirements

At that point there were no suitable methods in place to improve the inadequate initial
braking deceleration of porous asphalt, as a result of which the policy described below was
provisionally in force.
It is a fact that the skid resistance of new porous asphalt reduces slightly after some use by
traffic. Consequently, a requirement of 0.40 (Test 150, RAW 2005) was set for the wet skid
resistance of porous asphalt prior to opening in Rijkswaterstaat contracts. This is 0.02 higher
than the intervention level of 0.38.
Minimum braking deceleration requirement

From that point onwards there was also a requirement in place for the minimum braking
deceleration of porous asphalt prior to opening to traffic of at least 5.2 m/s2. This requirement
corresponds to the statutory braking deceleration requirements applicable to passenger cars
in the Dutch equivalent of an MOT test. The braking deceleration of porous asphalt (note: at that
stage ‘traditional’ porous asphalt containing 4.2% bitumen, not durable porous asphalt
containing 5.2% bitumen) is always above 5.2 m/s2. And due to wear to the bitumen film, the
braking deceleration is above 6.5 m/s2 within a few months. Which is why road sections with new
porous asphalt were given a warning sign featuring the text ‘new asphalt, longer braking distance’,
until the porous asphalt reached a braking deceleration of 6.5 m/s2. Thus ensuring the road safety
of porous asphalt and meaning that the warning signs were only required for about six months.

7.4.2 Experience with two-layer porous asphalt test sections
In order to acquire experience with two-layer porous asphalt and generate knowledge,
so-called zebra sections were created at four locations in the Netherlands within the compass
of the Noise Innovation Programme (IPG). A zebra section comprises eight two-layer porous
asphalt wearing courses. In each case, eight contractors constructed six top-layer mixes of
porous asphalt 4/8 and two top-layer mixes of porous asphalt 2/6.
The first zebra section was created on the A28 close to Staphorst in 2002. The second on the
A30 at Ede in 2003. 2004 saw a third one being created on the A15 at Leerdam and a fourth on
the A59 near Fijnaart. Noise and water permeability measurements were taken and the skid
resistance and braking deceleration prior to opening and during the lifespan were measured.
Figure 6 presents an example of the skid resistance measurements during the time of the twolayer porous asphalt 4/8 test sections. These measurements showed that the wet skid resistance
on all eight sections during the first two to three weeks was below the required 0.38.
Figure 7 presents the results of the braking tests performed on the zebra sections on the A28,
A30, A15 and A59 sites. It will be evident from Figure 7 that:
• The dry braking deceleration on porous asphalt 4/8 top layer (six sections) varied from
4.5 to 5.2 m/s2 straight after construction, and a fortnight later varied from 4.9 to 5.5 m/s2.
• The braking deceleration on porous asphalt 2/6 top layer (two sections) straight after
construction was in excess of 5.0 m/s2, and a fortnight later was in excess of 6.0 m/s2.
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Figure 6 Results of skid resistance measurements on test sections two-layer porous asphalt 4/8.
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Figure 7 Results of braking tests on two-layer porous asphalt.
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Skid resistance two-layer porous asphalt

There was clearly a problem with both the wet initial skid resistance and the dry initial
braking deceleration of two-layer porous asphalt. This is possibly due to the use of a higher
bitumen content and/or polymer-modified bitumen (PMB).
In order to remedy this, a skid resistance two-layer porous asphalt IPG working group was set
up. This working group inventoried possible solutions and the available knowledge
and experience put forward by the working group [3].
Based on surveys carried out among the contractors working on the zebra sections, clients
and construction material suppliers as well as the results for Rijkswaterstaat’s porous asphalt
test sections, the working group came up with the following recommendations:
• Use of tyre roller to press away the bitumen film, with there being three ways of doing so:
-	At the end of the compaction process.
-	Tyre roller with addition of solvent.
-	Using tyre roller after heating surface.
• Rolling in fine-grade (0.5 –1 mm) slaglike product or otherwise gritting with 1/3 grade
followed by porous asphalt cleaner to remove the surplus material.
IPG hoped that the working group’s recommendations would enable the contractors
working on the zebra sections to improve the initial skid resistance and initial braking
deceleration of the zebra sections to be created on the A30 near Ede in 2003. This would
enable fulfilment of the initial skid resistance requirements there. Due to the fact that these
results also disappointed, IPG decided to carry out a follow-up study.

7.4.3 Gritting: improvement initial skid resistance two-layer porous asphalt
Test sections were created on the A12 at Arnhem in 2004 [4,5]. There, two-layer porous asphalt
with a top layer porous asphalt 2/6 and with a top layer porous asphalt 4/8 was gritted in
various quantities of Neorough and crusher sand. Neorough is a finely crushed ground slag.
The gritting was only done after a few rolling passes, because otherwise the gritting machine
would cause ruts in the as yet uncompacted two-layer porous asphalt.
This improved both the braking deceleration and the skid resistance prior to opening,
though unfortunately this did not last long – after a day of use by traffic the improvement
was gone. This was because the gritting was done after the rolling, as a result of which the
gritting material did not stick to the bitumen film adequately. Rolling made the bitumen film
thinner, and after the rolling the asphalt cooled down too much, which results in the gritting
material not sticking to the bitumen film adequately. The conclusion was that gritting this
way is not a potential solution to problems with initial skid resistance.

7.4.4 Durable porous asphalt also critical for initial skid resistance
Initially, Rijkswaterstaat was comfortable with the policy chosen for porous asphalt as far as
the requirements for initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration are concerned.
The actual requirement for the braking deceleration is a minimum of 6.5 m/s2, but values
between 5.2 and 6.5 m/s2 were within acceptable limits on the proviso that the sign featuring
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the text ‘New asphalt, longer braking distance’ was sited alongside the roadway. Particularly
as this was about a temporary situation.
Were created on the A10 in 1990 [6,7] with the aim of extending the lifespan of porous asphalt.
Research on these test sections showed that using 1% more bitumen in porous asphalt with a
drainage inhibitor could increase the porous asphalt’s lifespan by two to three years. It did not
make any difference whether this was standard bitumen 70/100 or a modified bitumen.
Durable porous asphalt test sections

In 2003, Rijkswaterstaat’s management was advised to use this improved porous asphalt,
referred to as durable porous asphalt or durable porous asphalt, on the main road network
as a standard wearing course for motorways. Before the management could give their
assent, it first needed to be evident that durable porous asphalt satisfied the requirements
for wet initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration. After all, this type of porous
asphalt has a thicker bitumen film. In 1990, however, only wet skid resistance was measured
and there were not yet any braking tests being performed prior to opening. For that reason
a number of durable porous asphalt test sections were created in order to calculate its initial
skid resistance. The following test sections were created:
• A reference standard porous asphalt.
• B durable porous asphalt with PMB.
• C durable porous asphalt with cellulose fibres.
• D durable porous asphalt with synthetic fibres.
• E durable porous asphalt with Genicel.
Table 1 shows the test sections with the results achieved.
Table 1 Data for initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration of durable porous asphalt.
left-hand lane

right-hand lane

braking deceleration (m/s2)

skid resistance (f)

Results

Average

Results

Average

Mixture A

5.72 5.71

5.7

0.52 0.52 0.52

0.52

Mixture B

4.48 4.82

4.7

0.48 0.49 0.50

0.49

Mixture C

5.18 5.16

5.2

0.54 0.52 0.52 0.52

0.52

Mixture D

5.07 5.30

5.2

0.48 0.48 0.49

0.48

Mixture E

5.25 5.44

5.4

0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.50

0.49

Cost-efficiency

Table 1 shows that all durable porous asphalt test sections satisfied the requirements for
initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration. Apart from section B, which in
contrast to the other sections contains a PMB. It also emerged that the requirement for the
initial braking deceleration was only just about achievable and that durable porous asphalt
was therefore critical in terms of initial braking deceleration.
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Based on this study, durable porous asphalt was released for use on motorways in 2007.
From that point onwards, durable porous asphalt has been being used as standard mixture for
carriageway wide maintenance work. At the end of the lifespan of durable porous asphalt on the
right-hand lane, this is replaced by standard porous asphalt for reasons of cost-effectiveness.

7.4.5 Modifying: improvement initial skid resistance two-layer porous asphalt
Gritting two-layer porous asphalt did not provide a solution for the initial skid resistance.
Consequently, IPG held a design contest among the eight contractors working on the zebra
sections. They were asked to modify their two-layer porous asphalt in such a way that it would
satisfy the requirements for wet initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration.
An independent panel of judges selected the four best ideas. These ideas would be studied
on two-layer porous asphalt test sections on the A15 close to Leerdam.
Extra test sections

Two test sections were added to these at Rijkswaterstaat’s request: a top layer porous asphalt
2/8 with bitumen 70/100 with acrylic fibres 3.2 millimetres in length, and a top layer porous
asphalt 2/8 with a PMB and acrylic fibres 6.4 millimetres in length. The two ideas from
Rijkswaterstaat were submitted because:
• There is always PMB in the top layer of two-layer porous asphalt. The results of the study cited
in subsection 7.4.4 showed that only the durable porous asphalt with PMB was not satisfying
the requirements for initial skid resistance. Due to the fact that this was only observed on one
test section, no general conclusion could be formed as a result. Consequently, a decision was
made to construct a top layer two-layer porous asphalt mix with bitumen 70/100 instead
of PMB for the first time in the Netherlands. In order to nevertheless achieve an adequate
degree of durability, synthetic fibres (Panacea) were used in this mix.
• Bitumen melting due to locked-wheel braking causes bituplaning. If the softening point
of the mastic increases, then it is possible to prevent bituplaning. Wilhelmi tests,
performed on the mortar of mixes A to E in subsection 7.4.4, made clear that adding
synthetic fibres to the mastic resulted in the highest softening point of 100°C.
The top layer two-layer porous asphalt mixes studied are:
• DV - porous asphalt 4/8 PMB with added glass slag.
• BAM - porous asphalt 4/8 PMB with added mineral aggregates.
• H1 - porous asphalt 2/6 PMB with added fine sand.
• H2 - porous asphalt 2/8 PMB combination crusher sand 4/8 and 2/6.
• R1 - H2 with added synthetic fibres 6.4 mm in length.
• R2 - R1 with added synthetic fibres 3.2 mm in length + bitumen 70/100.
For further background information see [8, 9]. Figures 8 and 9 present the results of the wet
skid resistance measurements and braking tests respectively.
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Figure 8 Results of wet skid resistance measurements over time on two-layer porous asphalt A15 Leerdam.
No desired solution

Figures 8 and 9 show that adding broken glass slag sustainably improved the wet initial skid
resistance and initial braking deceleration. What is striking is the substantial relapse in skid
resistance after one week of use by traffic. Owing to the high skid resistance prior to opening, the
skid resistance of all test section mixes (with the exception of R2) is above the intervention level
of 0.38. Unfortunately, the top layer two-layer porous asphalt had an exceedingly short lifespan
(just four years) due to glass slag's poor adhesion to bitumen. Due to circumstances, neither was
it possible to measure the initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration of the two
Rijkswaterstaat mixes (R1 and R2) prior to opening, as a result of which this data is lacking.
It may be concluded that modifying the top layer of two-layer porous asphalt does not
provide the desired solution to problems with initial skid resistance.
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Figure 9 Results of braking tests over time on two-layer porous asphalt A15 Leerdam.
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7.4.6 Gritting from paver: improvement initial skid resistance durable porous asphalt
Until 2007 there was still no good method for two-layer porous asphalt to satisfy the
requirements for initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration. It was also common
for durable porous asphalt to fail to satisfy the requirements for wet initial skid resistance and
initial braking deceleration and subsequently not be able to be opened without implementing
additional traffic measures. Gritting prior to the first rolling pass could be a possible solution
to the problems with two-layer porous asphalt and durable porous asphalt.
The German contractor Kirchner developed a gritting mechanism specially for SMA, which was
mounted on the paver (see Figure 10). It was supplied with the aid of big bags (see Figure 11).
This enabled gritting prior to the first rolling pass, without causing damage to the
uncompacted asphalt.

Figure 10 Gritting from paver

Figure 11 Loading structure with big bags

Different test sections

Eight durable porous asphalt test sections were created on the A2 at Eijsden using the Kirchner
paver, which had been kitted out with a gritting mechanism. There, various quantities of
Neorough and crusher sand were gritted straight from the paver. Contractor BAM constructed
two durable porous asphalt reference sections where no gritting was done. BAM also
constructed two durable porous asphalt test sections with a modified filler in the durable
porous asphalt. The expectation in this regard was that it would improve the initial skid
resistance. For further background information see [10].
The durable porous asphalt test sections created were:
A - durable porous asphalt with EUF filler modification (BAM)
B - durable porous asphalt gritted with 200 g/m2 crusher sand (Kirchner)
C - durable porous asphalt gritted with 100 g/m2 Neorough (Kirchner)
D - durable porous asphalt gritted with 200 g/m2 Neorough (Kirchner)
E - durable porous asphalt gritted with 300 g/m2 Neorough (Kirchner)
F - durable porous asphalt reference (BAM)
A2 - durable porous asphalt with EUF filler modification (BAM)
B2 - durable porous asphalt gritted with 300 g/m2 crusher sand (Kirchner)
C2 - durable porous asphalt gritted with 300 g/m2 Neorough (Kirchner)
D2 - durable porous asphalt gritted with 400 g/m2 Neorough (Kirchner)
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E2 - durable porous asphalt gritted with 500 g/m2 Neorough (Kirchner)
F2 - durable porous asphalt reference (BAM)
Measurements

The wet skid resistance and braking distance of test sections A to F were measured prior to
them being opened to traffic and again after one, three, eight and nine weeks after being
opened to traffic. The braking deceleration of these sections was also measured one day
after them being opened to traffic.
The wet skid resistance and braking deceleration of test sections A2 to F2 were only measured prior
to them being opened to traffic. Figure 12 shows the average results of the wet skid resistance
measurements for mixes A to F. Figure 13 shows the results of the braking tests prior to opening for
mixes A2 to F2. Figure 14 shows the progression over time of the braking deceleration of mixes A to F.
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Figure 12 Average skid resistance over time of durable porous asphalt test sections A to F and average skid resistance
prior to being opened to traffic of durable porous asphalt test sections A2 to F2.

It is also evident from Figure 12 that all durable porous asphalt test sections are satisfying the
requirements for wet skid resistance and that the gritted sections have a decidedly higher
skid resistance than the non-gritted sections.
Figure 13 shows that all gritted sections amply satisfy the requirement for braking deceleration
prior to opening and that the braking deceleration of non-gritted sections is dubious.
Figure 14 once again shows that the braking deceleration of all gritted sections satisfies the
requirements. The figure also makes clear that the non-gritted sections are not satisfying the braking
deceleration requirements of at least 5.2 m/s2 prior to opening and after one week of use by traffic.
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Figure 15 shows a photograph of the surface of test section B. It is clear that the traffic is no longer
driving on a bitumen film but on a dull surface comprising crusher sand, whether this has been
pulverized or otherwise, and sticking to the mortar properly.
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Figure 13 Braking deceleration prior to opening durable porous asphalt test sections A2 to F2.
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Figure 14 Changes in braking deceleration over time for durable porous asphalt test sections A to F.
CPX, Becker and RSAT tests

In order to examine whether or not gritting has any adverse effect on noise reduction, water
permeability and durability, CPX, Becker and RSAT tests were carried out.
These tests revealed that this gritting technique sustainably improved both initial skid
resistance and braking deceleration, without this adversely impacting on noise reduction,
water permeability and durability.
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Figure 15 Surface made of durable porous asphalt gritted prior to the first rolling pass (photograph taken
after the rolling process).
Stopping points

Replenishing the spreading machine with gritting material had a negative effect, because
this took around ten minutes. Stopping points have an adverse effect on asphalt’s lifespan.
It was encouraging to see that gritting from the spreading machine had the capacity to
sustainably improve the wet initial skid resistance and initial braking deceleration. However,
due to the fact that replenishing the gritting material gave rise to stopping points, it was
concluded that this was not quite the ideal solution.

7.4.7 Gritting from roller and removing bitumen film: improvement initial
skid resistance durable porous asphalt
Now that it emerged that gritting with a tiny quantity of fine, sharp gritting material prior to the
first rolling pass provided a lasting solution for the wet initial skid resistance and initial braking
deceleration, other methods without stopping points were sought. Two-layer porous asphalt
test sections were constructed on the A15 at Barendrecht in 2008. The gritting was done using
various quantities of crusher sand from the roller. For further background information see [12].
There was a desire to also have corrective methods of improvement in place if a road section
was not satisfying the requirements for wet initial skid resistance or initial braking
deceleration prior to it being opened to traffic. For that reason, tests were also performed
to remove the bitumen film by means of blasting and grinding techniques. See table 2 and
table 3 for the techniques used for gritting and bitumen film removal.
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Table 2 Improvement techniques used A15 main carriageway right.
Test section

Km

Length

Method

A

Km 55,650-55,950

300 m

Planing

B

Km 55,950-56,250

300 m

Water blasting (Van Galen)

C

Km 56,250-56,775

525 m

Gritting crusher sand 1/3 200 g/m2 wet

D

Km 56,775-57,300

525 m

Gritting crusher sand 1/3 100 g/m2 wet

E

Km 57,300-57,450

150 m

Gritting crusher sand 0/2 200 g/m2 dry

Shot blasting

Shot blasting (test section F), i.e. roughening the surface with fine steel balls, had already
proved successful on dense wearing courses. A suction mechanism removes the steel balls
from the surface. Nevertheless, this method was not yet suitable for porous asphalt due to the
high degree of hollow space. As test section F had failed no measurements were taken on it.
Table 3 Improvement techniques used A15 main carriageway left.
Test section

Km

Length

Method

A

Km 57,420-57,045

375m

Gritting crusher sand 1/3 150 g/m2 wet
follow-up treatment with brushing

B

Km 54,045-56,670

375 m

Gritting crusher sand 1/3 150 g/m2 wet
follow-up treatment with porous asphalt
cleaner

C

Km 56,670-56,295

375 m

Gritting crusher sand 1/3 75 g/m2 wet
follow-up treatment with brushing

D

Km 56,295-55,920

375 m

Gritting crusher sand 1/3 75 g/m2 wet
follow-up treatment with porous asphalt
cleaner

E

Km 55,920-55,620

300 m

Focused water blasting (ROWI)

F

Km 57,420-57,220

hard shoulder

Shot blasting (Klaruw)

Figure 16 shows an example of gritting from a roller, whilst Figure 17 shows an example
of planing. Figures 18 and 19 show examples of water blasting and focused water blasting.
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Figure 16 Gritting from the roller

Figure 17 Planing two-layer porous asphalt

Figure 18 Water blasting

Figure 19 Focused water blasting

Figures 20 and 21 present the results of the skid resistance measurements and figures 22 and 23
present the results of the braking tests.
Lasting improvement

Apart from water blasting, all techniques used sustainably improved wet initial skid
resistance. Nevertheless, the drop in skid resistance after a day of use by traffic is striking.
Apart from water blasting, all techniques used sustainably improved dry braking deceleration
too. No explanation was found as to why the braking deceleration increases after a day of use
by traffic on main carriageway right and yet decreases on main carriageway left.

skid resistance

change in skid resistance A15 Portland main carriageway right

grinding

0.68
0.63
0.58
0.53
0.48
0.43
0.38

water blasting
1/3 200
1/3 100
0/2 200
0

1day

1week

2 weeks

4 weeks

Time

Figure 20 Change in skid resistance over time A15 main carriageway right.
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7 weeks

hard shoulder
requirement

Good results

Another subject of investigation was whether gritting, planing and water blasting have
a negative effect on noise reduction, water permeability and durability. Because only tiny
quantities of fine material were gritted, there was no difference in these properties compared
to non-gritted two-layer porous asphalt. Furthermore, planing and water blasting do not
have any effect on noise reduction, water permeability and durability.

skid resistance

change in skid resistance A15 Portland main carriageway left
1/3 150 sweep

0.63

1/3 150 PA cleaner

0.58
0.53

1/3 75 sweep

0.48

1/3 75 PA cleaner

0.43

focused water blasting

0.38
0

1day

1week

2 weeks

4 weeks

6 weeks

Time
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braking deceleration

Figure 21 Change in skid resistance over time A15 main carriageway left.
change in braking deceleration A15 Portland main carriageway right
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Figure 22 Changes in braking deceleration over time A15 main carriageway right.
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5
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Figure 23 Changes in braking deceleration over time A15 main carriageway left.
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Planing and focused water blasting

The good results made it possible to conclude that gritting with crusher sand prior to the first
rolling pass constitutes a suitable technique for sustainably improving both wet initial skid
resistance and initial braking deceleration without adversely affecting functional properties
(noise reduction and water permeability) and durability.
Another conclusion was that if the wet initial skid resistance or the initial braking
deceleration are not satisfying the requirements, then there are corrective methods available
to improve them. It has been successfully demonstrated that planing and focused water
blasting can remove the bitumen film without adversely affecting noise reduction, water
permeability and durability. Hence a good method of improvement is available.

7.5
Gritting: improvement initial skid resistance SMA
and combination wearing course
ASTRA
The CROW working group Aanvangsstroefheid Asfaltverhardingen (‘Initial Skid Resistance
Asphalt Surfacing’, or ASTRA) studied a number of test sections made of stone mastic asphalt
(SMA) and combination wearing course with various gritting techniques during the 2000-2004
period [13]. This always entailed measuring the wet skid resistance at various points in time
in line with the Standard RAW Provisions 2000 Test 150, both in the right-hand wheel rut
and between the wheel ruts. On each occasion, the results were an average of three iterative
measurements for each test rut. This section only presents the results in the right-hand wheel
rut. See [13] for the other results.
SMA 0/11

Four test sections made of SMA 0/11 type 2 were created on the A6 at St Nicolaasga in 2000:
• Non-gritted.
• Gritted with crusher sand.
• Gritted with crushed stone 2/6, below 110°C asphalt temperature.
• Gritted with crushed stone 2/6, above 110°C asphalt temperature.
Asphalt temperature
The results of the skid resistance measurements are presented in Figure 24. Skid resistance on the
non-gritted section was initially inadequate (<0.38). The gritted sections did have adequate skid
resistance, but the crusher sand and crushed stone 2/6 applied in low temperatures only had
an effect for a few days. This proves the importance of a sufficiently high asphalt temperature
at the time of gritting, to enable the gritting material to become properly embedded. A gritting
procedure was developed on the basis of this, with two gritting passes at the correct temperature.
This was validated on an extra test section made of SMA 0/11 type 2 on the N346 in 2002.
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SMA 0/8

Four test sections made of the province SMA 0/8 type 2 were constructed, using the gritting
procedure developed, on the N342 in Overijssel in 2002:
• Non-gritted.
• 1.6 kg/m² crusher sand.
• 2.0 kg/m² crushed stone 1/3.
• 2.4 kg/m² crushed stone 2/6.

Average skid resistance [-]

SMA 0/11 type 2
measured in the right-hand wheel rut
0.60

not

0.55

crusher sand
crushed stone 2/6 < 110°C

0.50
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0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30

0 00 00 00 00 00 00
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0
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Measuring date

Figure 24 Change in the skid resistance of the right-hand wheel rut of the test sections made of SMA 0/11 on the A6 [14].

Average skid resistance

Figure 25 shows the change in skid resistance. Here, the non-gritted test section did have adequate
initial skid resistance. All gritting materials produced an increase in initial skid resistance.
Skid resistance on test section N342 SMA 0/8 type 2
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Figure 25 Change in the skid resistance of the right-hand wheel rut of the test sections made of SMA 0/8 on the N342 [14].
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SMA 0/6 and 0/8

Four test sections made of SMA 0/8 type 2 and SMA 0/6 were created, using the gritting
procedure developed, on the N740 in Overijssel in 2003:
2003 Test sections N740 Overijssel SMA 0/6 and SMA 0/8
• SMA 0/8 non-gritted.
• SMA 0/6 non-gritted.
• SMA 0/6: 1.6 kg/m² crusher sand.
• SMA 0/6: 2.0 kg/m² crushed stone 1/3.
Figure 26 shows the change in their skid resistance. Both gritting materials produced
a considerable increase in initial skid resistance. This finding was corroborated
on SMA 0/6 on the N783 in Gelderland in 2004.
General and conclusions, SMA

After around three to six months, there was hardly any difference remaining between the
different gritted test sections in terms of skid resistance in the wheel rut at all test sites,
depending on traffic conditions. Between the wheel ruts it took around one year for the
increase in skid resistance brought about by gritting to no longer be noticeable.

Skid resistance value [-]

Disturbance to the asphalt mix due to gritting was not observed at any of the test sections
studied. And sound measurements (between one and three years after construction) did not
yield any difference between the gritted and non-gritted sections.
Skid resistance on test section N740 SMA 0/6 and SMA 0/8
measured in the right-hand wheel rut
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Figure 26 Change in skid resistance of the test sections made of SMA 0/8 type 2 and 0/6 on the N740 [14].
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Gritting SMA
Based on this, CROW recommended gritting SMA, using the gritting procedure developed
and gritting material adapted to the type of SMA:
• SMA 0/11 types 1 and 2: Crushed stone 2/6 (2.4 kg/m²) or crushed stone 1/3 (2.0 kg/m²).
• SMA 0/8 types 1 and 2 and SMA 0/6: Crushed stone 1/3 (2.0 kg/m²) or crusher sand (1.6 kg/m²).
ASTRA did not study dry initial skid resistance (braking deceleration).
In its report, ASTRA did mention that other research showed that instances of low braking
deceleration have occasionally been measured on gritted SMA surfacing too. This could be
dependent on the method of gritting, the gritting material or quantity thereof.
Combination wearing course

In 2002, the working group created some more test sections with combination wearing
course (extra-porous porous asphalt, with synthetic cement slurry) on the N32:
• Non-gritted (also non-brushed).
• Gritted with crusher sand 0/2.
• Gritted with basalt crushed stone 1/3.
The change in skid resistance can be seen in figure 27. Here too the gritting, with both
materials, had a highly beneficial effect on skid resistance in the first six months, which
without gritting was too low for roughly two months. The crushed stone 1/3 stuck better
to the synthetic cement slurry.
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Figure 27 Change in skid resistance of the test sections combination wearing course on the N32 [14].
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7.6
Can initial skid resistance be measured in the lab?
Wehner/Schulze test
All tests to improve initial skid resistance were carried out on test sections. Creating such
sections is expensive and disrupts traffic, partly because traffic measures were necessary
to enable braking tests to be carried out.
Moreover, the consequences were significant if it emerged that the test section was not
fulfilling the requirements for initial skid resistance. For that reason, the Wehner/Schulze
test (see Figure 28) was used to investigate whether this has any predictive capacity for
braking deceleration in practice.

Figure 28 Wehner/Schulze test

Wehner/Schulze polishing value
Core samples (diameter 22.5 cm) taken from test sections, described in section 7.4.7, were
studied with a relatively high (mix B2- 5.96 m/s2) and with a relatively low (mix A2 - 5.15 m/s2)
initial braking deceleration.
Within the compass of Wehner/Schulze, the test rubbers revolve at a speed of 100 km/h and
are lowered onto the test section to calculate the coefficient of friction from 100 to 0 km/h.
The value at 60 km/h is referred to as the Wehner/Schulze polishing value (‘Polierwert’
in German, or PWS). First a baseline measurement is taken (Stage 0). Then the core sample
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is polished with 90,000 revolutions to calculate Stage 1. Next, the core sample is sand-blasted
to remove the bitumen film. Thus enabling calculation of Stage 2. Lastly, the core sample
is polished with another 90,000 revolutions to calculate Stage 3. Stage 3 has predictive
capacity for long-term skid resistance. The assumption was that Stage 0 might have predictive
capacity for initial braking deceleration. Figure 29 shows the results of the tests.
PWS in relation to braking deceleration
with 95% confidence interval
0.70

A
B

PWS

0.60
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0.40
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5.5
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5.8

5.9

6.0

6.1

braking deceleration [m/s2]
Figure 29 Relationship between braking deceleration and PWS (Stage 0).

Figure 29 shows that the Wehner/Schulze polishing value (PWS) of Stage 0 has no capacity
whatsoever to distinguish between high and low braking deceleration. One possible
explanation for this is that the braking test entails the tyre on the braking vehicle being used
on a new section of asphalt each time, whereas Wehner/Schulze entails the test rubbers
passing over the same asphalt each time, thereby wearing off the bitumen film.
Due to the fact that there was no connection between braking deceleration and PWS from
Stage 0, the conclusion drawn was that Stage 0 of the Wehner/Schulze test has no predictive
capacity for braking deceleration.
author: Jan Voskuilen
with content contributed by: Erik Vos, Paul Kuijper, Thijs Bennis, Frank Bouman and Jacob Groenendijk
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8
Skid resistance
and materials
lifespan
initial

8.1
Introduction
In order to drive safely on our main road network (HWN), it is important for road surfaces
to have adequate skid resistance not only at the outset but also over the long term. A road
surface’s skid resistance development is to a large extent determined by the composition of the
asphalt mix. This chapter will look at the influence exerted on that skid resistance development
by the various components of the asphalt mix. The focus will be on skid resistance on a wet road
surface, as long-term skid resistance seldom constitutes a problem on a dry road surface.

dry
wet

Porous asphalt
As at 2014, nigh on 85% of the main road network’s wearing courses are porous wearing courses,
one-layer or two-layer porous asphalt. With these mixes, it is predominantly the coarse aggregate
grains that determine the skid resistance. The remaining 15% of the wearing courses feature
various types of dense wearing course. With these mixes, it is not only coarse aggregate grains but
also smaller aggregate grains as well as the sand in the mastic that determine the skid resistance.
Durability
Since 1967 requirements have been in place for the quantity of broken surfaces and resistance
to polishing for crushed stone used for wearing courses on the main road network.
These requirements guarantee durable skid resistance. Under the influence of traffic and the
weather, the surface of the stone used is rendered less coarse and looks more shiny and
polished, particularly in the wheel ruts.
What is polishing? The online Oxford English Dictionary provides the following definition:
Make the surface of (something) smooth and shiny by rubbing it
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An example of this is Figure 1. As a consequence of the reduced roughness (at the micro
level), wet skid resistance decreases. The resistance to polishing is expressed by the polished
stone value (PSV) based on an internationally standardized PSV test.

Figure 1a. unpolished augite porphyry

Figure 1b. polished augite porphyry

Polishing road surface
The speed and the result of polishing a road surface depends on the intensity of the grinding.
Transferred onto the situation on the road, there are various factors causing polishing and
a decrease in the skid resistance of the road surface. These factors are the volume of traffic, the
quantity of dust, dirt and water, and the crushed stone’s susceptibility to polishing. Depending
on the aforementioned factors, each road surface will reach a different ultimate level.
Crushed stone and polishing
This chapter will primarily zoom in on the variability in terms of crushed stone. It will also
issue guidance so as to obtain a greater degree of certainty vis-à-vis the polished stone value.
The following will be discussed successively:
8.2 History
8.3 Test methods for resistance to polishing
8.4 Behavioural models
8.5 Input from mineralogy
8.6 Inspecting crushed stone
8.7 Literature

8.2
History
Historical development
The history presented in this chapter pertains exclusively to the properties of crushed stone
that have an effect on the skid resistance development of wearing courses. That history starts
in 1934 [3]. Requirements published by Rijkswaterstaat prior to this are no longer extant.
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For crushed stone for the purposes of coarse asphalt concrete, the booklet states that:
“Crushed basalt or porphyry is used, or another material to be approved by the Directorate, with it being
impermissible for this to be contaminated by other substances and imperative to satisfy the following
requirements: …”
This is followed by requirements set for the particle size distribution, the proportion of flat
pieces and the resistance to pulverization. The text changes in the 1953 version, stating that:
“Crushed stone for asphalt concrete must be porphyry, ivory, crushed gravel or another material to be approved
by the directorate. It may not contain any contaminants or any unbroken material.”
Requirements set
Rijkswaterstaat prescribed the nature of the material until 1972. Thereafter the
pronouncement until 2000 was that the material had to be of natural provenance. In 2005,
synthetic materials were added to the permitted list, e.g. blast furnace slag or phosphorous
slag. From 2010 onwards, the nature of the material was no longer prescribed, with
requirements being restricted to a number of technical aspects.
Development of requirements until 2005
Table 1 provides a general overview of the development of the requirements. The table only
includes those years in which something changed compared to the previous year.
There is no longer any data from the 1938-1953 period. The table specifies the requirements
for crushed stone incorporated into the wearing courses for motorways. In contractual
terms, there is room for different requirements.
Table 1: development material requirements crushed stone in wearing courses on motorways.
Aspect
(motorways)

1934
[3]

1953
[5]

1962
[7]

1967
[8]

1972
[9]

1978
[10]

1995
[13]

2000
[14]

2005
[15]

Polished stone value (PSV)

-

-

-

-*

55

53

53

53

58

Round pieces (%(m/m))

-

≤5

≤5

≤5

≤5

≤1

-

≤1

0

Grains with in excess of 50%
broken surface (%((m/m))

-

-

-

-

-

-

≥90

≥90

100

Unbroken pieces (%(m/m))

-

-

≤2

≤2

≤2

-

-

-

-

* No value, but the text ‘High degree of resistance to polishing’.

Model tender specifications for Variable Maintenance
Initially, the model tender specifications for Variable Maintenance, which were introduced
in 2003, did not comprise any requirements for the polished stone value and the proportion
of broken pieces. After 2004 a requirement of 58 applies for the polished stone value
of crushed stone incorporated into motorway wearing courses [1]. In response to more
detailed research, this requirement was subsequently reduced to 53 for non-motorways [18].
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Dutch crushed stone and moraine crushed stone (crushed gravel)
Dutch crushed stone and moraine crushed stone were common in asphalt wearing courses
until 2005. The gravel for Dutch crushed stone is obtained from extraction sites along the River
Meuse in the province of Limburg and comprises naturally polished gravel. The extraction
areas for the gravel for moraine crushed stone are along the Upper Rhine. In order to render
this material suitable for use in wearing courses, it is crushed after extraction.

Figure 2. Sand and gravel extraction in the Kraaijenbergse Plassen.

Difference in terms of types of crushed stone
The differences between both types of crushed stone came to light after being the subject
of extensive research in 1975 [19]. Table 2 presents these differences.
Table 2: differences between Dutch crushed stone and moraine crushed stone [14].
Aspect
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Dutch crushed stone

Moraine crushed stone

Mineralogical composition:
• Sandstone (%(m/m))
• Quartzite (%(m/m))
• Flint (%(m/m))
• Limestone (%(m/m))

54
29
9
-

39
37
15

Polished stone value (PSV)

54

52

Round pieces (%(m/m))

2.6

1.7

Unbroken pieces (%(m/m))

0.2

0.4

Compared to the requirements presented in Table 1, it turns out that both types of crushed
stone have not been satisfying these requirements since as far back as 1985. The proportion
of round pieces has been overly high in both types. Furthermore, the polished stone value
of the moraine crushed stone has been too low on average.
Recent research
A similar study followed in 2002 [20]. The conclusions of this study included the fact that changes
to the PSV test (NEN-EN 1097-8), have resulted in the polished stone value being two to three
points higher. With regard to the proportion of round pieces, the conclusion that followed was
that the proportion calculated in line with test 52.1 of the Standard RAW Provisions on the one
hand and with the method set out in NEN-EN 33-5 on the other does not yield any comparable
results. Research was carried out in 2004 as well on the differences between Dutch crushed stone
and moraine crushed stone [21]. This research focused chiefly on straightforwardly establishing
whether a delivery of crushed stone consisted of Dutch crushed stone or moraine crushed stone.
Quarried material
Quarried material comprises various types of rock, such as plutonic rock, volcanic rock
and sedimentary rock.
Plutonic rock

Plutonic rock, or pluton, is an igneous rock that solidifies deep under the earth's surface.
Well-known forms of plutonic rock include granite and gabbro. The name plutonic stems
from the Roman god of the underworld, Pluto.
Volcanic rock

Volcanic rock is also an igneous rock, but in contrast to plutonic rock this type of rock
solidifies on the earth’s surface. Well-known forms of volcanic rock include rhyolite,
andesite and basalt. The word volcanic stems from the Roman god of fire, Vulcanus.
Sedimentary rock

Sedimentary rock is the product of rock formation from sedimentary deposits or organic
material. Sediment is the name for material deposited by wind, water and/or ice. Examples
of sediments include gravel, clay, sand and silt. Well-known examples of sedimentary rock
include sandstone and limestone.
Honing crushed stone requirements
In 2004, the skid resistance readings for the RWS maintenance programme for surfacing
(MJPV) revealed that a sizeable number of road sections in two road districts unexpectedly
had a low level of skid resistance. In response to this unexpected fall in skid resistance,
a comprehensive study was initiated. [1, 2]. The results of the study prompted a change
in the requirements for crushed stone intended for use in RWS asphalt wearing courses:
• The proportion of broken pieces was increased from 90% to 100% (crushed stone 3). The types
of crushed gravel described above do not satisfy the requirements, because a round surface
always remains on the broken pieces. Thus rendering its use in wearing courses impossible.
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• The requirement for the minimum polished stone value was increased from 53 to 58.
Consequences of changed requirements
One consequence of the honed requirements is that the use of Dutch crushed stone and
moraine crushed stone in wearing courses on the main road network has no longer been
possible since 2005. The materials were not satisfying the strict requirements for the
proportion of broken grains and the polished stone value. From that point onwards, only
quarried material has been still permitted for the highest traffic category. This material is
obtained from quarries. Entire cliffs are blown up using explosives. Subsequently, crushers
are used to refine the coarse chunks of rock to form various grain sizes. This method of
production ensures that the material is 100% broken.

Figure 3. Example of crushed stone extraction in a quarry.

Andesite
2010 saw the recurrence of skid resistance problems on the main road network. Research showed
that the material augite porphyry (andesite) was the cause of these. In response to this,
Rijkswaterstaat launched a comprehensive investigation entailing such activities as them taking
samples from road sections [22] and visiting a number of quarries [23 to 27]. What was striking
was that the material was being sent to the Netherlands under the name augite porphyry, but that
the quarries themselves referred to it as andesite. The samples analysed produced the results
given in Table 7.3. This table also presents the polished stone value declared by the supplier.
Table 3: result sampled quarries with volcanic material.
Aspect

Quarry
Dönstedt

Ellenberg*

Flechtingen

Langenthal*

Mammendorf

Material

Andesite

Andesite

Rhyolite

Andesite

Andesite

Polished stone value declared
[17 to 20]

60

59

57

48

53

Polished stone value
measured [16]

56

64

57

50

54

0

0

0

0

0

Unbroken pieces (%(m/m))

* This quarry does not supply the Netherlands.
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Supply of crushed stone
Compared to the requirements presented in Table 1, it becomes evident that the materials
(with the exception of the material from Ellenberg) were no longer suitable for use from 2005
onwards, based on the polished stone value measured. The fact that they were still in use can
be explained by the lack of clarity in the supply chain for the crushed stone [22]. The Dutch
asphalt plant is supplied by the German manufacturer through one or more suppliers.
Furthermore, Rijkswaterstaat relies on the CE mark for the polished stone value declared
by the manufacturer, even though it is unclear whether or not this value still applies to the
material supplied. With the aid of fingerprints [22] it proved to be possible to demonstrate
that the material supplied often stemmed from other quarries. One tool in this regard is the
QAPF diagram (Figure 4), in which the position of a type of crushed stone is based on the ratio
in terms of the levels of quartz, alkali feldspar, plagioclase and feldspathoid.

Q

Trade name:
Augite porphyry
or Andesite

Mammendorf

Rhyolite

Mammendorf

Mammendorf

60

60

Ellenberg
Langental
Dönstedt
Flechtingen

20

20

A
Figure 4. Test sections calculation polished stone value
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8.3
Test methods
In order to avoid any nasty surprises during the operational phase of a road, it is important to both
client and contractor that the asphalt mix used stays sufficiently skid-resistant throughout the
intended lifespan. This means that the mix and the components must be assessed for suitability
prior to use. The current section will describe two methods of assessing quarried material.
Both methods have good predictive capacity in terms of the expected skid resistance development,
particularly for stone skeleton mixes. In the case of dense asphalt concrete wearing courses, the
predictive capacity is lower because the sand in the mastic plays a role in the skid resistance
development. The section will not be examining calculation of the proportion of round and
broken pieces (NEN-EN 933-5) due to this already having to satisfy the requirement by definition.
Calculating the polished stone value
The test is done in line with NEN-EN 1097-8 [28] and establishes the Polished Stone Value
(PSV). For decades now the PSV has applied in the Netherlands as a measure of the resistance
to polishing. The standard claims that the test conditions imitate the polishing effect of
vehicle tyres, under conditions similar to those on the road surface. The test sections’
material comprises crushed stone that is finer than 10 mm but coarser than 8 mm (8/10).
Figure 5 shows two examples of test sections.

Figure 5. Test sections calculation polished stone value.
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PSV test
The test is bipartite. The first part of the test sees the test sections being subjected to polishing.
Figure 6a depicts the equipment required to this end. First of all, a wheel fitted with a solid rubber
tyre polishes the test sections for three hours, with the addition of coarse emery grains. This is
followed by another three-hour stint with another rubber wheel and fine polishing powder.
After the second step, an SRT unit measures the skid resistance of the test sections (Figure 6b).
According to [15], the test’s performance characteristics are as follows:
Repeatability (r) = 3
Reproducibility (R) = 5

Figure 6a. Polishing unit

Figure 6b. SRT unit

Friction After Polishing test
One disadvantage of the polished stone value calculation is that the test uses an 8/10 fraction
of the crushed stone to be utilized (see Figure 5). The Friction After Polishing (FAP) test
entails testing all of the asphalt mix (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Test sections for the FAP test.
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The test is done in line with NEN-EN 12697-49:2014 [29]. It uses the Wehner/Schulze test set-up
(Figure 8) and is the international successor to the Wehner/Schulze test. The latter will not be
discussed in this chapter.
FAP test set-up
The FAP test’s set-up assesses both test sections produced in the laboratory (plates) and core
samples taken from the road. If there are any test sections that still have a bitumen film
on them, then the set-up will remove them by means of sand blasting. Like the polished
stone value calculation, the test is bipartite. The first part entails the test section being
polished. The standard allows one to choose from various numbers of polishing transitions.

Figure 8. Wehner/Schulze test and FAP test set-up.

The validation study [30] reveals that 90,000 polishing cycles provide an adequate distinction
between mixes that perform well and mixes that perform badly in terms of skid resistance
development. A measuring head measures the resistance due to friction after polishing.
Due to friction, the measuring head slows from a speed of 100 km/h to a standstill, with water
being added. The resistance due to friction that occurs at 60 km/h after 90,000 polishing
cycles, is referred to as µFAP. The test was validated in 2013 [30]. The predictive capacity for the
skid resistance development that can be expected for porous asphalt 0/16 wearing courses on
the main road network is similar to that of the PSV test.
Good and bad asphalt mixes
In terms of skid resistance development, the test distinguishes between good and bad asphalt
mixes. A good asphalt mix is defined as a mix that can cope with a total load of at least
450 million vehicles prior to it reaching the intervention level for maintenance (skid resistance
index [SI] < 0). At 20,000 vehicles per 24-hour period, the lifespan of such a mix will then
be 20 years as a minimum. At a guideline value of 0.45 for the µFAP, the test will incorrectly
reject a good mix in 20% of cases. In 15% of cases the test will incorrectly approve a bad mix
as a good one. There is as yet no experience with the test on porous asphalt 0/16 and porous
asphalt 0/8, and there are not yet any guidelines for other types of wearing course either [30].
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According to [31] the test’s performance characteristics are as follows:
• Repeatability (r) = unknown.
• Reproducibility (R) for porous asphalt 0/16 = 0.080.
• Reproducibility (R) for porous asphalt 0/8 = 0.065.

8.4
Behavioural models for porous wearing courses
Several models serve as a tool for the purposes of estimating the residual lifespan of open
wearing courses. The behavioural models predict the residual lifespan of the road surface
using measurements of the resistance due to friction and the volume of traffic.
Predicting residual lifespan on the basis of current skid resistance score
The primary objective of developing the behavioural models is to develop a tool to calculate
plan years for the purposes of the MJPV (Multi-year Road Maintenance Plan). Plan years are
the number of years from the date of measurement prior to the hard standard being exceeded.
The behavioural models provide a reliability of roughly 1 year.
Development of model
The model’s development is described in [32] and [33]. In this regard, around 7,000 items
of measuring data on DAC and 25,000 items of measuring data on porous asphalt have been used.
The skid resistance measured at 70 km/h follows a linear pattern compared to the logarithm of the
cumulative volume of traffic. Figure 9 presents the connection between both variables for porous
asphalt. There is a similar relationship for DAC, though with less flexibility and accuracy.
PA
0.6
0.58
0.56
str 0.54
70
0.52
0.5
0.48
0.46
0.01

0.1
1
Cumulative (average working day) intensity in mln

10

Figure 9. Relationship between skid resistance and volume of traffic on porous asphalt.
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The relationship for porous asphalt can be formulated according to the model:
Str70 = 0.470 – 0.0845 × 10log (total volume in mln/365)
Now that the model is known, it is possible to predict the residual lifespan in years on the
basis of a measurement generation (i.e. a consecutive series of measurements on a road
section). In this case, the end of the lifespan in terms of skid resistance will have been
reached once the skid resistance has a value lower than the requirement set. The residual
lifespan is found using the following formula:

Where:
Δl = Residual lifespan in years.
It = Cumulative volume of traffic at point in time t.
it = Volume at point in time t.
yc = Hard standard for the skid resistance value.
yt = Skid resistance measured at point in time t.
b =	Gradient of the linear progression of the skid resistance with the log (cumulative volume).
Table 4 presents an example of two random road sections.
Table 4. Sample calculations residual lifespan [32, 33].
Road
section

Year of
construction

Measuring Skid
year
resistance
yt

Hard
standard
yc

Cum.
Volume
It

Volume
It

Incline
b

Residual
lifespan
Δl

1

2005

2010

0.44

0.42

155,000

31,000

-0.0845

1

2

2006

2010

0.59

0.42

108,000

27,000

-0.0845

> 20

The model makes it possible to predict the residual lifespan with an accuracy of 1 year.
Nevertheless, the inaccuracy of the skid resistance measurement (yt) renders the prediction
of the residual lifespan considerably less accurate, namely plus or minus roughly five years.
In recent years, the skid resistance index (SI) has applied for the purposes of the MJPV.
This is an average skid resistance value over the past three measuring years.
Predicting maximum number of axle loads based on µFAP
[33] presents the connection between the skid resistance and the logarithm of the cumulative
volume of traffic. The FAP test shows a virtually identical connection [34].
The relationship can be formulated as: FAP = 0.371 – 0.0813 × log10 (million revolutions).
Another thing arising from [34] is that a FAP test polishing cycle corresponds to a cumulative
volume of 15.5 × 365 vehicle passes per day.
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This makes it possible to come up with a prediction of the lifespan in terms of an asphalt
mix’s skid resistance based on the µFAP. Table 5 presents the predictions for a number of road
sections based on [33] and the model according to the FAP test:
Log10(max) = 4.48 + 9.32 × µFAP
Table 5. Predicting maximum number of vehicles passes.
road section

quality in terms of skid resistance Model main road network [32]
development in practice
(number ×106)

A

poor

48

-*

B

poor

195

235

C

poor

100

85

D

poor

175

90

E

good

4,075

1,000

F

poor

235

205

G (slip road)

poor

13

220

H

good

1,740

1,025

I

good

740

1,950

J

poor

50

155

K

poor

115

310

L

poor

250

165

*

Model µFAP [33]
(number × 106)

for this road section there were no core samples available for the purposes of testing by means of the FAP test.

Skid resistance with a maximum number of vehicles
In both methods the predicted number of maximum vehicle passes presents a more or less
similar picture. Section 8.3 states that good asphalt mixes must be capable of withstanding
a minimum of 450 million vehicle passes prior to reaching the intervention level for
maintenance for skid resistance. Table 5 shows that the prediction in line with the µFAP
model makes the same classification vis-à-vis this value as the values predicted in practice
in line with the main road network (HWN) model. The two models differ in terms of the
calculated maximum number of vehicles, but the classification in terms of good and bad skid
resistance is the same in both models.

8.5
Input from mineralogy
The crushed stone used particularly determines the skid resistance of porous wearing
courses. Consequently, mineralogical research can provide an indication of the susceptibility
to polishing of the crushed stone. Research shows that the polished stone value is dependent
upon the rock's quartz content. Igneous rock contains less than 40% quartz. With this rock,
an exceedingly weak connection is perceptible between the quantity of quartz and the extent
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of the polished stone value. The higher the quartz content of the rock, the higher the
polished stone value (the blue line in Figure 10). The opposite is the case with sedimentary
rock, however: the higher its quartz content, the lower the polished stone value (pink line
in Figure 10). In contrast to the igneous rock, it has a strong connection. Limestone
is an exception. This sedimentary rock contains virtually no quartz, yet has an exceedingly
low polished stone value (the red dot at the bottom-left of Figure 10).
Due to the fact that igneous rock and sedimentary rock react differently to the quantity
of quartz contained, there is a model for each type of rock. In total there are 36 different
minerals in both types of rock. A step-by-step regression analysis gave rise to two models
describing the connection between the polished stone value and the mineralogical
composition of the rock.
Connection between quartz content and polished stone value
75

sedimentary rock
requirement
limestone

70
Polished stone value (PSV)

igneous rock

65

R2= 0,0686

60
55
R2= 0,514

50
45
40
0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00

Quartz content
Figure 10. Connection between quartz content and polished stone value.

Igneous rock
The connection between the polished stone value and the mineralogical composition
is determined in terms of the samples obtained from the visits described in [23] to [27].
Polished stone value = c + 0.168Al + 6.287Bi – 5.994RA, where
C		 = 51.911.
Al		 = alkali feldspar content.
Bi		 = biotite content.
RA = rutile + anatase content.
The formula explains 99.4% of the variation and the connection is therefore exceptionally strong.
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Alkali feldspar is a group of hard minerals including sanidine, microcline, orthoclase
and albite. These minerals are characterized by the fact that they split perfectly along the ribs
of the grid. Similarly, the minerals rutile and anatase are hard minerals, but they split
primarily along the lateral diagonals. Biotite belongs to the mica group and is a soft mineral.
Figure 11 shows the connection between the polished stone value measured and the values
calculated on the basis of the model for igneous rock and sedimentary rock respectively.
Sedimentary rock
Polished stone value according to model

Polished stone value according to model

Igneous rock
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Figure 11. Relationship between polished stone value and values predicted by the model for igneous rock
and sedimentary rock.

Sedimentary rock
The connection between the polished stone value and the mineralogical composition
is determined in terms of nineteen samples obtained from the research described in [22] and [34].
Polished stone value = c + 0.293WM + 0.673An + 0.107Al – 0.132Z, where
C		
WM
An
Al		
Z		

= 54.986.
= white mica content.
= ankeriet.
= alkali feldspar content.
= soft mineral content.

The formula explains 84.0% of the variation and the connection is therefore very strong.
The alkali feldspar group is a predictor of polished stone value in the case of sedimentary
rock too. Furthermore, the soft minerals white mica and ankerite plus the total content
of soft minerals are predictors for polished stone value.
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8.6
Inspecting crushed stone
Rijkswaterstaat does not inspect any crushed stone itself. Contractors are contractually
obliged to supply crushed stone that satisfies the requirements set. Nevertheless, [16] makes
manifest the fact that Rijkswaterstaat does not always get the product that satisfies the
requirement. For example, it was often the case that the polished stone value calculated for
the crushed stone obtained did not fulfil the minimum requirement of ≥ 58 and the value
specified on the CE certificate supplied. In practice, the nature and provenance of the
crushed stone often deviated from the information (CE) provided by the contractor as well.
Production chain
This observation indicates that the chain from production to processing of crushed stone
is not watertight. This chain broadly runs from producer through supplier, asphalt plant
and contractor to end user. A description of the way of working followed at Rijkswaterstaat
to date is given below.
1	Producer
The producer produces crushed stone and supplies it to a supplier in conjunction with
a CE certificate. In addition to producer and provenance (quarry), this certificate also
states several important aspects, including the polished stone value and the proportion
of broken pieces.
2	Supplier
The supplier receives the consignment of crushed stone and the CE certificate and
transports the crushed stone to the asphalt plant, an interim storage facility or another
supplier. In addition, the supplier will provide the CE certificate (or a copy thereof ).
3	Asphalt plant
The asphalt plant stores the crushed stone supplied in order to make asphalt with it in due
course. The asphalt plant receives the CE certificate provided by the supplier and carries
out a goods-in check, particularly in terms of the particle size distribution. Aspects such as
the resistance to polishing (polished stone value or µFAP) are virtually never considered.
4	Contractor
The contractor incorporates the asphalt into the main road network. In addition, the
contractor hands over the CE certificate (or a copy thereof ) to Rijkswaterstaat.
5	End user (Rijkswaterstaat)
Rijkswaterstaat archives the CE certificate received. Rijkswaterstaat tests the skid resistance
development annually by means of skid resistance measurements in line with Test 72 of
the Standard RAW Provisions 2010. No testing of the construction materials is done.
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Manufacturer declaration of performance
The parties in this chain are bound by European Commission Regulation 305/2011 [29]. This means
that the manufacturer draws up a declaration of performance. The declaration formulates
the performance of construction products in terms of their essential characteristics. Products
for which a declaration of performance has been issued receive a CE mark.
By applying this label, the manufacturer is stating that he is taking responsibility for the
product's conformity with the performance specified. There are various systems for assessing
and verifying a product’s constancy of performance. For asphalt (and the various construction
materials), the Netherlands opted for system 4, the so-called manufacturer self-declaration.
This entails the manufacturer performing such things as a type examination and a product
check at the asphalt plant. No check is performed by an external institute.
Reliability supply of crushed stone
The introduction of Regulation 305/2011 sees the various links in the chain being given more
responsibility. And yet it still is not a watertight system. In the Netherlands, crushed stone
is supplied under system 4. Supplying crushed stone under system 2+ as a minimum will
considerably increase the reliability. In that case, a certifying body would monitor the quality
of the products based on an assessment directive (BRL). BRL 2502 [30] is in place for crushed
stone, guaranteeing the quality of crushed stone from the point of production to the point
of delivery at the asphalt plant.

author: Paul Kuijper
with content contributed by: Erik Vos, Frank Bouman and Jan Voskuilen
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9
Skid resistance
and maintenance
measures
and improvement
techniques
lifespan
initial
dry
wet

9.1
Introduction
Investigating cause
If a road surface’s wet or dry skid resistance does not satisfy the standards, then improvement will
be required. It is important to investigate the cause of the excessively low skid resistance. If it is
due to external circumstances (e.g. contamination that can occur during protracted dry spells
or oil on the road), then cleaning the road surface could suffice. If the cause is in the surfacing,
then there are various options to improve the skid resistance, depending on the situation.
During construction
In the case of porous wearing courses, if the wet or dry skid resistance during construction
is inadequate, this usually means that there is a bitumen film present. In the case of dense
wearing courses this can be combated by gritting the surface with crusher sand, though it is
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a possibility that the crusher sand will not adhere to the bitumen adequately. In both cases,
the following options exist for improving the skid resistance:
• Planing, also called grinding: grinding the road surface with diamond, resulting in the
bitumen film disappearing and the wet or dry skid resistance improving.
• Focused water blasting: this technique entails spraying high-pressure jets of water onto
the road surface, resulting in the bitumen film disappearing.
• Shot blasting: firing small steel balls at the road surface under high pressure.
This produces a slight degree of unevenness on the stones.
• Gritting: a porous wearing course can also be gritted with crusher sand (in a modified way).
During the operational phase
If the wet skid resistance is inadequate during the operational phase, then improvement will
be necessary.
• Depending on the maintenance programme, it is possible to opt for lane-wide
replacement of the wearing course over a certain length. Options include:
-	So-called out/in replacement of the wearing course.
-	A thin asphalt insert, entailing 20-25 mm of the porous wearing course to be treated
being removed and replaced by 20-25 mm of finer porous wearing course.
-	Applying emulsion asphalt concrete (EAC). On an overly smooth DAC or SMA surface,
applying EAC or EAC+ can improve wet skid resistance. This is done by first applying
slurry seal with an anti-ageing agent (this being the +) in a single pass. The + boosts the
quality of the existing wearing course and gives rise to better adhesion between the
porous wearing course and the EAC.
• If lane-wide or carriageway-wide replacement is in the maintenance plan in the short
term, then an improvement technique that results in a temporary improvement in wet
skid resistance may be considered. This will suffice until the real wearing course
replacement is carried out. Planing, focused water blasting and shot blasting were already
discussed earlier. Other things to be considered include:
-	Bush hammering: a mechanical treatment entailing hammers with a grid of conical
or pyramidal points striking the surface. This gives the stones a pitted effect, increasing
the texture.
-	Grinding: grinding the concrete surface with a row of diamond blades. This creates
small grooves in a longitudinal direction, enhancing the macrotexture and improving
the wet skid resistance (primarily in a lateral direction).
-	Shot blasting. Blasting the surface with small steel balls enables lasting improvement
of the wet skid resistance on dense asphalt wearing courses and concrete wearing
courses. Research is currently being carried out within Rijkswaterstaat’s Innovation Test
Centre (ITC) to find out whether shot blasting is also a suitable technique for sustainably
improving the wet skid resistance of porous asphalt wearing courses.
This chapter is only discussing those improvement techniques that improve the surface
of the wearing course.
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Overfilling
Incidentally, these roughening techniques are not universally utilizable. If the cause of low
skid resistance is an excess of mixture (too little hollow space and/or too much bitumen,
resulting in spots of bleeding being visible on the surface), then removal of the bitumen will
be a temporary solution. Because this does not address the cause, the spots of bleeding will
probably recur. When selecting an improvement technique, then, it is necessary to always
look at the cause of the insufficient wet or dry skid resistance.

9.2
Choice of type of improvement technique
Choosing made easy
Table 1 presents for the various techniques the potential options for use and an assessment
of the effects. Thus enabling a first choice of improvement technique to be made swiftly.
Sections 9.3 to 9.8 will give a more detailed description of all techniques.
Difference porous and dense
When gritting during construction, there is a difference between gritting porous and dense
asphalt wearing courses. Gritting porous asphalt wearing courses is done using a smaller
quantity and finer gritting material than is the case with dense wearing courses.
Furthermore, gritting porous wearing courses is something that should preferably be done
prior to the first rolling pass so as to ensure durable initial skid resistance (see chapter 7).
Duration, noise production and costs
Where the rows (technique) and columns (type of problem) intersect it is possible to see the
types of wearing course for which that combination is suitable. Columns five and six give
an indication in blue as to how long the improvement will last. Finally, the table provides
an estimate of the increase or decrease in noise production and an indication of the costs.
Other types of damage
The choice of technique will also depend on the presence of other types of damage (wear,
cracking, rutting). In the case of serious wear (for example), planing would not make sense
because this would create more damage. Moreover, planing cannot be used if there is
a certain degree of rutting, as in such circumstances the diamond discs will not be able
to plane the entire surface.
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Table 1 Usability of different improvement techniques.
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CC = Cement concrete
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DAC = Dense asphalt concrete
PA = Porous asphalt (including durable porous asphalt and two-layer porous asphalt)
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9.3
Cleaning road surface
Porous asphalt cleaner (cleaning)
A contaminated surface can be cleaned using a porous asphalt cleaner. The commonly used
vehicle has a 2.5-metre-wide nozzle and a spray bar with around 20 rotating high-pressure
spray heads. These enable both surface cleaning and deep cleaning. The pressure reaches
a maximum of 170 bars at 300 litres per minute.

Figure 1 Porous asphalt cleaner

Experiences cleaning road surface with porous asphalt cleaner:
• Costs: € 20.00 to € 40.00 per kilometre of lane.
• Speed: 2 to 4 km/h per lane.
• Types of surfacing suitable for: the method is suitable for removing acute contamination
(oil, sand) on all surfacing types. As well as for preventing pore blockage and guaranteeing
water drainage on porous wearing courses.
• How long improvement will last: the contamination usually disappears and the
improvement is therefore definitive. Nevertheless, it is possible for new contamination
to occur in the shorter or longer term, depending on the situation.
• Effect on durability of surfacing: no adverse effect on the durability of the surfacing.
• Noise: positive effect due to improving absorption properties.
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9.4
Roughening by planing
Porous wearing courses and concrete
This technique involves horizontal discs (up to 1 metre in diameter) fitted with diamond
grinding the road surface. Thus enabling up to 5,000 m2/hour and a width of up to 3.4 metres
to be treated in a single pass. The technique can be used on porous asphalt wearing courses and
concrete. It is not suitable for combination wearing courses. The technique can also be used for
creating the requisite initial skid resistance (see, for example, the A2 Eindhoven – Den Bosch),
because the bitumen film on the surface is removed by the grinding. Thus enabling tyres
to be in direct contact with the stone surface, precluding the possibility of bituplaning.

Figure 2 Planing a wearing course.

Experiences
Experiences with roughening a wearing course by means of planing:
• Costs: € 7,000 to € 10,000 per kilometre of lane (porous asphalt), € 17,000 to € 25,000 per
kilometre of lane (dense surfacing types) excluding traffic measures and cleaning the road
surface.
• Requisite time (depending on surface: 450 to 1,000 m/h): can be done in a very short space
of time, because it is often the case that full closure is unnecessary for the purposes
of implementing the measure.
• Types of surfacing suitable for: the method is primarily intended for porous asphalt,
two-layer porous asphalt and cement concrete.
• How long improvement will last: depending on the quality of the asphalt/crushed stone, the
measure will last for around one to three years. Thereafter, the wearing course will need
to be replaced. If planing is done on several successive occasions, then the cumulative costs
of the traffic measures will quickly exceed the cost of replacing the wearing course.
• Effect on durability of surfacing: planing is not possible on road sections with moderate
or serious wear.
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• specifics: planing is only possible between the lane markings. Cleaning the road surface
will be necessary upon completion. Planing does not appear to have a positive effect
on all types of crushed stone. Nonetheless, further research is needed in this regard.
• noise: no effect.

9.5
Roughening by bush hammering
For dense wearing courses
The surface of dense wearing courses, both asphalt and concrete surfaces, can be mechanically
tooled using special hammers. Thereby giving rise to a uniform, coarse structure without
excessively damaging the road surface. The machine has a horizontally driven shaft with ridges
fitted on it at an angle. These ridges contain radial shafts onto which special tempered metal
discs with so-called Widia styli have been fitted.
These discs can move and rotate around this shaft to an extent.
Strike-and-scratch treatment
The fact that the main shaft rotates at a high rate gives rise to a so-called strike-and-scratch
treatment of the surface. This strike-and-scratch treatment ensures that the tops of the
polished additives splinter off. If the roughening is done in the direction of travel, which
is the most common approach, then this will create small longitudinal grooves, depending
on the positioning of the tools. These extend the lifespan of the roughened surface.
Experiences
Experiences of bush hammering with discs:
• Types of surfacing suitable for: the method is suitable for dense wearing courses
(DAC, CC and combination wearing courses).
• How long improvement will last: in excess of two years.
• Effect on durability of surfacing: no effect on durability on dense wearing courses. The risk
of stone loss on porous asphalt is too significant, hence using this method is not possible on it.
Regulated hammers
Another system is possible on dense wearing courses. This consists in regulated hammers
being used to roughen the road surface in different gradations. The capacity of a single
machine is 800 m2/h. The system is unsuitable for porous wearing courses, because the
intensive treatment makes it easy for the stones on the surface to come loose.
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Figure 3 Vehicle for bush hammering with the aid of hammers.

Experiences
Experiences of bush hammering with hammers:
• Requisite time (depending on surface): 800 m2/h.
• Types of surfacing suitable for: the method is suitable for dense wearing courses
(DAC, CC and combination wearing courses).
• How long improvement will last: in excess of two years.
• Effect on durability of surfacing: no effect on durability on dense wearing courses. The risk
of stone loss on porous asphalt is too significant, hence using this method is not possible on it.
• Noise: adverse effect due to rougher texture.

9.6
Roughening by focused water blasting
Nigh on all types of asphalt
This entails water being sprayed onto the road surface at high pressure (variable up to 2,500 bars),
which improves the microtexture. The special technique of water blasting enables the force
to be adjusted. It is possible to treat a width of 2.60 metres in a single go. The technique can
be used on all types of asphalt. Also extremely well suited to removing the cement laitance
on combination wearing courses or of the bitumen film on porous asphalt so as to improve
initial skid resistance.

Figure 4. Vehicle for focused water blasting.
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Experiences
Experiences with focused water blasting:
• Costs: € 5,000 to € 16,000 per kilometre of lane depending on the quantities.
• Requisite time: speed 500 to 2,500 m2/h (the main determining factors being the type
of asphalt and the thickness of the bitumen film).
• Types of surfacing suitable for: suitable for all wearing courses, with the exception
of cement concrete.
• How long improvement will last: two years maximum.
• Effect on durability of surfacing: if properly performed, no adverse effect on durability.
• Noise: no effect.

9.7
Roughening by shot blasting
Extra texture
This technique uses steel balls rather than water to roughen the road surface. Small steel balls
are fired at the surface with considerable force (c. 180 bars), creating extra texture on the stones.
Thus increasing the wet skid resistance as a result. The balls are sucked up in conjunction with
the material that has been blasted off and separated out in the system. A magnet collects the
balls for reuse. This technique enables a width of 1.15 metres to be treated in one go.
An alternative technique uses larger balls and is applied across the full width of a lane.

Figure 5. Two techniques for shot blasting.

Experiences
Experiences with shot blasting:
The technique has proven itself on dense asphalt and concrete wearing courses. The method
is also very well suited to removing the cement laitance on combination wearing courses.
ITC is currently investigating whether shot blasting also sustainably improves the wet skid
resistance of porous wearing courses over time. A test section on RW016 [1] showed that this
treatment can also be used on porous asphalt without causing wear, on the proviso that
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the treatment is not done with excessive force (a speed of 22-23 m/min). Six months after the
treatment an increased wet skid resistance was still perceptible.
• Costs: € 35,000 to € 42,000 per kilometre of lane, excluding traffic measures, labour and
fuel. The price will depend on the surface to be blasted (consumption of balls is higher on
porous asphalt, for instance).
• Requisite time: speed 1,500 m2/h (on porous wearing courses) to 3,000 m2/h (on dense
wearing courses). The first method is suitable for treating a maximum width of 1.15 metres
in one go. Meaning repetition is required to treat a full lane.
• Types of surfacing suitable for: it is suitable for all dense types of surfacing (and perhaps
for porous types of surfacing as well).
• How long improvement will last: in excess of two years.
• Effect on durability of surfacing: if properly performed, no adverse effect on durability.
Excessive force could lead to stone loss on porous asphalt.
• Noise: no effect.

9.8
Roughening by grinding
Vertical grinding discs
A grinding machine is used to grind (road) surfaces with a high degree of accuracy.
This enables bumps to be removed or to introduce a pattern of grooves in order to improve
water drainage and therefore wet skid resistance as well. A large number of vertically
positioned grinding discs treat the surface of the road. The depth can be set with great
accuracy. The working width is a maximum of 1.25 metres.

Figure 6 Machine for grinding road surfacing
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Experiences
Types of surfacing suitable for: this method is suitable for dense wearing courses
(DAC, CC and combination wearing courses).
• How long improvement will last: in excess of two years.
• Effect on durability of surfacing: no adverse effect on durability on dense wearing courses.
• Noise: usually a positive effect.

author: Thijs Bennis and Frank Bouman
with content contributed by: Erik Vos, Ron van der Aa, Mart Lavrijsen and Jan Voskuilen
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Glossary
ABS
An anti-lock braking system (usually abbreviated to ABS or sometimes ABS system) is an
electronically controlled variant of ‘pumping the brakes’. It prevents a vehicle’s wheels from
locking during powerful braking, e.g. during an emergency stop.
Augite porphyry or Andesite
The designation for a crushed stone, sometimes used in asphalt layers. It is a volcanic rock.
Becker test
A test to ascertain the water permeability (drainage capacity) of porous wearing courses
in situ and in the laboratory.
Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen (BASt)
The Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen (BASt) is one of Europe’s leading research and advisory
institutes in the field of road construction. Founded in 1951 as part of the German government.
When it comes to skid resistance, BASt oversees the quality assurance aspect of measurements
carried out in Germany.
CE mark
The CE mark indicates that a product satisfies statutory requirements. Including in terms of
health and safety and the environment. The CE mark can be recognized by the letters C and E.
Many industrial products brought to market within the European Union (EU) are required to
have a CE mark.
Centrale Informatie Voorziening, CIV
The CIV Central Information Services is a division of Rijkswaterstaat, responsible for
providing information.
Close Proximity method, CPX
The Close Proximity Method (CPX) is an acoustic method of measurement which measures
the contact noise between tyre and road surface by driving over the road with a measuring
trailer at a measuring speed of 50-80 km/h. The objective of the method is to assess both the
noise production and the homogeneity of a road surface over a particular stretch.
Comité Européen de Normalisation, CEN
The Comité Européen de Normalisation (in English: European Committee for Standardization)
is a standardization organization founded by the national standardization committees in the
European Economic Community and the European Free Trade Association in 1961.
CEN standards are known as European Standards (ENs).
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CEN’s work contributes to the objectives of the European Union and the European Economic
Area with voluntary technical standards (ENs) to foster free trade, employee and consumer
safety, interoperability of networks, environmental protection, implementation
of Research & Development programmes and public mediation.
CROW working group ASTRA
CROW working group Aanvangsstroefheid Asfaltverhardingen (‘Initial Skid Resistance
Asphalt Surfacing’, or ASTRA), founded in 2002.
Current Skid Resistance Score, AS
The Current Skid Resistance Score (AS) is a measure of the wet skid resistance of a hectometre
section and is particularly intended for use in contract situations.
Calculating the AS is done on the basis of the average of two measurements taken
consecutively and it is expressed in terms of a difference to the standard.
The AS is mandatory in all types of contract for measurements taken upon opening road
sections. It is also used for the purposes of setting requirements at the end of the warranty
period in UAV-GC contracts and setting requirements for skid resistance during the
operational phase in DBFM contracts.
Dense Asphalt Concrete, DAC
Dense asphalt concrete (DAC) is a wearing course type, chiefly used on urban and provincial
roads, and less and less on motorways in the Netherlands. It forms part of the dense wearing
course category. Continuous gradation of the granulate (crushed stone, sand and filler) gives
DAC a load-bearing grain skeleton and a low percentage of hollow space and therefore
a dense structure. DAC 0/16 is regarded as the reference road surface, with which noisereducing properties of other road surface types - such as porous asphalt, SMA, thin wearing
courses, two-layer porous asphalt and other types - can be compared.
Dense wearing courses
A dense wearing course has an impervious or non-porous character. The percentage
of hollow space it has is low (< 8%). Examples of dense wearing courses are dense asphalt
concrete (DAC) and stone mastic asphalt (SMA).
Design, Build, Finance & Maintain, DBFM
A Design, Build, Finance and Maintain (DBFM) contract is a contractual form entailing the
contractor being responsible both for the design and the construction of the project and
for its financing and overall maintenance throughout the contractual term (usually 20 years
or longer). It is an integrated contractual form, which sees the contractor being given
maximum space to put his knowledge and creativity to good use.
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Dry braking deceleration
Dry braking deceleration, expressed in m/s2, is a measure of the skid resistance of a road
surface under dry conditions. Two different methods have been developed in the
Netherlands for the purposes of calculating dry braking deceleration, which are
interchangeable: the method ‘dry braking deceleration by means of braking tests’ and the
method ‘dry braking deceleration by measuring in traffic’.
Dry skid resistance
See skid resistance dry road surface.
Durable porous asphalt
Durable porous asphalt is a further improvement of the standard porous asphalt and is in use
since 2007. It contains more bitumen (5,2% instead of 4,2% bitumen 70/100) and also a
drainage inhibitor.
Emulsion asphalt concrete, EAC
Emulsion asphalt concrete (EAC) is a cold, energy-friendly prepared mix of mineral aggregate
(crushed stone, crusher sand and filler), modified slurry seal, cement and water. Preparation
and processing of EAC are done in situ on the road in a continuous mixing process using the
same machine.
Estimated Texture Depth, ETD
Theoretical approach to texture depth from the sand patch method with the aid of texture
measurements. The sand patch method entails spreading a measured volume of fine sand
or glass beads in a circle over the road surface. The surface area of the circle and the
measured volume are used to calculate the average texture depth.
European Friction Index, EFI
Common scale for skid resistance developed within HERMES and intended for the purposes
of the harmonization of skid resistance measuring devices. See HERMES for more details.
Forum of European Highway Research Laboratories, FEHRL
The Forum of European National Highway Research Laboratories is an international
organization set up in 1989 with a view to collaborating on road research. FEHRL encompasses
30 participants from European countries (national research institutes in the field of road
construction) and is in close contact with the United States, South Africa, Australia and Israel.
Friction After Polishing test, FAP test
Test method to study the susceptibility to polishing of a wearing course under repeated stress
based on core samples from the road or a test section from the laboratory. In contrast to the
PSV test, the test assesses the entire mixture. A CEN standard was published in 2014
(NEN-EN 12697-49:2014). The test is a further development of the Wehner/Schulze test.
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Harmonisation of European Routine and Research Measuring Equipment for Skid
Resistance, HERMES
Harmonisation of European Routine and Research Measuring Equipment for Skid Resistance was
a cooperative, pre-normative study performed by FEHRL during the 2002-2006 period and geared
towards harmonizing methods of skid resistance measurement at European level. The most
important goal was to study the accuracy and repeatability of introducing a common scale for
wet skid resistance, the so-called EFI (European Friction Index). The conclusion reached was that
this goal did not lead to satisfying results with the knowledge that was available at that juncture.
Innovation Test Centre, ITC
The ITC is the Rijkswaterstaat desk for innovation within the groundwork, road and hydraulic
engineering sector for the business world. The aim is to collectively carry out validation
research on innovations that are ready (or nearly ready) for implementation.
Institute for Road Safety Research, SWOV
The Institute for Road Safety Research (SWOV) is an independent Dutch scientific research
institute in the field of road safety. SWOV’s knowledge covers all subjects pertaining to road
safety, such as infrastructure, enforcement or technical developments in terms of transport.
Main Road Network (HWN)
The main road network encompasses all roads owned by the State. These roads are also
referred to as national roads (‘rijkswegen’). Roads not forming part of the main road network
fall under the underlying road network.
Major Projects and Maintenance, GPO
Organizational division of Rijkswaterstaat responsible for ensuring and maintaining the availability
of the networks. This is done by implementing large-scale construction and maintenance projects.
GPO forms part of the RWS chain and works in cooperation with other parties.
Mean Profile Depth, MPD
The Mean Profile Depth is a numerical value characterizing the macrotexture of a road
surface. The macrotexture pertains to how rough the road surface is in the wavelength range
from 0.5 to 50 mm. The MPD gives the average value of the texture depth over a particular
length according to a standardized method, set out in the EN ISO 13473-1 standard.
Multi-year Road Maintenance Plan, MJPV
The Multi-year Road Maintenance Plan pertains to advice drawn up by Rijkswaterstaat’s Grote
Projecten en Onderhoud (‘Major Projects and Maintenance’, or GPO) on an annual basis
advising regional and district authorities on variable maintenance for the first five years.
The objective of the plan is to ensure that the existing surfacing on national roads is managed
and maintained properly. The plan’s point of departure is fulfilment of centrally established
quality-related properties like skid resistance, rutting, evenness, cracking and wear.
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Noise Innovation Programme, IPG
Extensive development programme (2002- 2007) on the part of the Ministry of Transport,
Public Works and Water Management and the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the
Environment for measures to make the Netherlands affordably quieter. The IPG developed
measures that tackle road and rail traffic noise at source.
Outliers
Outlier is a term used in statistics and data analysis to refer to an observation that does not
seem to fit in with the rest. Usually it pertains to one item of data that is relatively far removed
from the other data. Statistics derived from data containing outliers can produce a markedly
distorted picture of reality.
PIARC test tyre
The PIARC test tyre is a standardized test tyre used for the purposes of carrying out skid
resistance measurements. PIARC test tyres have regularly been being produced by Specialty
Tyre of America since 2009, in line with the ‘specification for a standard test tyre for friction
coefficient measurement of a pavement surface’. These specifications were set out by PIARC
Technical Committee 1 Surfaces characteristics in 2004. The World Road Association-PIARC
was set up in 1909 and connects road authorities from 122 governments.
Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle, PDCA
The Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle, also termed the Deming Cycle, is a creative tool used for quality
management and problem-solving. The cycle describes four activities applicable to all
improvements within organizations. The four activities ensure better quality. The cyclical
character guarantees that the quality improvement is subject to continuous scrutiny.
Polished Stone Value, PSV
A standardized laboratory test to calculate the susceptibility to polishing of crushed stone finer
than 10 mm but coarser than 8 mm. The test claims to imitate the polishing effect of vehicle tyres.
Polymer Modified Bitumen, PMB
Polymer Modified Bitumen, or PMB for short, refers to special forms of bitumen developed
to enhance the durability of our roads.
Porous asphalt (one-layer porous asphalt)
Porous asphalt is the most commonly used wearing course on national roads and belongs to the
category of porous wearing courses. Porous asphalt consists of a wearing course with a high
percentage of hollow space (design hollow space 20% as a minimum). A granulate (crushed
stone) with a maximum grain diameter of 16 mm is used in porous asphalt and is applied in
a single layer 50 mm thick as standard. Porous asphalt with a maximum grain diameter of 11 mm
is applied in a layer 40 mm thick. The porosity and the open structure are achieved by means of
a discontinuous gradation of the crushed stone. Benefits of porous asphalt over a dense wearing
course include noise reduction, less water getting splashed and sprayed, increased resistance
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to rutting and the lack of aquaplaning in rainy conditions. The noise-reducing effect of porous
asphalt lessens over time due to wear and tear and contamination.
Porous wearing courses
A porous wearing course is one with an open (high porous) structure. The percentage of
hollow space in a porous wearing course is high (> 20%). Examples of porous wearing
courses include one-layer and two-layer porous asphalt.
QAPF diagram
A diagram used to classify igneous rocks on the basis of mineralogical composition, namely
on the basis of the ratio of quartz, alkali feldspar, plagioclase and feldspathoid content.
Repeatability
Repeatability is the degree of variation in terms of measuring results or the development of these
into a series of measurements in quick succession using the same equipment, the same measuring
technician and the same measurement conditions. The better the repeatability, the more minor
any random error will be. For road measurements it is customary to express the repeatability as a
95% confidence interval for the difference between two measurements. This is equal to 2.82 times
the repeatability standard deviation. The repeatability is designated by means of the symbol ‘r’.
Reproducibility
Reproducibility can be described as the variation, achieved with repeated measurements using
different measuring devices, of the same sensor type under the same measuring conditions.
For road measurements it is customary to express the reproducibility as a 95% confidence
interval for the difference between two measurements. This is equal to 2.82 times the
reproducibility standard deviation. The reproducibility is designated by means of the symbol ‘R’.
Road Surfacing Implementation and Control Provisions, VUCW
Provisions drawn up by Rijkswaterstaat in 1975 for the purposes of implementing
and checking road surfacing for national roads.
Root Mean Square, RMS
Theoretical approach to root mean square texture depth from the sand patch method with
the aid of texture measurements. The sand patch method entails spreading a measured
volume of fine sand or glass beads in a circle over the road surface. The surface area of the
circle and the measured volume are used to calculate the average texture depth.
RSAT test
A laboratory test to calculate (porous) road surfaces’ resistance to wear and tear occurring as
a result of repeated shearing forces from vehicle tyres.
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SeitenKraftMessverfahren, SKM
SeitenKraftMessverfahren (SKM) is the name of a measuring device enabling measurement
of the wet skid resistance of a road surface in line with the principle of a test wheel
positioned at an angle (Sideway Force method). The German Federal Highway Research
Institute (BASt) is in charge of the specifications for the measuring device and takes care
of quality assurance. As at 2015 the SKM is in use in two European countries: Germany and
Switzerland. Measurements taken using the SKM are usually performed with reference to the
German FGSV standard ‘Technische Prüfvorschriften für Griffigkeitsmessungen
in StrassenBau (TP Griff-StB), teil SKM, Ausgabe 2007’.
Sideway Force Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine, SCRIM
Sideway Force Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine (SCRIM) is the name of
a measuring device developed by TRL in England which enables measurement of the wet
skid resistance of a road surface in line with the principle of a test wheel positioned at
an angle (Sideway Force method). The British TRL is in charge of the specifications for the
measuring device and takes care of quality assurance for the measuring device. As at 2015 this
method is in use in seven European countries (Britain, Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal,
Italy, Slovenia), as well as in Australia, New Zealand, Argentina and Chile. Measurements
using the SCRIM are usually performed with reference to the British Standard BS 7941-1:2006.
Sideway Force method, SWF
Method by means of which the wet skid resistance of a road surface can be calculated in the
25-90 km/h speed range using a test wheel positioned at an angle (20 degrees to the direction of
travel). A standardized treadless test tyre is fitted to the test wheel. The method was developed in
Britain under the name SCRIM by TRL around 1960. Its scope is network monitoring, acceptance
testing, warranty measurements and research. As at 2015 this method is in use in nine European
countries (Britain, Germany, Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Switzerland, Slovenia), as well
as in Australia, New Zealand, Argentina and Chile. Two implementations of this method are known:
the British SCRIM and the German SKM. The technical specifications of the measuring device used
for the purposes of SCRIM and SKM differ only in terms of the details. Specifications and
organization in terms of quality assurance differ more. The European standardization organization
CEN drew up two sets of technical specifications in 2009 (15901 series): one for the British SCRIM and
one for the German SKM. 2014 saw a start being made on integration of both technical specifications
to form a single EN standard. In particular, the scope pertains to the technical specifications for the
measuring device.
Skid resistance
The skid resistance of a road surface indicates the capacity to convey friction in the contact area
between tyre and road surface. Skid resistance is necessary to offset the horizontal forces that
occur in the contact area between tyre and road surface during vehicle movements (accelerating,
braking and steering). In order to be able to drive safely on a road it is important for a road
surface to have adequate skid resistance in both wet and dry conditions.
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Skid resistance dry road surface
Skid resistance of a road surface in dry conditions. In the Netherlands, the skid resistance
of a dry road surface is expressed as a braking deceleration value measured under standard
conditions. This value has the dimension m/s2 and is termed dry braking deceleration.
A corresponding coefficient of friction can also be calculated for research situations.
This value is dimensionless and can easily be calculated in terms of numerical value
(braking deceleration = 9.81 × coefficient of friction).
Skid Resistance Index, SI
The Skid Resistance Index (SI) is a measure of the wet skid resistance of a hectometre section
and is particularly intended for periodic monitoring, both for the regular situation in which
RWS is itself controlling the maintenance plan and for DBFM contracts. The SI is calculated
on the basis of a weighted average of skid resistance readings up to a maximum of two years
back and is expressed as a difference to the standard. A skid resistance index of 0.03, for
instance, means that the weighted average skid resistance is 0.03 higher than the standard.
Skid Resistance Tester, SRT
Portable measuring device comprising a pendulum and a rubber block for calculating the
wet skid resistance of a test section in a laboratory or of a road in situ.
A common use is for floors, paving bricks and road markings. A variety of standards are in circulation
for the purposes of carrying out the test. The test is also referred to as the pendulum test.
Skid resistance wet road surface
Skid resistance of a road surface in wet conditions. In the Netherlands, the skid resistance
of a wet road surface is expressed as a coefficient of friction, measured under standardized
conditions. This value is dimensionless and is termed wet skid resistance.
Standard RAW Provisions
The term Standard RAW Provisions refers to a book published by CROW every five years.
It contains a well-considered, dynamic system of legal, administrative and technical
preconditions for putting together construction contracts in the groundwork, road
and hydraulic engineering sector. It has its basis in the RAW system, with responsibility for
the design resting with the client (UAV-1989 or 2012). RAW stands for Rationalisatie
en Automatisering Grond-, Water- en Wegenbouw (‘Rationalization and Automation
Groundwork, Road and Hydraulic Engineering Sector’).
Stone Mastic Asphalt, SMA
Stone mastic asphalt is a type of wearing course used on urban roads, on provincial roads and to
a limited extent on national roads as well. It forms part of the dense wearing course category.
Just like porous asphalt, SMA is discontinuously graded and also contains a high percentage of broken
material with a diameter in excess of 2 mm. The hollow spaces arising are pretty much entirely filled
by mastic (sand, filler and bitumen). SMA has a high level of resistance to deformation, under the
influence of both heavy axle loads and braking forces and torsion. This results in high durability.
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Technical Specifications, TS
The term technical specifications (TS) refers to a normative document drawn up by the
Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN) and approved by way of weighted voting on the
part of CEN national members. Technical specifications can be an option where the time
is not yet ripe for an agreement to be reached on a European standard (EN), or because the
technology is still at the development stage. Technical specifications can be adopted as
a national standard, though conflicting national standards may continue to exist.
Test 150
Test 150 is the designation for the test used to calculate the wet skid resistance of road
surfacing, which is included in the Standard RAW Provisions from the 1985 version until the
2005 version. The test provides the specifications for the measuring device to be used, the
RWS skid resistance meter and the specifications for carrying out the measurements.
The test was succeeded by Test 72 from 2010 onwards.
Test 72
Test 72 is the designation for the test used to calculate the wet skid resistance of road
surfacing, which is included in the Standard RAW Provisions from 2010 onwards. The test
provides the specifications for the measuring device to be used, the RWS skid resistance
meter and the specifications for carrying out the measurements. Test 72 made its first
appearance in RAW 2010 and is regarded as the successor to Test 150. Differences in terms
of content: an increase in the standard measuring speed from 50 km/h to 70 km/h
and the use of a different reference for the test tyre. The readings changed as a result.
Thermoplastic elastomers, TPE
Thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) constitute a group of block copolymers with hard crystalline
and soft rubber segments. This gives them both thermoplastic and elastomeric properties,
which are markedly influenced by the ratio of hard to soft segments and the nature thereof.
TPEs are used if the conditions are difficult and (for example) a high degree of elasticity
is required in combination with a high degree of mechanical strength and longevity.
Transport Research Laboratory, TRL
TRL is one of Europe’s leading research and advisory institutes in the field of road
construction. Originally founded in 1933 as part of the British government, TRL was
privatized in 1996, becoming a fully fledged independent private enterprise.
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Two-layer porous asphalt
Two-layer porous asphalt is a further development of one-layer porous asphalt and forms part
of the category of porous wearing courses. Besides one-layer porous asphalt, two-layer porous
asphalt has been permitted as a standard wearing course for national roads since 2007.
This wearing course has a higher level of noise reduction than one-layer porous asphalt,
enabling savings to be made on noise barriers. Two-layer porous asphalt consists of a top
layer of crushed stone 4/8 25 mm thick and a design hollow space of 20% as well as a coarse
substrate of crushed stone 11/16 45 mm thick and a 25% design hollow space as standard.
In 2014, fine two-layer porous asphalt, which has an even better level of noise reduction than
standard two-layer porous asphalt, was also released for use on national roads. Fine two-layer
porous asphalt consists of a top layer of crushed stone 2/6 20 mm thick and a design hollow
space of 20% as well as a coarse substrate of crushed stone 11/16 50 mm thick and a 25% design
hollow space as standard.
UAV-GC contracts
The Model Basic Agreement with accompanying UAV-GC2005 lends itself well to setting
conditions for assignments in which design and implementation are integrated, if need
be with multi-year maintenance. Correct use offers space for innovative solutions, thereby
matching with government policy for innovative outsourcing.
Wehner/Schulze
A standardized test to calculate the skid resistance of an asphalt mix after polishing. The test
claims to imitate the polishing effect of vehicle tyres. The test was developed at the
Technische
Universität Berlin in Germany in the 1960s as an alternative to the PSV test. In contrast to the
latter, the Wehner/Schulze test assesses the entire mixture. The test can be performed on
a test section from a laboratory or a core sample from a road.
Wet skid resistance
See Skid resistance wet road surface.
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